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Mission with clear ambition is the way to success: Modi



EC orders registration of case against Delhi CM Arvind Kejriwal



Theresa May signs $125 million fighter jet deal with Turkey



Bumrah’s brilliant final over helps India level the series
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Court stops Trump’s travel ban order



BRIEFLY Infosys techie murdered in Pune PUNE: A 25-year-old woman



software engineer of Infosys was allegedly strangled to death by an unidentified person at her workstation in Rajiv Gandhi Infotech Park in Hinjawadi here on Sunday, police said. K. Rasila Raj was allegedly strangulated with the help of a computer wire. The incident took place on the ninth floor of the Infosys building.



Protests erupt at many U.S. airports where passengers were detained VARGHESE K GEORGE WASHINGTON: A judicial order



Jats begin quota stir in Haryana GURUGRAM: Members of the Jat



community held a day-long token dharna at the Atul Kataria Chowk here on Sunday. Organised under the aegis of the Akhil Bharatiya Jat Aarakshan Sangharsh Samiti, the dharna was held as part of the community’s indefinite agitation started across the State in support of their demands, which include withdrawal of cases registered against agitators during the protest in February last year.



쐍 STATE | PAGE 5 EDUCATION PLUS 4 Pages



METROPLUS 4 Pages



REPORT ON PAGE 17; EDITORIAL ON PAGE 10



EC renews plea to RBI for higher cash withdrawals SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT NEW DELHI: The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has turned down the Election Commission’s request to enhance the cash withdrawal limit for nominated candidates in the five poll-bound States, from ₨24,000 to ₨2 lakh per week, till the declaration of results on March 11. Asking the RBI to reconsider, the EC on Saturday again wrote to it expressing serious concerns “about the cursory manner in which this issue has been dealt with



Commission wants cap raised to ₨2 lakh per week for candidates in five poll-bound States and it appears that the RBI has not realised the gravity of the matter.” The EC reiterated that in order to facilitate proper conduct of elections, it was imperative that its directions were complied with. “In this context, the ECI had desired that the current limit on cash withdrawal for candidates for the coming



elections may be enhanced in order to ensure that the candidates are able to defray election expenditure up to the statutory limits,” said the Commission. It had earlier written to the RBI stating that it had been told about the problems being faced by the candidates from diferent political parties, particularly in the rural areas, due to imposition of cash withdrawal limits. As per the EC directive, each candidate has to open a separate bank account. All



Akhilesh, Rahul exude bonhomie, justify tie-up The two parties claimed they would together win more than 300 seats. Both leaders resorted to symbolism to drive home their point.



OMAR RASHID LUCKNOW: The positive chem-



istry between Samajwadi Party president Akhilesh Yadav and Congress vice-president Rahul Gandhi was on display as the two leaders on Sunday walked in together to a hall at the plush Taj Hotel here. Dressed in identical white kurta-pyjamas and black jackets, the leaders started the joint conference with a hug. In the first public appearance after the SP and Congress formalised the poll alliance, Mr. Gandhi and Mr. Yadav justified the tie-up. Declaring that their com-



BROTHERS IN ARMS: Akhilesh Yadav and Rahul Gandhi at a press conference in Lucknow on Sunday. — PHOTO: RAJEEV BHATT bined objective was to “defeat the fascist forces,” respond to “politics of hate” and counter divisive ideo-



logy, the two leaders said the Congress-SP alliance would usher in a “storm of development.”



‘Two wheels of cycle’ Mr. Gandhi said he shared both a “personal and political relationship” with Akhilesh and their coming together was akin to the “meeting of the Ganga and Yamuna at the Sangam.” Mr. Yadav, in turn, pronounced that he and Mr. Gandhi were “two wheels of the cycle.”



쐍 CONTINUED ON PAGE 12 쐍 MULAYAM WILL NOT CAMPAIGN | PAGE 12



receipts and payments of the candidates during the election process have to be routed through that account. The EC pointed out that the entire election process lasted only three to four weeks and therefore, the total amount that could be withdrawn would be only ₨96,000, “as against the statutory limit of expenditure of ₨28 lakh in Punjab, Uttarakhand and Uttar Pradesh, and ₨20 lakh in Manipur and Goa, as fixed by the Central government on February 28, 2014.”



Dacoits gang-rape two women in Gurugram ASHOK KUMAR GURUGRAM: Two young wo-



men were allegedly gangraped by about half-adozen dacoits inside a factory premises in Haileymandi here in the early hours of Sunday. The women along with their families and other workers were sleeping inside the factory premises when the armed dacoits barged inside and took turns to rape the women after holding the others hostage.



on Saturday night stayed the deportation of people from seven Muslim-majority countries who arrived in the U.S. after President Donald Trump barred their entry through an executive order on Friday. As the world watched with dismay Mr. Trump’s move, protests erupted across America, particularly at airports where travellers were detained. The judicial order does not deal with the merit of the executive order issued by Mr. Trump that could be deemed unconstitutional as it efectively sanctions religious discrimination. Anthony D. Romero, Executive Director of American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), which challenged the presidential decision in the court on behalf of two travellers from Iraq who were detained at the JFK airport in New York, said: “Our courts today worked as they should as bulwarks against



WALL AGAINST TRUMP: A demonstration against the executive order at the Dallas-Fort Worth airport on Saturday. — PHOTO: AFP government abuse or unconstitutional policies and orders. On week one, Donald Trump sufered his first loss in court.” The New York court order extends to all of America and provides relief to people in similar situations but at least three more similar court rulings were reported from other States by Saturday night. “Our country needs strong borders and extreme vetting, NOW. Look what is happening all over Europe and, indeed, the world — a horrible mess!” Mr. Trump tweeted on Sunday morning. Lee Gelernt, an ACLU oicial who argued the case in New York, said: “This ruling



preserves the status quo and ensures that people who have been granted permission to be in this country are not illegally removed of U.S. soil.” Earlier, Mr. Trump said the travel restrictions did not amount to a ban on Muslims. “It’s not a Muslim ban…very strict ban, and we’re going to have extreme vetting, which we should have had in this country for many years,” he said, as he signed another executive order, to prepare within 30 days a blueprint for defeating the IS.



쐍 INDIAN HELD AT U.S. AIRPORT | PAGE 12 쐍 BACKLASH GROWS



AGAINST ORDER | PAGE 14



Oil spill in Chennai dooms turtles SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT CHENNAI: A thick oily tide from



the sea lapped at the coast of several fishing hamlets in north Chennai on Sunday, a day after two cargo ships, one of them an oil tanker, collided of Kamarajar Port in Ennore. Several dead turtles and hatchlings coated with the black oil were washed ashore and discovered among the boulders. By afternoon, the spread of oil was seen on a 400metre long stretch, 40



A turtle that was washed ashore along the Ernavur coast in Chennai on Sunday. — PHOTO: B. JOTHI RAMALINGAM



metres wide, near the Ernavur junction. Of the two ships, M.T. Dawn Kanchipuram coming



from Mumbai with a full load of petrol and diesel collided around 4 a.m. on Saturday with an LPG tanker, M.T. BW Maple. Since there was a spill from the oil vessel, the Ennore Kamarajar Port authorities placed containment booms around the ships. The floating oil along the shore of north Chennai came as a shock to the fishing villages, since the Port authorities had said on Saturday that there was only a thin sheen from the ships and it would disappear soon.



쐍 DETAILS ON | PAGE 3



Minors pull of heist at wedding SHUBHOMOY SIKDAR NEW DELHI: Dressed in



fineries to match the occasion, a group of children pulled of a daring heist by posing as guests at a wedding function at the India Islamic Centre here on Saturday. The half-a-dozen 10-year-olds managed to steal jewellery worth about ₨40 lakh from the wedding ceremony on Lodhi Road without any of the guests getting a whif of their plans. The incident has been captured on camera. While one boy is seen leaving the venue with the jewellery bag, the police suspect that other members of the gang, all dressed in wedding finery, were also present. According to the police, the theft happened around 1 a.m. at the wedding of the sister of one Saif Hasan Naqvi. Dr. Naqvi told the police that the boys stole a brown-coloured bag containing a gold set, diamond earrings and a necklace. Though the FIR does CM YK



Half-a-dozen 10-year-olds steal jewellery worth about ₨40 lakh from the venue not mention the exact value of the stolen jewellery, a police oicer said it was estimated to worth around ₨40 lakh. The oicer said the victim made a PCR call, following which a complaint under section 380 (theft in dwelling house, etc) of the IPC was registered at the Tughlak Road police station. Footage from a CCTV camera scanned by the police shows about halfa-dozen children entering the venue and after some time, one of them is seen leaving with a brown bag, said the oicer. The oicer said it was possible that the crime was the handiwork of a gang that uses children to steal at such gatherings. Along with the local police, the Inter-State Cell of Crime Branch has been tasked with investigating the crime. ND-ND
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Any space is fair game for parking cars



Octogenarian seeks DCW help



With over 2,400 vehicles being added to the city roads daily, parking problems in the Capital are compounding by the day Page 4



An elderly woman has approached the Delhi Commission for Women (DCW) seeking help to claim ownership of her father’s property in Japan Page 6



DELHI CONNECT



Calling all readers to connect with us for all things Delhi at



twitter - @DelhiConnect www.facebook.com/NewDelhiConnect



‘I paint not with my hands but with my heart and soul’ Paresh Maity on his 40-year journey as an artist, love for watercolours and influences on his work JAIDEEP DEO BHANJ NEW DELHI: Standing in front of one of his earliest works, a watercolour painting depicting life by the banks of a river painted when he was in Class VIII, artist Paresh Maity reminisces about his 40-year journey as a watercolourist as if it happened only yesterday. “I come from a very humble background with no financial support. All I could aford then were pages from my notebook and a few colours. Since then, I have given my life to watercolours and have developed a deep-rooted passion for it,” says the artist with a hint of nostalgia and a lot of humility.



Expanding horizons Maity’s journey from rural Bengal to being a celebrated artist known to make a splash at art auctions across the world is portrayed though his works that fill the walls at the Art Gallery, Lalit Kala Akademi, in a show titled ‘World of Watercolours’. A walk around the exhibition shows the artist’s dedication to his preferred medium despite proving his versatility at oils on canvas, sculpture, installation art and photography. Visitors can see for themselves how travel and new experiences have had an impact on Maity’s works over the years. The fluidity of his water bodies, his most loved motif — boats, and the play with



You really need a deep-rooted passion to stick to watercolours, to dig deeper and achieve better results



Maity’s exhibition is on at the Lalit Kala Akademi and will move to Art Alive Gallery on Feb 20 you work, the better you become... they must learn to paint from the heart.”



MAKING A SPLASH: Visitors at the exhibition showcasing Maity’s paintings at the Lalit Kala Akademi on Sunday. PHOTO: SHIV KUMAR PUSHPAKAR light and shade exist in all his works. The signature at the corner of every painting shows when the work was done. And as the years progress, his colours go from earthy natural tones to surrealistic reds, green, blue and yellow in much larger frames. “Earlier, the rivers, canals, ponds and other water bodies in Bengal were my world and were what I painted. It is only when I stepped out and visited Rajasthan in 1989-90 that I was exposed to vibrant colours and their hypnotic influence. Since then, the lush green of Kerala, reds of China, nightscapes of Benaras and hues from Venice, London and other places that I visited have expanded my horizon and taken me to a space beyond my imagination,” Maity says. On why he likes to paint water bodies, Maity says ancient civilisations and great cities have all been surrounded by water as it was their lifeline and will continue to be so in the future. He adds that he is working on a large artwork to show the “water crisis” the next generation is going to



face and that will send a message on the need to save and preserve water bodies. Diicult medium Maity is one of the few artists who has chosen to master watercolours throughout his career. He says that water colour on paper is the most diicult medium in painting because there is no rectification midway... either you succeed or you fail. He feels that there are also huge limitations as you cannot use the white pigment and have to rely on the colour of the paper as a source of light. “The size of the paper is also limited. In this exhibition, I am showcasing some of the biggest watercolours ever created with paper that is not available in India so it is specially made for me in France and Italy,” says the artist, who has recently started creating mammoth paintings. Maity feels that to master the medium, you have to give your life to watercolours. “I cant explain how diicult it is. You need a deep-rooted passion to stick to watercolours, to dig



deeper and achieve better results.” Explaining his process, Maity says that ever since he was seven-years-old he wanted to be an artist. To create the best of art is his passion, he says. “When I paint I paint for myself. I forget everything else and become a child. I see, I absorb, I cook it in my system and then I vomit it out as my creation. I don’t paint with my hands but with my heart, soul and brain.” Ofering a tip to upcoming artists, Maity says “The biggest thing they have do is spend a lot of time... the more



MASTER STROKE: Maity next to his work titled ‘World of Watercolours’ at the exhibition; (left) another one of the artist’s paintings. PHOTOS: SHIV KUMAR PUSHPAKAR.



Rajghat gets a makeover Brief profile of the Mahatma and a description of Gandhi Samadhi have been put on display granite stone pedestals,” he said. These include — “He who is unable to rule over self, can never really succeed in ruling over others” and “He who is truly clean within, can not remain unclean without”.



STAFF REPORTER NEW DELHI: Visitors at Mahatma Gandhi’s samadhi at Rajghat will now be greeted with inspiring thoughts and quotes from the Father of the Nation. The samadhi at Rajghat, which is visited by more than 10,000 domestic and foreign visitors every day has undergone a makeover and will be inaugurated on Monday, January 30, on the occasion of the 69th death anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi. The memorial site has been given a facelift under the supervision of the Ministry of Urban Development and the project has been carried out by the Central Public Works Department (CPWD) in association with the Delhi Urban Arts Commission (DUAC) and the Rajghat Samadhi Samiti.



Engaging visitors A spokesperson from the Ministry said that the samadhi did not have much to ofer visitors who come to the samadhi every day, except the



NEW LOOK: Work in progress at Rajghat on Sunday. PHOTO: SUSHIL KUMAR VERMA



black stone platform that marks the spot where Mahatma Gandhi was cremated. He said that the samadhi has been given a makeover to address this deficiency and to enhance the experience of visitors. The last time the memorial site was given a facelift was 15 years ago. “For the first time, a 157word brief profile of the Mahatma and a 131-word description of Gandhi Samadhi have been put on display, both in Hindi and English, at all the three gates of Rajghat,”



the spokesperson said. The profile says that the Mahatma espoused “truth, non-violence, sarvadharma samabhava, gram swaraj, trusteeship and swadeshi, which are the building blocks of a new social order free from all kinds of exploitation, discrimination and domination”. The profile at Rajghat says “The samadhi reflects the simplicity of Father of Nation, Mahatma Gandhi’s life”. “Thirty amrit vachans have been engraved on marble and displayed on



Lights replaced “All the existing conventional lights at Rajghat Complex have been replaced by energy eicient LED lights and are placed atop 104 aesthetically designed poles,” he said. This will save 60,000 KWH annually, he said. Solar panels have also been installed above roof tops and cycle shed at the parking area. To improve security, 27 CCTV cameras have been installed, he said. Other initiatives executed at the complex include the setting up of Kasturba Gandhi Souvenir Store, landscaping, regressing, improvement of water bodies and plantation, laying of cobbled stone on the road between the parking area of Rajghat and samadhi, setting up of CISF control rooms near the main gates.



DU to launch app for attendance NEW DELHI: After the admission process, the mechanism for marking and tracking attendance of students at Delhi University is set to go online with the university planning to launch a mobile application for the purpose. The university had last year set up a seven-member committee, which has been working on a mobile application to ensure accountability and transparency.



Launch next month “The project has been going on for around six months now and the app is expected to be launched next month. This will help teachers keep a tab on daily class strength and show the percentage of attendance to help them inform students about shortage in advance,” a senior DU oicial. — PTI CM YK



Book release Sunaina Anand of Art Alive Gallery, the curator of the show, said the exhibition coincides with the release of a book ‘Paresh Maity: World of Watercolors’, which documents watercolours since the artist’s early age and covers the subject span from his home town Tamluk and other parts of India and abroad. She adds that “Maity seems to derive an almost moral benefit from this material challenge, confidently facing the possibility of failure and searching for life in every detail . ” The book, which was launched by former cricketer Kapil Dev on January 27, has articles by art critics from across the world, a foreword by Gulzar and a message from the President of India. The show is on at Lalit Kala Akademi and will move to Art Alive Gallery on February 20. It will end on March 31.



‘Growing old is not a choice but you can ease into it well’ BINDU SHAJAN PERAPPADAN NEW DELHI: There are so many phrases popping up in your head when you begin chatting with P.K.N. Nambiar. Nambiar, who runs in the 6570 age group clocking wining ( gold and silver) timing. A businessman by profession and runner by choice, he trains for three days of the week with his trainer and has been in “love with running since 2008”. “My family gets worried and panics when I run the 42.2 km full marathon — where he won gold in 2015 (Mumbai) — but really I see running as a meditation. Running a full marathon is no joke and I have never thought about my age between all of this. Of course I began late; taking up running seriously only eight years ago but that hasn’t stopped me from giving it my all. Winning marathons has never been my goal. I run because it gives me a high,” he says.



‘Disease free’ Nambiar further explains that even in his group of runners there are youngsters who aren’t able to match his speed and fitness level. “My morning sessions are my meditation. I have no time for socialising, I enjoy getting fit and running has helped me find a great balance. Of course, the added benefit is that I am diseasefree. I have none of the newage diseases including high blood pressure, diabetes, etc,” he laughs. Growing trend Delhi has been witnessing a growing trend of those above 50 taking to sports including running, cycling, swimming, power yoga and zumba to “take over the ageing and staying healthy.’’ Gagan Arora, master trainer and founder, Kosmic Fitness, says: “There has been a definite increase in the number of people over 40 and 50 who are taking up running and fitness in a big way. They are more fo-



cussed, aware and serious about their commitment to staying fit than many youngsters. There is also a surge in the number of women who are riding the fitness wave. It is a welcome change.’’ He adds that the motto they follow is simple: “give it your best”. Anu Wadhwan, a homemaker in her 50s, who has been running for nearly a decade now and won awards says: “When I started running few women were into sports, but now things are looking up. Today, I am a grandmother and a fit grandmother at that.” Mentally strong too “Sports (running) has helped me stay mentally, physically and emotionally fit. People tell me that I look good and ask me about my fitness regime and that gives a great sense of satisfaction. I have been able to pass on the benefits of taking up and sticking to a sport to my daughters also,” she adds. Archana Sengupta, who is in her 60s and devotes twoand-a-half hours for fitness everyday says: “I am my age and completely diseasefree. I feel that growing old isn’t a choice; but how you ease into it should be a thought-out plan.’’ Archana, besides her



FIGHTING FIT: Delhi has been witnessing a growing trend of those above 50 taking to sports including running, cycling, swimming and power yoga. PHOTO: SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT gym-routine also does zumba, which she says has helped her enjoy her workout more. “Fitness has to be a adopted as a consistent habit and not a hobby. If you don’t find time for fitness, doctors and hospitals will find you,’’ she says. Smooth transition Physicians says that staying healthy and maintaining overall well-being is important irrespective of age. Dr. K.K. Aggarwal, president, Indian Medical Association (IMA) says: “Old age is a time when one undergoes major life changes both personally and professionally.



How smoothly you handle these transitions is the key to staying healthy.” “There is no fixed formula for healthy ageing; it is all about optimising your opportunities for good health so that you may be able to enjoy an independent and quality life. The best advice would be to engage in mild to moderate physical activity on a daily basis. Maintaining mental activity is just as important, keep your mind active by performing a cognitively demanding task everyday. Consume a heart healthy diet and do things that bring you joy and happiness,” added Dr. Aggarwal. ND-ND
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RISE 09 17 SET 21 21



RISE 07 09 SET 18 01 22 RISE 09 56 SET 20



Father of gangster Manjeet Mahal shot dead Incident captured on CCTV camera outside victim’s house in outer Delhi; police say revenge killing suspected



Women gangraped by dacoits in Gurugram STAFF REPORTER



SHUBHOMOY SIKDAR GURUGRAM: Two women were allegedly gangraped by more than half-a-dozen dacoits at a factory in Haileymandi here on Sunday. According to the police, the dacoits struck at the factory around midnight, when the women along with their families and other workers were sleeping there. Factory owner Pritam told The Hindu that the dacoits took the security guard hostage at gunpoint and forced him to open the gate.



NEW DELHI: In a case of suspec-



ted revenge killing, the father of notorious gangster Manjeet Singh alias Mahal was shot dead by unidentified assailants outside his residence in Mitraon village in outer Delhi’s Najafgarh on Sunday. Family members said the incident happened around 11 a.m., when victim Shri Kishan had come out of his house to buy vegetables. “He stepped out to buy vegetables when our domestic help, Mukesh, informed him that a vendor had come. Soon, a white Scorpio arrived and two men came out of it. Before anyone could understand anything, they had fired at him,” said Kishan’s brother Ramesh Chandra. Two bullets pierced Mr. Kishan’s skull, while two more hit his chest. The assailants then sped away. “We rushed him to Rao Tula Ram Hospital, where he was declared brought dead,” said Mr. Chandra.



NO MERCY: Victim Shri Kishan; (right) the spot where he was killed. PHOTOS: SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT



Police (Outer). No breakthrough, however, had been achieved till Sunday evening. The victim is survived by his wife, Vimla Devi, three daughters and two sons. The family chose to not comment on whether they suspected anyone’s role in the incident. The police said revenge was a possible motive.



Gang wars: Did Manjeet’s past catch up with him?



Shrouded in mystery The road where Kishan was killed runs between his house and his fields. Mr. Chandra said Mukesh had gone out into the fields when the victim had come out of his house. Mr. Chandra said he had not asked Mukesh on what had prompted him to not accompany Kishan. The police, however, did not comment on the sequence of events. Meanwhile, the entire incident was caught on a CCTV camera. The vegetable vendor was the prime eyewitness in the case. Sources said the Scorpio’s number plate was that of a stolen motorcycle.



STAFF REPORTER



Investigation begins “A team has been deputed to the spot to inquire into the incident,” said Rishi Pal, Deputy Commissioner of



Unending violence In the next few years, he joined the gang of brothers Anoop-Balraj. After the two were murdered, Manjeet



Manjeet had a long-standing rivalry with the gang of one Krishan Pehelwan, said the police



NEW DELHI: Manjeet Mahal, whose father Shri Kishan was gunned down outside their residence, has a long criminal history. He was arrested last year, but not before he had unleashed a reign of fear in his village of Mitraon Kala and adjoining areas. According to the police, Manjeet Singh alias Mahal has been involved in nearly two dozen cases of extortion, murder, attempt to murder and Arms Act. His earliest recorded crime goes back to allegedly threatening a man for money in 1992.



Delhi villages. The violence died down for sometime when Pehelwan’s younger brother, Bharat Singh, joined politics and went on to win the Assembly elections from Najafgarh. In March 2015, Manjeet and his associates allegedly gunned down Singh.



took over the reins of the gang in 2005. Soon, he inculcated rivalry with the gang of one



Krishan Pehelwan. Between 2005 and 2015, the two gangs fought over properties in south-west



Police threatening family: Najeeb’s mother JAIDEEP DEO BHANJ NEW DELHI: Fatima Nafees,



mother of Jawaharlal Nehru University student Najeeb Ahmed who has been mission for over 100 days, has written to the Delhi Police complaining against the “inhuman raids” at the houses of Najeeb’s relatives in Badaun, UP. In a letter addressed to S.K. Gulia, Investigation Officer, Delhi Police, Ms. Nafees wrote that at 4 a.m. on January 28, over 50 Delhi Police personnel and Badaun policemen barged inside the house of Ashraf Qadri, Najeeb’s maternal uncle. “They clicked photographs and shot videos both inside and outside the house. They searched every nook and cranny and accused them of hiding Najeeb,” she said. ‘Cops pressurising us’ She wrote that her relatives were intimated although they had been ready to cooperate with the investigation. She also questioned as to what the intention of the



Another murder This was followed by the murder of one Sunil alias Doctor in south-west Delhi’s Chhawla on December 21 the same year. Mahal, along with his associates, had allegedly



police was. “Are they trying to pressurise me and my family to stop pursuing the case in the High Court?” she asked. Ms. Nafees said that while her family members were roughed up and threatened, she did not see the police making similar eforts to search homes of ex-JNU stu-



Over ₨8 lakh stolen DELHI TODAY from east Delhi ATM STAFF REPORTER NEW DELHI: Over ₨8 lakh was found



stolen from an ATM in east Delhi's Shakarpur on Saturday. Insider’s role suspected The police suspect some employees of the cash replenishing company may have been involved. A senior police oicer said the ATM had been left open and the CCTV cameras were broken. It might be possible that someone from the company that has been tasked with replenishing the cash might be involved, the police said. The company employees are being questioned in connection with the matter, the police added.



Talk: “Assessing China’s Future” by David Shambaugh, professor of political science and international affairs at the George Washington University, at C.D. Deshmukh Auditorium, India International Centre (IIC), 5:30 p.m. Talk and Music: “Pakhdandiyan - The journeys through folk music artiste” by Arko Mukherjee at Amaltas Hall, India Habitat Centre (IHC), 7 p.m. Exhibition: Pathfinders annual exhibition, a group exhibition of photographs, at Visual Arts Gallery, India Habitat Centre (IHC), 11 a.m. – 7 p.m. Exhibition: “World of Watercolors”, an art show by Paresh Maity, at Lalit Kala Akademi, Rabindra Bhavan, Copernicus Marg, Mandi House, 11 a.m. – 7 p.m. Exhibition: “Cryptic Thoughts” by Rangoli Garg, the journey of the Indian woman into the world of her dreams, expressed through fragmented alphabets and abstracts, at Convention



dents who were illegally residing in Najeeb’s hostel at the time of his disappearance. ‘Belongings confiscated’ She further said that the mobile phones and laptops of her family members were confiscated. However, the laptops and and phones of



the accused students had not been taken away, she said. Meanwhile, the JNUSU has called for a protest outside the Delhi Police Headquarters on Monday against “procedural lapses” and the alleged VIP treatment meted out to the accused students. The protest will begin at 2 p.m.



Manjeet held in December He was arrested from Sector 24, Dwarka, around 1 p.m. on December 8, 2016. The Delhi Police Special Cell, which nabbed Mahal, claimed it had been working on his whereabouts for the last five months. Reward announced A reward of ₨50,000 had also been declared by the Delhi Police on information leading to his arrest.



Jewellery, cash robbed Gurugram Police Commissioner Sandeep Khirwar, who visited the spot, said the dacoits made of with ₨40,000 and some jewellery of the two women. The medical examination of the victims have confirmed rape. A case has been registered under diferent sections of the Indian Penal Code and under the Arms Act at the Pataudi police station. “Local gangs could be involved in the crime. Eforts are being made to nab the accused,” said Assistant Sub-Inspector Pawan Kumar.



Dismissed cop arrested GREATER NOIDA: The Uttar Pra-



desh Special Task Force (UP STF) has arrested a dismissed police constable who was wanted in several cases of loot, robbery and murder. UP STF (Western) SP Rajiv Narain Mishra said, “DSP Raj Kumar Mishra along with his team has arrested Devendra Jat from Agra. Around 34 cases of loot, robbery, and murder were registered against him at police stations in Agra, Hathras, Firozabad, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra and Delhi.” Robbery in 2011 He was carrying a reward of ₨50,000 on his arrest. “In



The policeman is wanted in around 34 cases of loot, robbery, and murder at various places 2007, the constable was dismissed from service. In 2008, his gang had allegedly robbed 550 kg silver in Firozabad. In 2011, he had robbed a truck and killed the driver and cleaner in Madhya Pradesh. In 2014, he robbed ₨44 lakh from a trader in Hathras,” the SP said. He was a 1991-batch UP police constable who later got involved in criminal activities. —PTI



14-year-old girl sexually assaulted by neighbour



Man stabbed to death at barber shop



STAFF REPORTER



over the use of a comb provoked two brothers into allegedly stabbing a 20-year-old to death at a barber shop in south-east Delhi’s Badarpur on Sunday morning. The victim has been identified as Pawan. Both the accused were caught on the spot by the locals, who beat them before handing them over to the police. Deputy Commissioner of Police (South-East) Romil Baaniya said the incident was reported around 10:30 a.m., when Pawan was at the barber shop near Molarband



NEW DELHI: A 14-year-old girl



ROUGHED UP: Fatima Nafees said policemen had barged inside her relative’s house and accused him of hiding Najeeb. FILE PHOTO: SHIV KUMAR PUSHPAKAR



opened fire at their rival Suraj Bhan and his friend Sunil when they were sitting at Bhan’s real estate oice. While Bhan had managed to escape being hit, Sunil died in the firing. While others allegedly involved in these murders were arrested, Manjeet continued to remain absconding.



Workers thrashed “The culprits then tied him up and went to the accommodations of the workers and forced them to open the doors. Armed with weapons, the dacoits beat up the male workers and tied them up. They then took turns to rape the two women,” said Pritam He added that the dacoits stayed inside the



factory for more than three hours after committing the crime. “They consumed liquor and cooked chicken inside the factory. The workers were traumatised, and called me up more than 30 minutes after the dacoits left,” said Pritam.



was allegedly sexually assaulted by her neighbour in south-west Delhi’s Bindapur on Saturday. The 21-year-old accused has been arrested. According to the police, the accused had asked the girl to come outside her house on the pretext of telling her something. He then allegedly took her to a secluded place nearby and sexually abused her. The girl returned home and told her parents about the incident. Subsequently, the police were informed. “A search was launched, and the accused was nabbed from his house,” said the oicer.



STAFF REPORTER NEW DELHI: An argument



village for a haircut. According to eyewitnesses, he had an argument with the owners of the shop — Raghubir and Navami — over getting his haircut done on priority. Not only did they decline but Navami also allegedly threatened him with dire consequences if he did not settle down, said the police. Scule ensues Pawan went ahead and snatched a comb from Navami's hand and started combing his hair. This led to a scule between the two. Raghubir joined in when Pawan hurled abuses at



both of them. Navami then picked up a pair of scissors kept on the table and stabbed Pawan several times on his chest and back. His screams alerted others who rushed the victim to a private hospital in Sarita Vihar where he was declared dead on arrival. At the shop, locals and family members of the victim caught hold of the brothers and thrashed them until the police reached the scene and detained the duo. Investigations have revealed that Pawan, who worked in a music band, was in a rush as as he had to leave for work.



Criminal record The police said they were probing whether the man was involved in similar cases. The victim, meanwhile, has been sent for counselling.



Centre Foyer, India Habitat Centre (IHC), 10 a.m. – 8 p.m. Exhibition: An exhibition of handicrafts by Sharmila Sen, at The Centre Atrium, Opposite Information Centre, India Habitat Centre (IHC), 11 a.m. - 7 p.m. Exhibition: “Down the Ages”, a painting exhibition by Sarnjeet Singh, at Delhi ‘o’ Delhi Foyer, India Habitat Centre (IHC), 11 a.m. – 7 p.m. Exhibition: “Parsing – The Mind’s Eye”, a show of glass and light by Vijay Kowshik, at Main Art Gallery, Kamaladevi Complex, Main Building, India International Centre (IIC), 11 a.m. – 7 p.m. Art: 7th All India Digital Art Exhibition at All India Fine Arts & Craft Society (AIFACS), 1, Rafi Marg, 11 a.m. – 7 p.m. Screening: Of English film ‘King Lear Peter Brook’, at The Stein Auditorium, India Habitat Centre (IHC), 7 p.m. (Mail your listings for this column at [email protected])
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Jats begin agitation; authorities on their toes Dharna held in Gurugram in support of the community’s indefinite protest seeking fulfilment of promises made last year ASHOK KUMAR GURUGRAM: Members of the Jat



community held a day-long token dharna at the Atul Kataria Chowk here on Sunday. Organised under the aegis of the Akhil Bharatiya Jat Aarakshan Sangharsh Samiti (ABJASS), the dharna was held as part of the community’s indefinite agitation started across the State in support of their demands, which includes withdrawal of cases registered against agitators during the protest in February last year. Among their other demands are granting of ex-gratia to the injured, jobs to the next of kin of those killed during the agitation and action against BJP’s Kurukshetra MP Raj Kumar Saini for making unsavoury remarks against eminent Jat personalities. Though regular dharnas will not be held in Panchkula, Gurugram and Mewat as these districts are predominantly urbanised, Jat leaders in Gurugram decided to hold a token dharna at the Atul Kataria Chowk to protest against the BJP government’s failure to fulfil demands made to the community leaders last year, and also express support to the agitation. Extending ‘moral support’ Protesters sat on a dharna for over three hours at the chowk where policemen had been deployed in large numbers. Later, they submitted a memorandum to Deputy Commissioner (Gurugram) Hardeep Singh. “The Jats have played a pivotal rule in



Daily reports sought The Haryana government, meanwhile, has directed the district authorities to be prepared and ensure that law and order is maintained. Divisional Commissioners and Deputy Commissioners have been asked to send situation reports to the Chief Secretary’s oice by 2 p.m each day. The authorities have also



Congress looks ahead



PEACEFUL START: Members of the Jat community at the Atul Kataria Chowk in Gurugram on Sunday. PHOTO: SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT



been directed to ensure the security of critical spots like those supplying drinking water. Also, authorities have been asked to ensure that traic movement on NH-1 and roadways depot is not afected. Jhajjar Deputy Commissioner Ramesh Bidhan has directed that mobile service providers suspend Internet services in the district from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. each day while all liquor shops within a radius of five kilometres from the Jhajjar-Bahadurgarh road would remain shut till further orders.



After Bhikaji Cama flyover sags, PWD set to undertake inspections across Capital STAFF REPORTER



Capital.



NEW DELHI: After a portion of



Just routine: oicials Oicials, however, are calling this routine inspection as some parts of flyovers have to be repaired/ replaced as they wear out. “Not just the Bhikaji Cama



the Bhikaji Cama Place flyover sagged following the construction of the metro line, the Public Works Department (PWD) plans to inspect other flyovers in the



CM YK



Suspense over new police chief As the city awaits an announcement about who will be the next Delhi Police Commissioner, there have been indications that a name may be revealed on Monday. It has been nearly a week since the incumbent police chief Alok Kumar Verma was appointed as the new CBI director. During this period, there have been reports that he would hand over to Amulya Kumar Patnaik. The Union Home Ministry, too, has indicated that he may be the choice. Since Tuesday is when Mr. Verma’s farewell parade is likely to be held, the suspense over his successor too may finally come to an end. ■■■



One of the demands put forth is withdrawal of cases registered against agitators during the protest in February last year building the State. So, we have decided not to hold protests in Gurugram, the financial capital of the State, as it sends out a wrong signal. But, we extend full moral support to agitators across the State,” said Jat leader R.S. Dahiya, general secretary of the Jat Swabhiman Samiti. The community’s peaceful protest, meanwhile, began in 18 of the remaining 19 districts. The protest in Yamunanagar district will start from the grains market in Jagadhari on January 31. “Our national president Yashpal Malik will hold a meeting with Jat leaders tomorrow [on January 30] and devise a strategy to campaign against the BJP in the upcoming Assembly elections in Uttar Pradesh,” said ABJASS general secretary K.P. Singh Dahiya.



CORRIDORS OF POWER



flyover, even other flyovers/ elevated structures are being inspected and repaired. The bearings need to be replaced routinely,” said a PWD oicial. On Tuesday, the Delhi government had clarified that the Bhikaji Cama flyover was “com-



pletely safe” for traic and that repair work on the approach ramp, which had sagged, had been started. The PWD’s maintenance department is responsible for ensuring structural safety of flyovers. Last year in May, the PWD had closed



the Defence Colony flyover for repair. As per oicials, the Nizammuddin bridge and some stretch of the Barapullah flyover, too, need to be inspected. ‘Traic afects repair’ “These flyovers need to



be repaired but due to heavy traic, repairing these becomes a problem. When the Defence Colony flyover was repaired, traic had to be stopped. But for the Bhikaji Cama place flyover, traic will not be afected much,” said the oicial.



After being wiped out in the 2015 Delhi Assembly elections, the Congress in the Capital was left looking for a way forward. While the party had for the first time been completely removed from the Delhi Assembly, it still held the role of principal Opposition in the three municipal corporations. With the appointment of Ajay Maken as president of the Delhi Pradesh Congress Committee, the party’s approach towards the bypolls to 13 municipal wards in 2016 saw a shift. The party won five of the 13 wards, including in areas that had been BJP strongholds. Now, as Delhi prepares for the municipal elections in April, the Congress is once again looking to shake things up. Mr. Maken recently announced that the party would take applications from prospective candidates and that workers of the district concerned would also have a say. Indicating how important the municipal elections can be for the



Congress, party vicepresident Rahul Gandhi on January 25 met not only Mr. Maken, but also the municipal leadership. According to sources who attended the meeting, it was the first time that someone from the top leadership freely discussed strategies with civic body representatives. However, the Congress still needs to bring everyone on board, with the possibility that former MLAs, MPs and other senior leaders would want a say in the process. ■■■



On a sticky wicket A counsel representing the State can be in a tricky situation at times. Given the controversy between former L-G Najeeb Jung and the AAP government, the standing counsel for the government often finds himself donning two hats. Recently, the High Court was hearing a case concerning the repatriation of the Delhi Assembly Speaker’s secretary. The order of repatriation was taken by Mr. Jung. The Speaker came to the court after he resigned, after which the court asked the parties to resolve the matter. On the next hearing, when the counsel for the government appeared before the court, the judge wondered who he would representing when the matter involved the Speaker and the L-G. “You are the person wearing two hats. What are you going to say today?” the court asked in a lighter vein. “My position is such,” said the counsel. “But, there are times when these two hats have to be worn on two heads, or one hat at a time,” the Bench remarked. (Contributed by Shubhomoy Sikdar, Damini Nath, Akanksha Jain)
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Elderly woman seeks DCW help in claiming father’s assets in Japan 83-year-old woman’s father had moved to Japan in 1935, died in 1949 STAFF REPORTER



of her father,” she said.



NEW DELHI: An elderly woman has approached the Delhi Commission for Women (DCW) seeking help to claim ownership of her father’s property in Japan. The commission has now written to Foreign Secretary S. Jaishankar and Delhi government’s Principal Secretary S.N. Sahai in this regard.



Maliwal seeks factual report Ms. Maliwal has sought a factual report from the Foreign Secretary within 15 days and requested the Principal Secretary to meet the complainant. The DCW had last sought help from the Ministry of External Affairs in December when Ms. Maliwal had requested Foreign Minister Sushma Swaraj to intervene in the case of Radha Debi, who sought help to bring back her husband’s body from Japan. Responding to the request, Sushma Swaraj had said the government would bring back the body without delay and bear the expense as well. Gopal Ram, a 48-year-old resident of Ambedkar Nagar, had gone to Tokyo in September last year looking for a better job. He died of a cardiac arrest on December 10.



Multiple eforts made “Tej Kaur (83) has told us that her father, who moved to Japan in 1935, left properties and assets in the country after his sudden death in 1949. Her mother and brother made multiple eforts and had several communications with the Ministry of External Afairs regarding access to their father’s assets. However, their eforts seem to have yielded no results,” DCW chief Swati Maliwal said in the letter.



CM YK



DCW chief Swati Maliwal has written to the Foreign Secretary in this regard. FILE PHOTO “After the death of her brother and mother in 2002, the files containing these documents came under her possession and she has persistently sought help of diferent authorities. In 2009, she was able to establish contact with the Indian Embassy in Tokyo, which wrote back stating they were making eforts to trace the properties
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Amarinder: Will throw Beating Retreat mesmerises crowd Badal ministers in jail NEW DELHI: Foot-tapping music



Also lashes out at AAP leader Arvind Kejriwal LAMBI: Congress’ chief ministerial candidate Amarinder Singh on Sunday stormed the citadel of Chief Minister Parkash Singh Badal here, launching an all-out attack on the ruling family, while promising to “throw all their ministers and OSDs into the jail for destroying people’s lives”. Capt Amarinder lambasted Mr. Badal for the alleged growing incidents of sacrilege in the State, which he said was a clear attempt by the Akalis to divide Punjab on communal lines. He also came down heavily on Mr. Badal for the “misdeeds of his ministers”, pointing out that while Revenue Minister Bikram Singh Majithia was “openly trading in drugs”, Agriculture Minister Tota Singh had “ruined” the State by “supplying fake seeds and pesticides”. “How can Badal claim not to know about what’s happening in his own backyard,”



Capt Amarinder said. Addressing rallies in Panjwan and Sarawan Bodla, he promised to throw them all, along with Sukhbir Badal’s OSDs -(Dyal Singh Kolianwal (SGPC member), Satinderjee Singh Mantta, as well as his close aide Tejinder Singh Middhukhera, into jail for the atrocities committed on the people of Punjab. ‘Liar of the first order’ The PPCC chief also lashed out at AAP leader Arvind Kejriwal as a ‘rank outsider’ and a ‘liar of the first order’, with no interest in the welfare of Punjab or its people. With many of his own MLAs in Delhi in jail on various criminal charges, and he himself under probe in a corruption case along with his brother-in-law, Mr. Kejriwal’s credentials had been blasted to smithereens, he said. Asserting that he would give the Akalis a massive



beating all over Punjab, where the Congress party’s internal analysis is giving SAD no more than 14 seats, Capt Amarinder said that he had been unable to come to Lambi after filing his nomination papers as he was going all over the State to ensure that the Badals are wiped out from Punjab for good. Reacting to Sukhbir’s promise of loan waiver for farmers, Capt Amarinder asked “was he sleeping the last 10 years?” Expressing concern over the suicides by farmers in Punjab, he reiterated his promise to waive of all their loans immediately after coming to power. Referring to the SYL issue, he said construction of the canal, which the Akalis had failed to stop and which Mr. Kejriwal would allow in the interest of his native Haryana, would adversely afect 6 lakh families in southern Punjab.-PTI



Another sacrilege incident in Punjab MUKTSAR: In another sacrilege incident, a few torn pages of a religious book were found in front of a shop in the Lambi Assembly constituency where Punjab Chief Minister Parkash Singh Badal is among the poll candidates, police said on Sunday. Though no arrest has been made yet, the police said a case under relevant sections including 295 A of the IPC has been registered against



unidentified men. “Few pages of Gutka Sahib were found in front of a shop at Kattianwali village today (Sunday) in the morning by some locals here,” SSP Muktsar Dhruman H Nimbale said. The police said pages might have been thrown on Saturday night in front of a kirana shop. CCTV footage around the crime scene is being inspected by the police to



track the accused. “We are also asking the help of villagers to identify in CCTV footage who could be behind this incident,” said SSP. Significantly, village Kattianwali falls in the Lambi assembly constituency from where Mr. Badal, Congress leader and former Punjab CM Amarinder Singh and AAP candidate Jarnail Singh are all contesting polls. PTI



and soulful classical renditions rent the air as the Republic Day celebrations culminated with the Beating Retreat ceremony here where President Pranab Mukherjee rode the ceremonial buggy down the Raisina Hill on Sunday for the last time during his tenure. The ceremonial event at the Vijay Chowk this year saw 16 military bands, 16 pipes and drums bands from regimental centres and battalions enthralling the crowd, with clear sky and relatively warmer weather adding to the august atmosphere. Several performances by Army, Air Force and Naval bands, among other troupes, thrilled the audience with patriotic fervour, which cheered loudly in the backdrop of a delightful twilight.



Ceremonial buggy The function began with President Mukherjee arriving at the venue in the ceremonial buggy, last time as the Head of State with his tenure ending this year. He drew cheers from the audience as the wheels of the open gold-plated carriage rolled down the Raisina Hill, making its way past hundreds of spectators who gathered to witness the colourful event. Mr. Mukherjee, the chief guest of the function and the Supreme Commander of the armed forces, reciprocated the greetings with his customary wave at the audience. Vice-President Hamid Ansari accompanied by his wife Salma, Prime Minister Narendra Modi, Union ministers Rajnath Singh and Gen (retd) V K Singh and Lok Sabha Speaker Sumitra Ma-



Wrapped in white



Vehicles covered with snow on Srinagar-Gulmarg Road after heavy snowfall at Tangmarg in Baramulla district of North Kashmir on Sunday. PHOTO: PTI



Tri-Services military band performing during the Beating Retreat ceremony marking the culmination of the 68th Republic Day festivities in New Delhi on Sunday; and (below) an iIluminated Central Vista. PHOTO : R. V. MOORTHY hajan were present on the occasion. The combined pipes and drums bands mesmerised the gathering with soulful



strains of ‘Mony Musk’, ‘Jak Wilson’, ‘The Gael’ while the Tri-Services military band with accompaniment of Indian instruments regaled



with ‘Yaman’, ‘Sky Lark’ and other renditions. The ceremony traces its origins to the early 1950s when Major Roberts of the



Army indigenously developed the unique ceremony of display by the massed bands.-PTI



Stampede: panel begins second round of inquiry



AAP lashes out at Modi again



VARANASI: A judicial commission probing the Varanasi stampede has begun its second round of inquiry in which the statements of eyewitnesses, organisers and oicials are being recorded. The one-man inquiry commission headed by retired judge of Allahabad High Court Justice Rajmani Chauhan had begun the probe here on Saturday, oicials said. The commission is on a two-day visit to Varanasi to probe the stampede in which as many as 25 people, mostly women, were killed and over 100 injured, while crossing the overcrowded Ganga bridge. The incident had occurred when the devotees of Jai Gurudev sect were on their way to attend a religious congregation, 2 km away in a village in Chandauli district. More than a lakh people had participated in the procession that was heading to the religious camp of the Jai Gurudev sect. However, permission had been sought only for 3,000-5,000 people. Following the incident, Uttar Pradesh Chief Minster Akhilesh Yadav had constituted a one-man inquiry commission to probe the stampede. PTI



NEW DELHI: The Aam Aadmi Party on Sunday attacked Prime Minister Narendra Modi and alleged that his statement reflects the “frustration of a failed leader” staring at a “big defeat” in the Punjab and Goa Assembly polls. The party’s reaction came after the PM launched an ofensive against it at an election rally in Faridkot, Punjab, calling the AAP an “outsider” that is “dreaming of creating



STAFF REPORTER



its own world” at the cost of Punjab and asked voters to send it back from where it had come. The AAP also challenged the BJP for a debate on the performance of the Delhi government compared to that of the Modi government at the Centre. “Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s desperate attacks on the Aam Aadmi Party in election-bound States of Punjab and Goa reflect the frustration of a failed leader staring



at a big defeat in both States at the hands of the AAP,” it said in an oicial statement. The AAP said that “shaken” by the positive campaign of the AAP which is getting “widespread support” from all sections in Punjab, “Mr Modi, whose party is a junior partner in the discredited ruling coalition of the State, appeared lost in an election rally at Kotkapura in Faridkot district of Punjab, where crowds were brought in buses from far-of areas.”



Srinagar-Jammu highway thrown open to traic SRINAGAR: The arterial



Srinagar-Jammu national highway was thrown open to oneway traic on Sunday, five days after heavy snowfall in the Valley had led to closure of the only all-weather road link between Kashmir and the rest of the country. “The SrinagarJammu national highway has been opened to traic and vehicles have been allowed to ply from Jammu towards Srinagar,” an oicial of the Traic Control department said. He said following improvement in the weather, the highway was cleared of snow and debris left by landslides and one-way traic was allowed this morning.



The nearly 300-km road was closed to traic in the wake of snowfall on Tuesday. It remained shut for five days, choking supply of essentials to the Valley where prices of these commodities have more than doubled in the past week. Fresh snowfall Kashmir experienced fresh snowfall on Tuesday which continued intermittently on Saturday as well. The snowfall also hit flight operations at Srinagar airport here. While morning flights were delayed on Saturday, all afternoon flights were cancelled due to snowfall. This morning as well, the flights have been



delayed, an oicial at the airport said. Meanwhile, most areas of Kashmir received rain and snowfall on Saturday, but the weather stayed mainly dry for most part of the night. Leh in Ladakh region was the coldest place in Kashmir division last night even as the minimum temperature there improved. The mercury in Leh settled at minus 5.2 degrees Celsius, up nearly five degrees from the previous night’s low of minus 10.1 degrees Celsius, an oicial of the MeT department said. Gulmarg in north Kashmir Baramulla district was the second coldest place with a minimum of minus 4 degrees Celsius. - PTI



Blind teenage girl gangraped in U.P. BANDA: A 17-year-old blind girl was kept hostage for three days and gangraped in Banthri village here, the police said on Sunday. The girl, who belongs to a village under the Kotwali police station area, was lured by a woman identified as Changi on January 25, Inspector In-charge K.



CM YK



P. Singh said. Changi handed over the victim to four persons who kept her hostage in Banthri village and repeatedly raped her, he said. Fearing the mounting police pressure, the accused on Saturday fled after abandoning her here. Following a com-



plaint by the victim’s father, an FIR has been registered and four accused, including the woman, have been arrested. Hunt is on for one more accused, the inspector said, adding that the girl was sent for medical examination in which rape was confirmed. - PTI ND-ND
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‘High command hurt my dignity’ S.M. Krishna says he was disillusioned after being dropped from the Cabinet SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT BENGALURU: A day after quitting the Congress, former Karnataka Chief Minister S.M. Krishna on Sunday slammed the Congress high command for sidelining him, citing the age factor. “With pain and anguish, I have quit Congress and I stand by the decision. Those leading the party in Delhi have hurt my self-respect and dignity,” he said. Mr. Krishna dismissed speculation about joining the Bharatiya Janata Party or floating a regional outfit. In an hour-long interaction with the media at his residence, he said people like him who had worked for the party now felt unwanted. “All they want is managers and not grassroots leaders with experience,” he said.



‘Felt unwanted’ “I felt that Congress doesn’t need me. They do not want time-tested leaders and workers,” the former External Afairs Minister said. “I would have gracefully



Farmer who gave up land for Mallannasagar project ends life R. AVADHANI SIDDIPET: After surrendering half an acre of land to the government for the Mallannasagar project, farmer Chatlapally Ramulu lost his source of livelihood and the confidence to earn enough to clear his debts. Driven by insecurity, the farmer of Tirumulagiri, under Etigaddakishtapur village in Toguta mandal, consumed pesticide on January 20 and breathed his last in a hospital on Republic Day. As his land holding was small, Ramulu worked as a labourer to meet his family expenses. A few months ago, he surrendered his land to the Telangana government under G.O. 123 for the proposed construction of the Mallannasagar Reservoir, part of the Kaleswaram project. He received ₨2.36 lakh for the land. Two years ago, Ramulu had performed the marriage of his daughter and later of his son, incurring a huge expenditure. He used the compensation from the government to clear a portion of his dues and was left with a debt of ₨2 lakh. He neither had land nor money to pay the debt. “Many farmers are facing similar stress after selling their lands forcibly to the government,” said Raju, another farmer from the village.
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Former Karnataka Chief Minister S.M. Krishna addressing the media on Sunday. — PHOTO: V SREENIVASA MURTHY accepted the decision, irrespective of the reasons, if I was treated with minimum decency, dignity and self-respect,” he said, adding that he was not able to understand his failings as External Afairs Minister or the achievements of his successor. “There is no word called retirement in my dictionary. Age is a state of mind and



shouldn’t be a criterion for deciding what the situation needs. For me, age is only a number. It should not be a factor in deciding the future.” Mr. Krishna recalled his unceremonious exit as the Minister for External Afairs in 2012, and said: “The Congress needs to learn the art of letting leaders exit gracefully. My disillusionment



with the party started after I was dropped from the Union Cabinet.” Replying to a query on whether he was unhappy at the manner in which Congress vice-president Rahul Gandhi was running the party, Mr. Krishna said: “When we look at a party, we look towards the party president and not the vice-president or secretaries.” Mr. Krishna campaigned extensively ahead of the 2013 Assembly elections in the State, which the Congress won. “Nobody questioned my age then. Unfortunately, it is somebody else who decides, not me,” he said. Dismisses speculation “Am I mad?” was the Congress leader’s response to a question on media reports that he had been sounded out for the post of Vice-President. He dismissed speculation about calling on Prime Minister Narendra Modi in New Delhi on February 6. “I am yet to decide on the next step. I have no plans to meet the Prime Minister,” he said.
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TRS government a failure, says Chidambaram



All eyes on Kerala govt. as Law Academy stir set to peak



SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT



GIRISH MENON



HYDERABAD: Former Union Minister P. Chidambaram has called the Telangana Rashtra Samithi (TRS) government a failure as it had moved away from the core principles of democracy and failed to keep its election promises. Addressing a meeting of Congress activists here on Sunday, Mr. Chidambaram warned the government that it was duty bound to uphold the fundamental principles of democracy even now, irrespective of whether it delivered or not. People know how much the government delivered in the last two-anda-half years, he said. Three acres of land for poor SC families, double bedroom houses and 12 per cent reservation for STs and minorities were among the election promises of TRS. But none of them were delivered, he said. He also blamed the State government for weakening democracy by denying political space to the Opposition.



THIRUVANANTHAPURAM: With the



students’ agitation in the Kerala Law Academy Law College all set to peak this week, all eyes are on the Kerala government with regard to the stand it will take on the critical report of the Syndicate sub-committee of the University of Kerala. The sub-committee has pointed out the irregularities related to internal assessment and attendance that has put the institution’s principal P. Lekshmi Nair in the dock. Demands of KPCC The government response will be crucial since the Kerala Pradesh Congress Committee (KPCC) is planning to launch an indefinite strike in front of the Secretariat, demanding the principal’s resignation, filing criminal case against her for the harassment in the name of internal assessment, government takeover of the institution in the larger interests of students, and



A file picture of students staging a protest near the Law Academy in Thiruvananthapuram. — PHOTO: S. MAHINSHA takeover of 11.49 acres of the government land. BJP leader V. Muraleedharan is continuing his indefinite hunger strike demanding the resignation of Ms. Nair.The Akhil Bharatiya Vidyarthi Parishad (ABVP) has promised to intensify its strike. Bharatiya Janata Yuva Morcha, the youth outfit of the BJP, took the agitation out of Thiruvananthapuram district, by holding a sit-in in front of the Education Minister C. Ravindranath’s residence in Thrissur. Meanwhile, the Nair Service Society general secret-



ary Sukumaran Nair reportedly intervened on behalf of the college principal. Backroom attempts Backroom attempts to resolve the agitation took place on Sunday, with academy director N. Narayanan Nair meeting the CPI(M) State secretary Kodiyeri Balakrishnan and the Education Minister. Mr. Nair is reported to have conveyed Mr. Balakrishnan about the board’s decision that Ms. Nair need not resign from her post.



Snare kills another big cat in Kodagu



B. MADHU GOPAL SHANKAR BENNUR



Fisherfolk from the district were an excited lot. It was, perhaps, for the first time in their lives that any government agency organised a boat race exclusively for them at the picturesque R.K. Beach in Visakhapatnam on Sunday. Organised by the Coast Guard to commemorate the 40th Raising Day, the objective of the event was to inculcate a feeling of brotherhood among fishermen community and the Coast Guard. A large number of fishermen and their families gathered to cheer the teams. A Coast Guard ship came close to the coast, while a chopper hovered above even



VISAKHAPATNAM:



MYSURU: A tigress died after it



Fishermen take part in the boat race organised by the Coast Guard in Visakhapatnam on Sunday. — PHOTO: C.V. SUBRAHMANYAM as speed boats kept a constant vigil. “This is the first time we are participating in a competition. It’s a diferent experience and we thank the



Coast Guard for giving us this opportunity,” said one of the participants. Police Commissioner T. Yoganand handed over a cheque for ₨25,000 to the winners.



got caught in a snare in Kodagu district. The tigress, aged around 6, was found dead with serious injuries to its pelvis, at Kummatur village in Srimangala, near the Nagarahole Tiger Reserve. This is the sixth tiger death this month in the Nagarahole and Bandipur region. Forest oicials were informed by locals about the death around 11 a.m. on Sunday. The big cat is suspected to have died either on Friday or Saturday. They suspect that the injuries could have occurred elsewhere since no snare was found around the place where the



The tigress was found dead in Srimangala, a few km from Nagarahole Tiger Reserve. — PHOTO: SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT carcass was found. The big cat died due to grave injuries by the snare, they say. This is the second tiger death in Kodagu in the last few days because of injuries



by snares, which were suspected to have been laid for killing wild boars. The increase in the number of traps in Kodagu has become a cause of worry for



the Forest Department, which said that laying snares to hunt animals was an offence under the wildlife laws. Conservator of Forests Manoj Kumar told The Hindu that a case had been registered under Section 9 of the Wildlife Protection Act against unknown persons. Assistant Conservator of Forest Sripathi had been asked to investigate the death of the tigress. Mr. Kumar said laying a snare was a cognizable and non-bailable ofence under Section 51 of the Act, which attracts imprisonment up to three years. The tigress’ claws were intact, ruling out the poaching angle.
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Raj sends alliance proposal to Matoshri Move seen as desperate bid by MNS chief to brighten civic poll prospects after rout in 2014 STAFF REPORTER MUMBAI: In a last-ditch at-



tempt to remain in the race for the Brihanmumbai Municipal Corporation (BMC), Maharashtra Navnirman Sena (MNS) chief Raj Thackeray sent a proposal of alliance on Sunday to the Shiv Sena through former MNS MLA Bala Nandgaonkar. The Shiv Sena is headed by Raj’s estranged cousin Uddhav Thackeray. Second attempt Mr. Nandgaonkar held a meeting with Sena leaders at Thackeray residence Matoshri, but had to return without a final decision on the proposal. This is the second attempt by the MNS chief to seek an alliance with the Sena; three weeks ago, he had said his party will consider an alliance if he gets a proposal. After Uddhav announced on



COUSIN TO COUSIN: Raj and Uddhav Thackeray (left) at a city function. — FILE PHOTO January 26 that his party will be severing electoral ties with long-time ally BJP,



MNS leaders had said both parties could come together. While none of the



Sena leaders had responded to those overtures, the MNS seem determined to con-



SC cites Chola king in order KRISHNADAS RAJAGOPAL NEW DELHI: An ancient Chola king is the personification of a perfect judge for the Supreme Court. This king who ruled South India around 250 B.C. has been the torch-bearer of the judges’ work philosophy that “nobody is above the law and all are equal.” The legend of Manu Needhi Cholan or ‘Elara’ — the Chola king — and how he had inspired generations of judges was revealed in a recent Supreme Court order dismissing a challenge to the elevation of Justice J.S. Khehar as the country’s 44th Chief Justice of India in keeping with the convention of seniority. The order came on a petition filed by a group of law-



One Nigerian arrested on Tripura border SYED SAJJAD ALI AGARTALA: The Border Secur-



ity Force foiled attempts by a group of African nationals to enter India from Bangladesh through the Belonia border in south Tripura on Sunday morning. One Nigerian was detained, while his accomplices fled. This is the tenth detention of Nigerians in Belonia in the past three months. A BSF patrol intercepted a few people moving along the Muharichar border in Belonia and challenged them. They immediately started running towards Bangladesh, but one was caught. A mobile phone and some personal belongings were seized from him.



How Manu Needhi Cholan inspired generations of judges was revealed in a Supreme Court order yers under the banner – National Lawyers Campaign for Judicial Transparency and Reforms – which had questioned Justice Khehar’s fairness and eligibility to be the top judge. They alleged the judge to have “usurped” the power to appoint judges to the country’s constitutional courts through his NJAC judgment. No fear or favour Dismissing the allegation, a Bench of Justices R.K. Agrawal and D.Y. Chandrachud drew a paral-
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lel between the time-tested tradition of justice administration practised by judges in modern India and the ancient Chola king’s sense of justice without fear or favour. “The judges of all the courts, since its very inception, have always maintained this great tradition of the Chola king and are rendering even justice to all concerned, whosoever he or she may be, irrespective of the fact whether they are rich or poor, and whether they occupy a high or a low status in society,” Justice Agrawal wrote. “When one enters the magnificent precincts of the High Court of Madras which is a Chartered High Court, he notices the statue of a man standing with two wheels on either side with a



calf and a small child beneath each wheel, and a cow. He becomes anxious to know the significance as to why and for what purpose this statue is located near the entrance of the High Court. “The statue is that of the ancient Chola King, Manu Needhi Cholan, also known as Elara, who ruled South India around 250 B.C,” Justice Agrawal observed in the order. Even justice The apex court narrated the legend of how Manu Needhi Cholan, who believed in “even justice towards friends and foes”, had his son crushed to death under the wheels of a chariot to render justice to a cow whose calf the prince had run over.



tinue with its eforts. “He has gone there with a message and we hope to get Sena’s response,” an MNS leader, who declined to be named, said. While the Sena chief did not meet Mr. Nandgaonkar, the party’s second-rung leadership did and said the final decision will be taken by Uddhav. “We have gone far ahead and forging an alliance at the last minute is a distant possibility. We have even finalised our candidates for almost all seats. How can we form an alliance at this time?” a senior Sena leader said. Raj has been maintaining since launching the MNS that he will not join hands with any other party. However, after the disastrous performance in the 2014 Lok Sabha and Assembly polls — MNS managed to win only one seat in the latter — the party is on a downward spiral.



Row over ‘rape’ of tribal girls PAVAN DAHAT NAGPUR: Allegations that commandos of Maharashtra’s elite anti-Maoist unit C-60 allegedly sexually assaulted two tribal girls from Chhattisgarh in Gadchiroli district have resulted in a public spat between the Gadchiroli police and some human rights activists. The two girls were “detained” by a team of C-60 commandos on January 20 near Hiddur and Murewada forest after an encounter with the Maoists. The girls were asked to stay with the police team throughout the night “because of security reasons” and were “released next morning.” The activists and their lawyer, however, alleged that the two girls were “gangraped.” Tribal activists from Gadchiroli — Ramdas Jarate, Sainu Gota and his wife Sheela Gota — led a protest march, after which the girls were brought to the district headquarters for a medical examination.



Policemen in plainclothes taking away activists and two alleged rape victims from the office of an advocate in Nagpur. According to Superintendent of Police (SP) Abhinav Deshmukh, the test ruled out rape. However, the activists launched a social media campaign against the police as the girls were “untraceable” after the medical examination. They also moved a habeas corpus writ petition before the Nagpur bench of the Bombay High Court through advocate Nihal Singh Rathod, the director of the Nagpur chapter of the Hu-



man Rights Law Network. However, a big drama was witnessed on Saturday when policemen in plainclothes “barged into” the oice of Mr. Rathod in Nagpur and arrested Mr. Gota and his wife. The two girls were also found at Mr. Rathod’s oice and were “detained” to record their statement. The HC on Sunday ordered that the girls be handed over to a correction home and be produced before the regular court on Monday.



Atomic clocks on indigenous navigation satellite develop snag MADHUMATHI D.S. BENGALURU: NavIC, the indigenously built satellitebased positioning system, has developed a technical snag in the atomic clocks on its first satellite. In the NavIC, a constellation of seven satellites, one of the three crucial rubidium timekeepers on IRNSS-1A spacecraft failed six months ago. The other two followed subsequently. A. S. Kiran Kumar, Chairman of the Indian Space Research Organisation, confirmed the glitch in the clocks but clarified that the satellite was otherwise all right, and the rest of the satellites were performing its core function of providing



A. S. Kiran Kumar accurate position, navigation and time. However, without its clocks, the IRNSS-1A “will give a coarse value. It will not be used for computation. Messages from it will still be used.” ISRO, he said, was trying to revive the clocks on 1A and readying one of the two back-up navigation satellites



to replace it in space in the second half of this year. “There are some anomalies in the atomic clock system on board. We are trying to restart it. Right now we are working out a mechanism for operating it,” he told The Hindu. “The problem is only with the clock system of one spacecraft. The signals are all coming, we are getting the messages, everything else is working and being used, except the stability portion which is linked to the clock,” he said. A minimum of four working satellites was suicient to realise the full use of the navigation system”. NavIC has 21 atomic clocks on seven spacecraft. “How would the other clocks



fare? Would ISRO reconsider the supplier of its atomic clocks? Such questions are not easy to answer. Generally any [space] hardware is an issue. We have to find ways of going around it,” he said. The troubled IRNSS-1A spacecraft was put in space in July 2013 and has an expected life span of 10 years. The seventh navigation satellite, IRNSS-1G, was launched in April 2016. The satellites of the ₨1,420crore NavIC, short for Navigation with Indian Constellation, and also known as the Indian Regional Navigation Satellite System, give precise information on position, navigation and time (PNT) of objects or persons to users on ground, sea and air.



‘No probe into Raj Bhavan scandal’ SHILLONG: Union Minister of



State for Home Kiren Rijiju on Sunday ruled out a probe into the alleged “inappropriate behaviour” of V. Shanmuganathan, who recently resigned as the Governor of Meghalaya. “As of now, there is nothing in the form of documentary evidence against the former Governor to investigate the allegations. Nothing is in our hands (central government),” he said on the sidelines of the first North East Investment Summit here. However, he said, Mr. Shanmuganathan, who was



Charges of ‘inappropriate behaviour’ were levelled against Shanmuganathan also the Governor in-charge of Arunachal Pradesh, resigned on “moral grounds.” “I cannot comment on whether the government will institute an inquiry into the allegations. It is too premature for me to do so,” he said. Earlier, Meghalaya CM Mukul Sangma said that he



was communicating with the Union government on the controversy. Mr. Shanmuganathan resigned on January 26 after nearly 100 staf of Raj Bhavan sent a letter to the Prime Minister’s Oice and Rashtrapati Bhavan, demanding that the Governor be recalled for what they alleged was “turning Raj Bhavan into a young ladies club”. From the time Mr. Shanmuganathan took oice, the employees alleged, they were going through “severe humiliation, stress and torture.”—IANS



‘Wanted to visit Delhi’ The young Nigerian said they entered India to visit New Delhi. He claimed that visa-related problems forced them to make the desperate attempt. He was later handed over to the police and arrested for illegal entry into India. He would be produced in a court on Monday morning, a police oicial told The Hindu.
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Gandhi for our troubled times The Mahatma’s approach to politics in terms of ‘resistance’ and ‘protest’ beyond a conception of domination over others provides a potential antidote to the contemporary crisis of democracy M O N D AY , J A N U A RY 3 0 , 2 0 1 7



RAMIN JAHANBEGLOO



Keeping safety on the rails



T



he preliminary finding of the Commission of Railway Safety that the derailment of the Indore-Rajendranagar Express near Kanpur in November 2016 that killed over 140 people was primarily caused by carriage and wagon defects should serve as a reality check for the Railway Ministry. While sabotage is indeed a factor in some derailments, bad railway performance is responsible for the majority. The CRS report merits serious consideration:it has specifically identified a variation in the wheel gauges of two coaches, and found carriages being run beyond their useful life. This is not a rare instance where inquiries have found the Railways seriously deficient. In fact, the annual report of the CRS Lucknow for 2012-13 cites failure of railway equipment, derelict staf, rail fractures and, on some occasions, non-railway factors to be responsible for fatal accidents. The collision of the Hubli-Bengaluru City Hampi Express with a goods train that left 25 people dead, for instance, was caused by failure of staf. The Kakodkar committee on railway safety found that out of 441 derailments it analysed, only about 15% were the result of sabotage, while the majority were caused by factors completely under the control of the railway administration. India’s Railways serves the vital function of providing travel access to millions, and, as Mahatma Gandhi wrote in his article ‘Third Class in Indian Railways’, have the responsibility of making it equitable and comfortable. It must also be safe. The Railway Ministry is pursuing a major safety initiative, the Rashtriya Rail Sanraksha Kosh, with a non-lapsable corpus of ₨1,19,183 crore. Not only should such a fund be constituted, given the past contribution of dedicated safety funds to rail track renewal, it should be governed by a transparent framework with public reporting requirements. The Finance Ministry says the Fund should rely mainly on internal resources, but there is a strong case for higher gross budgetary support to raise safety in a government-run transport network that has a universal service obligation. Replacing ageing and unsafe carriages with modern Linke Hofmann Busch coaches is a five-year-old Kakodkar panel recommendation, but supply has not kept pace with requirement. Travel demand has, meanwhile, continued to leap as economic growth both needs and encourages greater mobility. Raising the performance of the Indian Railways needs a clear vision for both service and financing, with zero tolerance for accidents. Along with technologies such as ultrasonic flaw detection to keep tracks safe, Railway Minister Suresh Prabhu and his team must look at ways to carry more passengers safely.



I once asked my students at Jindal Global University about Mahatma Gandhi’s relevance in today’s India. “Gandhi is only a name and an image in India today,” they commented coldly, as if I had been taken in by a romantic view of India which lived the Gandhian non-violence as a Utopian dream far from the harsh reality of the everyday life of Indians. This may be true, I thought. Yet, even if there is an ounce of truth in this argument, we need to be reminded that Gandhi has been more appreciated, read and practised seriously outside India than among the last two generations of Indians. Moreover, he remains a towering figure who seems as fascinating as he was when he was assassinated by Nathuram Godse. The impact of his philosophy of non-violence in inspiring leaders of the 20th century such as Khan Abdul Ghafar Khan, Martin Luther King Jr., Nelson Mandela and Václav Havel is the expression of a momentous mode of political thinking that can be invoked as a Gandhian moment. Explaining his universal appeal Therefore, Gandhi’s success as a universal gadfly goes far beyond his national stature as the founding father of modern India. As such, his universal message could be measured by his immense impact on all forms of dissent against unjust regimes — this includes India — in the past half-century. As such, Gandhi has become a part of the moral conscience of humanity. His name and achievements symbolise a sense of revolt against injustice. That is to say, a proper appreciation of Gandhi’s relevance can only be made against the backdrop of his civic philosophy of dissent. Also, let us not forget that Gandhi’s critique of modern civilisation in Hind Swaraj is one of the greatest Socratic gestures of intellectual self-examination in the history of modern political thought. It is all the more necessary to point out that Gandhi’s critical attitude toward modern



He was able to define a new vision of independent India — not by a nostalgic return to the past, but by creating the possibilities of a critical public culture in India civilisation is an efort in asking the right questions at the right time about whole inherited ideas on thought and action. The Gandhian audacity of asking questions on what the western world presents as universal truths is, therefore, tied to a specific historical context in which this self-examination finds its meaning. As such, it happens that Gandhi is a non-professional philosopher who asks philosophical questions and helps us to understand the implications of how these ideas can change the world. In other words, he is a public gadfly who does not conform himself to any orthodoxy, western or Indian. Such an attitude of mind is represented by Gandhi’s Socratic revolution: self-examination accompanied by a self-transformation of society. Gandhi’s legacy also exemplifies



another Socratic aspect which is absent among most of the political leaders today: courage. He believed that when fighting injustice, the actor must not only have the courage of his/her opinions but also be ready to give his/her life for the cause. As writer George Woodcock says, “The idea of perishing for a cause, for other men, for a village even, occurs more frequently in his [Gandhi’s] writings as time goes on. He had always held that satyagraha implied the willingness to accept not only sufering but also death for the sake of a principle.” Gandhi’s dedication to justice in the face of death is an example of his courageous attitude of mind as a Socratic gadfly. Further, one can find in Gandhi a readiness to raise the matter of selfsufering as public policy. He felt an increasing loneliness in the role of the supersatyagrahi which he had assumed. Loneliness is one of the fundamental features of a Socratic gadfly, who is always expected to take a position independent of those in power and sometimes in direct opposition to the opinions of the larger society. As a matter of fact, Gandhi’s moral power, like Socrates’s irony, masks an autonomous individual who is often lonely because of his attentiveness to the moral disquiet within him. Gandhi’s nobility of spirit in the face of populism is a timely reminder of how imaginatively the act of dissent can become a way of questioning, changing the world as well as oneself. A vision by creating possibilities When confronted by mobs or public authority, Gandhi did not adopt a policy of selfcensorship. He had no fear of the power of the state or of a tyrannical crowd. It is this state of mind which we can find as the underlying motto of Gandhi’s political and intellectual life. Gandhi had no tragic sense of politics, but he knew which battles to fight and which ones to let go. In the manner of Socrates, he was aware of the fact that philosophy and the city need each other and benefit each other, even if there is a distinction between the concerned and critical gadfly and those playing a role to preserve a corrupted power. That is why, for both Socrates and Gandhi, the process of dialogue and ceaseless questioning is considered as the most



CARTOONSCAPE



Simply the best



I



n times to come, 2017 will be remembered by tennis fans as the year the Australian Open went retro. For, it featured the big-stage revival of two of the sport’s most storied rivalries. Roger Federer was pushed to the limit by Rafael Nadal’s relentless, shape-shifting style before the Swiss maestro’s sublime artistry prevailed in a classic — his third win in nine Major finals over the Spaniard, his 18th Grand Slam crown and his first since Wimbledon in 2012. And Serena Williams, playing sister Venus in a Major final after nearly eight years, continued her dominance, capturing a professional-era record 23rd title. The warm nostalgia these great champions evoked was accompanied by the thrill of the unexpected. Of the four, only Serena’s presence in the final was unsurprising. The resurgence of the old guard — the first time in the Open Era that all four finalists were over the age of 30 — might have had something to do with the faster courts in Melbourne this year. Federer, among others, certainly thought so. He said it kept points shorter than normal and made fewer demands of the body. He also felt that those who had started out before 2005 had an edge — they were more instinctively attuned to the quicker movement of the ball. It takes singular skill and a certain ruthlessness, however, to make capital of the smallest advantages, and Federer and Serena, and to a marginally lesser extent Nadal and Venus, did precisely that. Federer, who missed six months last year with an injury, knew he could not allow Nadal time and space. With his opponent looking in excellent physical condition, Federer could not aford to be drawn into long, bruising rallies; he had to dictate the tempo of play. This meant taking the ball uncomfortably early, with a narrow margin for error, and it required all of Federer’s genius to pull it of. He also had to overcome the psychological scars of past defeats to Nadal. Federer’s nerve in big matches against his greatest rival has been questioned before, but on Sunday he displayed a calm resolve. Serena, too, had to master her emotions against Venus, who is both beloved sister and formidable threat. While her explosive athleticism is the most apparent facet of her game, Serena’s underrated tennis intelligence has contributed significantly to her capturing a record 10 Grand Slam titles after turning 30. With their triumphs in Melbourne, Federer and Serena, both 35, managed what only a few of the greats have. They quietened the voice of doubt that speaks in every athlete’s ear — a voice that grows more persistent with age — and raged against the dying of the light. CM YK



dissenting and productive thinking of gadflies in the public space. As such, Gandhi was able to define a new vision of independent India — not by a nostalgic return to the past, but by creating the possibilities of a critical public culture in India. The idea of struggling for truth and resisting evil, after all, provides us with one of the most brilliant examples of Gandhian critical thinking and public questioning. Questioning in this context is the non-violent process of speaking up against power while withstanding tyranny and silencing. In other words, Gandhi’s main concern is not with ahimsa as kindness and gentleness. He is talking of non-violence as a brave act of dissent. “My non-violence is not merely kindness to all living creatures,” wrote Gandhi in his journal Harijan. “Ahimsa is the highest ideal. It is meant for the brave, never for the cowardly. To benefit by others’ killing and delude oneself into the belief that one is being very religious and non-violent is sheer self-deception.” As a matter of fact, taking into consideration Gandhi’s life, Satyagraha rests on a philosophical belief that non-violence is a struggle against wickedness and hypocrisy. Moreover, it is the highest form of moral intervention against falsehood and injustice in the public space. Leadership as a true form Therefore, more than just being a historical moment, questions which were addressed by Mahatma Gandhi to his contemporaries find their full relevance in our times of political populism and moral hypocrisy. Though Gandhi propounded no Platonic or Machiavellian theories of political leadership, he personified a moral and dialogical leadership behaviour widely acknowledged as a true form of interconnectedness and service to others. Undoubtedly, this is the true lesson of Gandhi’s political life, where moral conviction and sense of duty to others go hand-in-hand. He strived to live a life in politics which promoted moral values that transcended self-interest and political arrogance. This idea of transformative leadership as an ethic of freedom is a distinctive feature of Gandhi’s political philosophy. As such, in Gandhi’s ideal of democracy many of his core beliefs and arguments such as moral growth of the individual, the primacy of the spiritual in non-violent action and the interdependence of all departments of life came together. But how did Gandhi expect these principles to work in everyday life? He had come to the conclusion that democracy, like any other aspect of social and political life, would not function in the framework of a meaningless civilisation with no sense of ethics and spirituality. In other words, his idea of democracy is understood as a means to fulfil one’s civic duty as an individual participating in a community and as an end to be attained through moral and political resistance to all forms of centralisation of power. This is where Gandhi’s conception of democracy becomes relevant to us and significant to contemporary democratic theory. Needless to say, Gandhi’s approach to politics in terms of “resistance” and “protest” beyond a conception of domination over others provides a potential antidote to the contemporary crisis of democracy. With this in mind, Gandhi can be said to be oriented towards reinventing politics as a capacity for self-realisation and self-transformation of society. Maybe this is why each time I read a page of Gandhi I am tempted to go back to my students and ask them to revisit him as an invaluable thinker and moral guide amid the great political problems and the cultural confusions of India and the world in which we live. Ramin Jahanbegloo is Professor, Vice Dean and Director, Mahatma Gandhi Centre for Peace Studies, Jindal Global Law School, Jindal Global University, India.
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The Great Wall of Trump U.S. President Donald Trump’s selective immigration ban is both unwise and foolish (“Trump restricts entry from 7 Muslim nations”, Jan.29 ). That some of these countries have responded in similar vein is only an indication of things to come. Spontaneous protest within the U.S. also underlines the demerits of the restriction. How can Mr. Trump not be aware of the global nature of today’s world? At a time when the world needs peace and stability and American-based companies are largely multinational by nature, why brew discontent and enmity? B. Prabha,



those who are innocent. However, a long-term solution lies in thinking of methods to eliminate violence in the countries from where people are forced to flee. P.R.V. Raja, Pandalam, Kerala



It is surprising to read about the overwhelming reactions from across the world, especially those from the Arab world, against the executive order. Why are Arab nations failing to take a firm stand on ending the problems in their part of the world? Why doesn’t this include admitting refugees from countries in their neighbourhood? Jafer Sadique K.K., Vairancode, Malappuram, Kerala



Varkala, Kerala



Perhaps it’s time the United States replaces its ‘Statue of Liberty’ with a ‘statue of bigotry’. It was Abraham Lincoln, the stalwart President from the same Republican party, who abolished slavery and strengthened the federal government. Mr. Trump’s steps to unleash chaos based on unfounded religious prejudices are only doing great disservice to his own country and to the civil world. D.V.G. Sankararao, Nellimarla, Vizianagaram, Andhra Pradesh



The history of America is one of immigration. Still, one cannot ignore the threat of terrorism sweeping across countries and in which the U.S. and India have been scarred. Responses to this will include restrictions that will afect even



What’s in the manifesto? Demonetisation may or may not have produced the desired results. But soon after its announcement, there was no denying the fact that there was appreciation for it as being revolutionary. People found in Narendra Modi a person with a diferent and bold thought process. It is in this context that the freebies announcement, by BJP president Amit Shah, is disappointing (“U.P. manifesto: BJP promises Ram temple, 1GB free data”, Jan.29). The BJP should not be caught in the whirlpool of freebie politics but must stick to the development agenda as promised at the time of the Lok Sabha election. Freebies could have made some sense a few decades ago but not when the



country aspires to provide stif competition to the world in terms of economic development. V. Subramanian, Thane, Maharashtra



The BJP’s manifesto is indeed a dangerous concoction of communalism coupled with liberal doses of populism. While the freebies are quite understandable, the action plan to explore construction of a Ram temple, pursue the triple talaq case in the Supreme Court, take measures to curb cow slaughter and look into “communal exodus” is nothing but a brazen attempt to polarise voters. With very little to show by way of development and growth, the party is getting back on the beaten path. If the party is so confident about its development agenda, where is the need to focus on divisive issues? J. Anantha Padmanabhan,



The Congress manifesto for Punjab once again adopts the freebie approach — farm loan waiver and free power, a stipend of ₨2,500 per month for unemployed youth, free smart mobile phones for youth, to name a few. How can there be real development when such a large portion of the funds from the State exchequer is used to fulfil these promises? Political parties should focus on creating basic infrastructure so that people are capable of repaying their loans, power bills, getting into entrepreneurship and leading a decent life. This can be related to Amartya Sen’s “capability approach” which says that lending a hand is better than giving a dole. The Election Commission needs to issue strict guidelines. Dimpy Bhatia,



Ketti, The Nilgiris, Tamil Nadu



New Delhi



Tiruchi



India’s leprosy fight



When there are crores of the poor who do not have even a cent of land to plough or build a hut on, why look at issues that will have no bearing on their lives? Whipping up communal sentiments and reaping the benefits in order to capture power is undesirable. The BJP should not forget that it was only discontent against the scam-ridden Congress, and not its communal agenda, which gave it a chance to gain power. It is time to think of people and their livelihoods. A.G. Rajmohan,



The boast that India has eradicated leprosy has shown to be a falsehood (‘Weekend Being’ page – “Why India needs to step up its fight”, Jan.29). As WHO has pointed out, medicines and treatments may be available to eradicate this ancient and dreadful disease, but India lacks the political will to end it. The Dutch medical scientist, Dr. Lykle Hogerzeil, researched this disease at the old Nizamabad centre set up by the Nizam. He established through his work in India and Nigeria that a heavy dose of rifampicin could stop a patient from



Anantapur, Andhra Pradesh



being infectious, though he or she may carry the disease for a longer time. This finding was corroborated by Dr. Pearson, who had clinical experience in treating the disease. Ciba-Geigy held the patent for rifampicin those days and refused permission to have it manufactured in India. In contrast, I must point out the generosity of Irish doctors who freely gave permission for the formulation in India of clofazimine, a second-rung drug developed by Dr. Vincent Barry of the Irish Medical Research Council, at Trinity College Dublin. Clofazimine was never really popular because it caused skin discoloration. Empathetic treatment of leprosy patients would enable complete identification of all suferers and regular treatment. Vithal Rajan,



Carry on Serena The empress of tennis, Serena Williams, has once again proved that she is second to none by reaching the pinnacle of glory in the Australian Open. Her win, in straight sets, over sister Venus has not only enabled Serena to overhaul Stei Graf’s Open-era milestone of 22 major wins but also helped her to claw back to the top of the women’s rankings. She is destined to scale new heights and has earned her stripes (‘Sport’ – “It’s No.23 for Serena — a professional era record”, Jan.29). N.J. Ravi Chander, Bengaluru ND-ND
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FROM THE READERS’ EDITOR



Is past the key to future? A decade before newspapers launched their Internet editions, Milan Kundera published an insightful book, The Art of the Novel, in which he argued that “chasing after the future is the worst conformism of all”. He termed the pursuit “a craven flattery of the mighty”. He wrote: “For the future is always mightier A.S. PANNEERSELVAN than the present. It will pass judgement on us, of course. And without any competence.” I was intrigued by this argument. Early this month, Michael Rosenwald, a journalist with The Washington Post, tried to find an answer to a question that is hardly heard in newsrooms and boardrooms: “What if everything we’ve been led to believe about the future of journalism is wrong?” In an exploratory essay for the Columbia Journalism Review titled “Print is dead. Long live print”, he has come up with some conclusions that challenge a basic business dictum: trend is a friend. Preference for print and digital Mr. Rosenwald’s essay is based on some real number-crunching surveys and three in-depth interviews: with Roger Fidler, who first imagined and created a prototype for reading news on a tablet much before Apple invented the iPad; Iris Chyi, a University of Texas associate professor and new media researcher; and Michael Gerber who launched The American Bystander, a humour magazine that is available only in print. In his assessment of the digital world, the reality, he says, is this: “No app, no streamlined website, no ‘vertical integration,’ no social network, no algorithm, no Apple, no Apple Newsstand, no paywall, no soft paywall, In this digital age, is it no targeted ad, no mobileunreasonable to suggest that the first strategy has come close tools for the survival of the news to matching the success of print in revenue or readerindustry may be in the past rather ship.” He is not convinced than in a technocratic future? about the basic assumption that publishers have made about readers’ preference, particularly younger readers’ preference, for digital. Though there are many strands in Mr. Rosenwald’s argument, I would like to share four dominant ideas from his essay. The first is about digital advertising. Mr. Fidler, in his interview to Mr. Rosenwald, explained how the idea of interactive advertising has not clearly panned out. Readers are annoyed with and distracted by intrusive advertisements, he said, so many block it with browser extensions. Unlike print, which ofers a limited amount of advertisement space, the infinite online space is driving down advertisement prices and sending publishers “racing around a hamster wheel”, Mr. Rosenwald reasons. He draws his second point from Ms. Chyi’s monograph, Trial and Error: U.S. Newspapers’ Digital Struggles Toward Inferiority. Ms. Chyi’s conclusion is stunning and may send shivers down the spine for news organisations that have invested the better part of their money in digital. For her, the digital shift has been a disaster for media organisations. She was unable to find any evidence to conclude that online news will ever be economically or culturally viable. Time spent on reading news The third significant point is about reach within a given geographical area and the duration a reader spends on a specific news product. Ms. Chyi studied data collected by Scarborough for 51 of the largest U.S. newspapers. Scarborough is a market research firm owned by Nielsen. The finding is that the print edition reaches 28% of circulation areas, while the digital version reaches just 10%. And more importantly, Pew Research Center data reveal that readers who come directly to news sites stay less than five minutes; those from Facebook are gone in less than two minutes. Citing Ms. Chyi’s research and the Pew findings, Mr. Rosenwald argues that even among young readers, interest in print persists. He draws our attention to the Pew study that puts the percentage of those who only read news via a computer: it was 5% in 2014 and it remained 5% in 2015. The fourth argument resonates well with me both as a reader and as a Readers’ Editor. It is about the quality of reading. He establishes how one skims and jumps around online not just within individual stories, but also from page to page and from site to site. He then explains the immersive nature of print reading that facilitates better comprehension. He quotes from a 2013 study in the Newspaper Research Journal that found that New York Times readers recalled more stories and specific details in print than they did online. The results, according to the study, established “the modern role newspapers play in maintaining an informed citizenry.” There is a Kundera-like intrigue in what Mr. Gerber told Mr. Rosenwald: “There’s this assumption that online is inevitable, that it is like the steam engine or something. Maybe it is. But maybe it’s not. Maybe it can’t be.” In this age, when every political leader is on social media, every institution is sprucing up its digital presence, and a new device is hitting the market every other day, is it unreasonable to suggest that the tools for the survival of the news industry may be in the past rather than in a technocratic future? Can we aford to overlook facts in this call to look at the relative strengths of print compared to digital? We have often heard that the economy is too important to be left to economists alone. Journalism and informed citizenry are equally important to be left to journalists and media managers alone. Readers’ participation is central to find a viable answer to this question. [email protected]



FROM THE ARCHIVES (dated January 30, 1967)



Science labs hit Many science laboratories all over India have been seriously afected by devaluation, since several items of equipment and chemicals they use in their research are imported. The prices of these have shot up after devaluation and the budgets of the laboratories being inelastic, they are finding it diicult to buy materials in the quantities they need. Some substances were already expensive before devaluation and their prices have now become prohibitive. A leading scientific institution in Bombay mentioned the example



of acetyl coenzyme-A, which is imported and costs Rs. 3,000 per 10 milligrams, post-devaluation. This is required in bio-chemical research. Chemicals used in industry as well as research are available only with the import trade which gets the licences for them, and laboratories have to acquire them not only at postdevaluation prices but at the scarcity prices that the privileged stock-holders demand. The same is true of imported equipment. The example was given of imported flame photometers which now cost over Rs. 10,000 per unit in the Bombay market.



CORRECTIONS AND CLARIFICATIONS >>In the report, “Gairsain: Harish Rawat’s vote magnet, new seat of power” (January 29, 2017), the photo credit of the accompanying picture should have said ‘Kavita Upadhyay’ instead of ‘Special Arrangement’. >>The report headlined, “India on red zone in anti-corruption index” (January 26, 2017) erroneously said that India was placed in the 40th position in the annual index of Transparency International for 2016. It should have been 79th position. India has attained this 79th position on the list along with China, Brazil and Belarus. >>The State of domicile of J.N. Goswami is Assam and not Bihar as mentioned in a graphic on the Padma awards, “Moment of pride and matter of prestige” (January 26, 2017). The mistake was corrected in the city editions. Please specify the edition (place of publication), date and page. The Readers’ Editor’s oice can be contacted by Telephone: +91-44-28418297/28576300 (11 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday to Friday); E-mail: [email protected] CM YK
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PERSPECTIVE



Fielding the finest We should introspect whether we are selecting the most meritorious as Army Commanders and putting forward only the best candidates for the selection of a chief more who may have just moved out of their command and who would also be considered to fill vacancies of four or five Army Commanders annually. This would result in only the best being selected. Till now, the mandatory requirement of two years of service and seniority at the time of vacancy has resulted in routine elevations to the appointment of Army Commander, merit not being considered. The logic was that all officers who had reached that level were considered competent and there was no need to introduce unnecessary competition among them. But in light of contemporary responsibilities and the increasing importance of jointness and stretch of warfare, only the best are needed as Army Commanders.



NIRMAL CHANDER VIJ



When the government appointed General Bipin Rawat as the new Army Chief, it triggered widespread debate as two of Gen. Rawat’s seniors were superseded in the selection. The debate also showed the importance of the appointment and the trust the people have in the armed forces. Here I must unequivocally emphasise that Gen. Bipin Rawat is an outstanding oicer who will certainly lead the Army with distinction, just as the Army would be proud of being led by him. I wish him all the success. Having said that, let me also make it clear that the two passedover Army Commanders have excellent records of service, and as stated by the Defence Minister himself, “their not being selected does not reflect on their performance”. Gen. Rawat’s special operation in Myanmar in 2015 and admirable performance as Vice Chief of Army Staf during the ‘surgical strike’ last year, among other achievements, helped him clinch the position. In careers spanning four decades or so, it is inevitable that some will have more exposure to certain conditions than others. This despite the fact that oicers above the level of Brigadier are exposed to various sectors and operational situations and acquire the experience and qualifications to handle all kinds of assignments. It would also be churlish to imagine rivalry between the Infantry and the Armoured Corps just because an infanteer has been nominated as the Chief. At this high level, to which arm you belong is not a crucial factor because all arms are equally important and have their roles cut out. One can never replace the other. Service chiefs have to possess incisive vision and have deep insights into the broader politico-strategic complexities both at the national and international levels. Exercising acumen at a tactical level or having experience in one particular arm cannot be a criterion for appointment as the nation’s top military commander. Therefore, in all fairness, it is assumed that the government, even while departing from the normal convention of going by seniority, has taken the decision which in its judgment is best for the nation. It is therefore time to move on. Seniority and merit Notwithstanding that, people within and outside the armed forces are concerned that the time-tested principle of seniority should not be overlooked unless merit is overwhelmingly in favour



CONSIDERED DECISION: “It is assumed that the government, even while departing from the normal convention of going by seniority, has taken the decision which in its judgment is best for the nation.” PM Modi with Gen. Bipin Rawat at the Republic Day parade in Delhi. PHOTO: PTI of an oicer lower down in the hierarchy. The tricky issue here is, how does the government weigh merit without playing favourites? An apolitical ethos of the services has been one of the strongest pillars of our democracy. Any possibility of senior commanders currying favour with the political leadership would therefore be fraught with grave risks for the nation and its military. Such a possibility must not be allowed to influence the selection of the Army Chief. This is an absolute sine qua non. Appointment of Army Commanders The appointment of Army Commanders has a direct bearing on the selection of the Chief, as service chiefs are selected from amongst them. The changing nature of war today covers a spectrum of conflict — nuclear, information, cyber, space, etc. It is inevitable, therefore, that the Indian armed forces are going through phenomenal changes in terms of modernisation of weapons, combat systems, and strategic application of military power. The Army Commander’s role in this entire gambit is pivotal. Besides commanding all the forces across the whole of Jammu and Kashmir, Rajasthan, the Northeast, and other places, Army Commanders also participate in national-level decisionmaking over strategic, operational, training, equipment, personnel admin-



We could consider reducing the stipulation of tenancy of two years to 18 months to widen the number of eligible candidates istration and logistic and financial issues. This is a huge set of responsibilities. It is obvious then that we should introspect whether we are selecting the most meritorious as Army Commanders and fielding only the best candidates for the selection of a Chief. There are two criteria to be fulfilled to be elevated to the position of Army Commander: an excellent command of a corps, the highest operational formation, and, in the interest of meaningful stability and continuity in this key appointment, eligible candidates must have two years of residual service before appointment (more or less similar criteria apply to the other two services). With these criteria being satisfied, Army Commanders are nominated in the order of seniority. Those who do not fulfil these criteria become ineligible and move out to other appointments till their superannuation. At any given time, there could be approximately 14 incumbent corps commanders and approximately five or six



Need for reform The existing policy is therefore anomalous, wherein for promotion to this level the primary criterion is not merit unlike for all other ranks. Henceforth, the selection of Army Commanders must be made only through deep selection. We could consider reducing the stipulation of tenancy of two years to 18 months (it is already one and a half years in the Air Force and one year in the Navy) to widen the number of eligible candidates. As regards the selection process, the three service chiefs (four when a Chief of Defence Staf or permanent Chairman of Chief of Staf Committee is introduced) could constitute the selection board, with the chief of the service concerned presiding. A final recommendation could then be sent to the government for approval, as in the cases of select ranks. Some other suggestions, such as selection by a triumvirate comprising the Prime Minister, Chief Justice of India and Leader of the Opposition are not relevant in a system so conditioned by exclusive military insight and stringent professional scrutiny at every stage. Military chiefs cannot be selected by just going through dossiers. The time has come to introduce this pressing reform in the process of selection of Army Commanders. The present government is known for its ability to take decisions. It would do well to introduce this reform as it would make available to it a very competent set of professionals from which it can appoint its service chiefs. This will also leave no requirement whatsoever to bypass the seniority criterion, as all eligible candidates will be exceedingly competent. General Nirmal Chander Vij is a former Army Chief and is currently Director, Vivekananda International Foundation.



Choked by the Global Gag Rule The Trump administration has set back women’s health programmes worldwide ALAKA M. BASU



On his first day in oice, U.S. President Donald Trump reinstated what is known as the Global Gag Rule, or the Mexico City Policy. This rule, which was first introduced by President Ronald Reagan in 1984 at the time of the International Population Conference in Mexico City, has been revoked by successive Democratic Presidents and reinstated by successive Republican Presidents, so Mr. Tump’s action was not unexpected. Very briefly, the Global Gag Rule states that U.S. government funding cannot be given to international NGOs, either directly or through U.S. non-governmental partners of these NGOs, unless these foreign NGOs sign an undertaking to not provide abortion services or even information or advocacy on abortion to their clients even in countries in which abortion is legal and even with money that does not come from the United States Agency for International Development’s budget. Whenever this ruling has been in place, it has severely handicapped a host of non-governmental agencies in poor countries that provide family planning information and services to women because these agencies also often help women to deal with unplanned and unwanted pregnancies in countries where it is legal to do. Not just about abortion The U.S. government has every right to decide how to allocate its foreign aid and if the present one is against the use of tax dollars to promote abortion, however tangentially, that is its prerogative. But the international reproductive health community is naturally upset at an action that may be technically legal but is morally and ethically questionable in that is penalises women and organisations in ways that go well beyond abortion access — in principle, the ruling can cut of funds for crucial activities like HIV/AIDS prevention, contraceptive access, sexuality information, maternal and child health, and so on, simply because the agencies that work



IMPACT: “The Gag Rule could strengthen the hand of a government that is already clamping down on NGOs in the country.” An AP State AIDS Control Society volunteer explains the use of contraceptives in Hyderabad. PHOTO: P.V.SIVAKUMAR



The Gag Rule only applies to the promotion of abortion as a means of family planning, not abortion after a sexual attack in these areas might give up working in them because of restrictions from their funding sources. Such impacts will be particularly strongly felt in countries in Africa, where the unmet demand for health, reproductive and contraceptive information and services is high because governments do not have the resources to meet these demands. What about India? According to the most recent survey data available (National Family Health Survey, 20052006), close to three fourths of Indian women get their contraceptive services from the government sector. But this is because some 67% of contraceptive use in India is accounted for by female sterilisation, which is promoted primarily by the government’s family planning programme. For other temporary methods of birth control, the non-governmental sector (by which we actually mean a mix of private and non-profit



agencies) accounts for more than half the contraceptive use. How this nongovernmental sector will fare under the Gag Rule remains to be seen. But there is more. Much of the assistance that the U.S. government provides to India is through what are called public-private/NGO partnerships to address the problem on hand — whether it is urban health or school cleanliness drives or rural child mortality. It is not clear how these partnerships will play out under the new ruling. Given that the Indian government is clearly not opposed to abortion and that the Gag Rule does not restrict aid to governments whatever their stance on abortion, the net impact might be in fact to strengthen the hand of a government that is already clamping down on NGOs in the country for its own reasons. India could also experience other kinds of impacts of this rule because there are several aspects of sex and reproduction that the government refuses to touch for politically reactionary reasons and the NGO sector is all we have to address these. Sex education for adolescents falls in this category. An important part of such sexuality education includes explaining all the available options for birth control and if abortion is deliberately left out of this list, a dis-



service will have been done. On the other hand, fairness demands that we look at the few positive features of the Gag Rule that might be good for India and its people if they are imposed on governments, NGOs and, through them, on communities and families. The Executive Order forbids aid to any entities that support coercive abortions or involuntary sterilisations — both actions that pop their heads repeatedly in India. Maybe USAID pressure will give a fresh lease of life and publicity to efforts to combat shameful practices ranging from tribal women being forced by government hospitals to undergo postpartum sterilisation (and sometimes dying from the hurriedly and unhygienically performed procedure) to pregnant women being forced by their families to abort female fetuses. If that happens, the Global Gag Rule might have a small bright side to it. Important caveats Also worth keeping in mind is that the Gag Rule only applies to the promotion of abortion as a means of family planning, not abortion after a sexual attack or abortion to save the life of a pregnant woman. Moreover the ruling does not apply to post-abortion care for women who have post-abortion complications, legal or not. These are important caveats and NGOs must not get frightened of helping such women just because of the rule. The fear unfortunately is that many NGOs will either bow to the rule by leaving abortion completely out of their ambit or will retreat from family planning related work altogether. In any case, it is worth keeping in mind that India does not have the same tradition of pro-choice and pro-life arguments that polarise debates in the U.S. and paying too much attention to what the Trump administration decrees is not in our interest; it will be even less necessary if the efective tradition of NGO activity in India can count a little more on the active support and encouragement of the government instead of being hounded for imagined brushes with some vague law or the other. Alaka M. Basu, a professor in the Department of Development Sociology at Cornell University, is currently Senior Fellow, United Nations Foundation. ND-ND
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Indian held at U.S. airport



FROM PAGE ONE



Gujarat government, MEA claim no knowledge of businessman’s arrest Mr. Radhakrishnan’s family refused to comment on the matter until more details of the case were known. However, sources confirmed that the businessman had been allowed to call home for the mandatory “two minutes” to inform them of the arrest. “It is all a misunderstanding, and we hope the matter will be resolved soon,” a source, aware of the case, said.



SUHASINI HAIDAR MAHESH LANGA



Uttar Pradesh CM Akhilesh Yadav with Congress vice-president Rahul Gandhi during their road show in Lucknow on Sunday. — PHOTO: RAJEEV BHATT



Akhilesh, Rahul exude bonhomie Following the press meet, the two leaders embarked on a 10-km roadshow through prominent market areas, especially localities with large Muslim populations. The show concluded with a prolonged handshake between the two as they stood atop their campaign bus —U.P. Vijay Rath — at the historic Ghantaghar (clock tower) in the heart of the old city, amidst hundreds of cheering and flagwaving supporters. The leaders also released the joint campaign slogan: U.P. koh yeh saath pasand hai (U.P. relishes this alliance). With less than two weeks left for the first phase of polling, however, the SP and Congress did not reveal campaign strategy and remained vague on whether Mr Mulayam Singh and Ms. Sonia Gandhi would take part. They also did not divulge details of negotiations over seat sharing in Amethi and Rae Bareli. Seat sharing is a “peripheral issue” not “fundamental” to the alliance,” Mr. Gandhi said, telling the media that it took the “posturing” by the two parties too seriously. Fielding questions on the integrity of the alliance, the two leaders said theirs was an “alliance of the heart,” and not one of opportunism. The parties claimed they would win more than 300 seats together. On awkward questions about the Congress’ earlier campaign slogan of 27 saal UP behaal, which in principle had included criticism of previous SP governments, Mr. Gandhi chose to be diplomatic. He referred to a past meeting of party workers where he had hailed Mr. Yadav as a “good lad” who was not being al-



Mulayam will not campaign for SP-Cong. alliance



lowed to work. The bonhomie between the two leaders was evident with Mr. Yadav coming to the rescue of Mr. Gandhi on a few questions while the latter lavished praise and asserted that Mr. Yadav would in fact become the CM again. During the road show again, Mr Gandhi said, “You [pointing to Akhilesh] said one thing wrong. You should not say ‘if our government is formed.’ Your government will be formed and there will be a young CM...Akhileshji does not speak his mann ki baat, but listens to your mann ki baat,” addressing crowds from atop the campaign bus. Difer on Mayawati Mr. Gandhi set of speculation with his softly-softly response to questions on BSP chief Mayawati during the press conference. When Mr. Gandhi was asked about the possibility of an alliance with the BSP, he responded that though “the BSP government had committed mistakes”, his “respect” for Ms. Mayawati was “intact.” He even went on to say that the BSP’s ideology was not “harmful” like the BJP-RSS ideology. “I personally respect Mayawatiji. I respect Kanshi Ram also. There can be no comparison between Mayawati and BJP. The BJP's ideology is harmful to the country but Mayawati's ideology is not harmful,” Mr. Gandhi said. Mr. Yadav’s attempt at deflecting the same question with humour caught him wrong-footed. In an apparent reference to seat sharing, he said, “She [Mayawati] takes so much space...her party symbol is the elephant...it requires a lot of space.” The remark set of a social media storm.



NEW DELHI/AHMEDABAD: Amid enhanced security measures and immigration restrictions placed by the Trump administration, a Baroda-based businessman was taken into custody at an airport in the U.S. State of North Dakota. According to law enforcement oicials, he was booked for “terrorising”, and held at the Grand Forks County Correctional Centre. Paraman Radhakrishnan was on a week-long business trip to the U.S., and preparing to return home when he checked in for a flight from Grand Forks to Minneapolis, Minnesota, early on Saturday. Mr. Radhakrishnan then allegedly entered into an altercation with airlines staf, and was accused of threatening that there was a “bomb in his bag”, local newspapers ireported. “Police say the leading theory behind what may have caused the suspect to make these threats is that he became disgruntled with airport staf, but they say regardless of the reason, any



ure over the alliance between Samajwadi Party and the Congress, Samajwadi Party patriarch Mulayam Singh Yadav on Sunday said he would not campaign for the alliance in the State assembly polls. “I am completely against the alliance. I will not campaign for it,” Mulayam said on a day his son and Chief Minister Akhilesh Yadav and Congress vice-president Rahul Gandhi held their first joint press conference in Lucknow and held a road show displaying great bonhomie. Mr. Mulayam, who had rejected the possibility of an alliance for the assembly elections before being deposed as party president by Akhilesh, said, “Congress ruled the country for a long time and made it laggard. We always fought against Congress.” “The SP is capable of contesting elections alone. In the past, the party fought alone and formed government with a majority. No occasion arose for efecting an alliance,” he said. — PTI CM YK



threat of this nature at an airport is taken seriously,” Grand Forks police spokesperson Jay Middleton said. Sushma silent The businessmanis expected to be produced in court on Monday, though the Centre and Gujarat Home Ministry oicials claimed no knowledge of the arrest. Tweets from family members to External Afairs Minister Sushma Swaraj appealing for help also were not responded to. The Indian embassy in Washington told The Hindu



Threat loomed The very first sentence of the report’s available (undeleted) page reads: “Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi faces at least an even chance of assassination before his tenure in oice ends in 1989.” It, however, later clearly said that “assassination is the major near-term threat” to him. Over five years later, Gandhi was assassinated at



Airport evacuated The arrest of the businessman had led to the Grand Forks international airport being evacuated and operations being closed while U.S. Transport Security Administration (TSA) oicials and other agencies checked Mr. Radhankrishnan’s luggage and screened the area. The case comes against the backdrop of protests at airports across the U.S. against President Donald Trump’s executive order that has banned the entry of citizens of seven countries even if they hold valid visas or dual nationalities for the next few months.



SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT NEW DELHI: The Border Secur-



ity Force (BSF) has ordered an inquiry after one of its clerks posted a video on Facebook in which he has alleged that liquor meant for the personnel is being sold to civilians and said that despite his complaint, no action has been taken. The claim comes close on the heels of the video posted by a BSF jawan who alleged that poor quality food was being served to the personnel in 29 Battalion in Poonch. Choudhary, a resident of Bikaner in Rajasthan, who works at 150 Battalion of the BSF at Gandhidham in Kutch district of Gujarat, uploaded the video on January 26. In it, a civilian is seen carrying liquor bottles. Liquor sale and consumption is prohibited in Gujarat. In the video, Mr. Choudhary said: “Our Constitution provides equal rights to all, but we [BSF jawans] are deprived of them as we cannot even ask for good food. If someone complains about this by mistake, he is treated as if he had committed a very big ofence, as if we had asked for a fortune and not



NEW DELHI: The National In-



vestigation Agency (NIA) has set up a camp in Kanpur, close to the site where coaches of the Indore-Rajendranagar Express derailed on November 20, as it tries to join the dots in at least three train accidents, claimed to have been orchestrated at the behest of Pakistan’s ISI. A senior Home Ministry oicial said the agency would clinically examine the accident site and the mangled coaches, still lying on either side of the tracks, to ascertain if there was any sabotage behind the derailment that killed more than 140 people. In all, names of 10 people had surfaced during the probe, an NIA oicial said. While two — Dipak Ram and Arun — are said to have been killed, three — Braj Kishore Giri, Mojahir Ansari and Shambhu alias Laddu — are in the custody of the Bihar police. Zubair and Ziyaullah are in the Delhi police’s custody. The other two are Shafi Sheikh, who is said to be in Karachi, and Shamshul Hoda, a Nepalese businessman is said to be in Dubai. The Home Ministry had asked the NIA to probe the claims made by the three accused arrested by the Bihar police for allegedly planting a powerful bomb packed in a pressure cooker on a track in Ghorasahan of East Cham-



More than 140 people were killed as 14 coaches of the Indore-Patna Express ran off the tracks near Kanpur in Uttar Pradesh in November. — FILE PHOTO



A person arrested by the Bihar police had claimed that Pakistan’s ISI was behind the incident paran district on October 1. The IED was defused by the police. Paswan, one of the accused had told the police that they planted the bomb on the instructions of Pakistan’s ISI. He also said that the ISI was involved in the Kanpur train accident of November 20 and that he and two others had travelled to the accident site to place the IED. ‘No explosives found’ U.P. DGP Javeed Ahmed had told The Hindu earlier that the claims of the accused could not be corroborated and the preliminary investigation done by the police did not find any trace of explosives on the tracks.



Rajiv Gandhi Sriperumbudur in Tamil Nadu on May 21, 1991. The first section titled “Key Judgments” analyses and deliberates upon what likely scenario would emerge in the domestic and international political situation if there is a sudden change in leadership minus Rajiv Gandhi and the likely impact on India’s relations with the U.S., the then U.S.S.R. and the region. It also dealt with the threats posed to Gandhi’s life by various extremist groups at that time and the likely fallout of his murder. “If Gandhi fell to a Sikh or Kashmiri Muslim assassin, widespread communal violence probably would erupt even if strong preventive se-



curity measures — including deployment of Army and paramilitary troops across northern India — were taken by the Indian President ......(deleted),” it said. Interestingly, it also names P.V. Narasimha Rao and V.P. Singh, who could be the “interim successor” and “likely candidates” in case of sudden exit by Rajiv. Rao took over as the Prime Minister in 1991. In a section, titled ‘The Threat of Assassination: Stability in Jeopardy’, the report says, “In our view, there is at least an even chance in the next several years of an assassination, most likely by extremist Sikhs or disgruntled Kashmiri Muslims who have targeted Rajiv,” besides “a fanatical Hindu”. Since a significant portion of this section is deleted, it is not clear whether Sri Lankan Tamil extremists were also dealt with in the analysis. However, another section of the report deals in-depth with Rajiv’s mediation efforts to resolve “the conflict between militant Sri Lankan Tamils and the Sinhalesedominated government in Colombo...” — PTI



“We are yet to get the custody of Paswan, his sustained interrogation will reveal if it was tall talk or if there is anything substantive in his claims,” said the oicial. The NIA will also take into account the report of the Commission of Railway Safety (CRS), which investigates all the major train accidents in the country. As reported by The Hindu, a preliminary probe had not found any evidence of sabotage and identified ‘carriage and wagon defects’ as the main reason for the accident. “We have asked the CRS to submit its report. Reports from other accidents are also being collated to examine if there was a pattern in the derailments,” said the oicial. Railway Minister Suresh Prabhu had written to Home Minister Rajnath Singh about the possibility of sabotage in at least six train accidents in the last one year.



food.” “Everybody wants corruption to end, but nobody is coming forward to end it. Everytime, a whistleblower is punished and all rules are applied against him..., but nothing happens to the corrupt,” he alleged. “I am being punished for being an honest and true soldier of this country. Everytime, I complained about wrongdoings, I was transferred to a new place. But they cannot break my morale. Now they have crossed all the limits. I can tell you that you can openly do corruption in the BSF, but if you complain, you have committed a big crime,” he said in the video which runs for over three minutes. ‘No action taken yet’ “Liquor [meant for jawans] bought from jawans’ money, is being sold to outsiders. I registered a complaint four months ago, but no action has been taken yet. So I had to come before the country [like this] to show this. I am uploading a video, where an outsider is seen carrying liquor bottles [from 150 Battalion camp]. I registered a complaint, but no action was taken,” he said.



Mission with ambition helps success, Modi tells students NEW DELHI: In the first Mann Ki



VIJAITA SINGH



CIA assessed impact of Rajiv’s killing as early as 1986: Report Rajiv Gandhi was killed in 1991, the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency had prepared a very detailed and thorough “brief” on what would happen if he is assassinated or makes an “abrupt departure” from the Indian political scene. A 23-page report, titled “India After Rajiv ...” was put out as early as in March 1986 for comments from other senior CIA oicials. The “sanitised” report was declassified recently by the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA). The report, whose complete title is not entirely available as it is part deleted, was prepared on the basis of inputs available to the CIA till January 1986.



that the concerned consulate has been told to “get in touch with authorities and ascertain more details”. “We have not received any details from the U.S. regarding arrest of any person. Normally, the U.S. authorities first intimate the embassy in New Delhi, which would subsequently inform the Ministry of External Afairs, which would share details with the State authorities. We are the last to get information,” Pradipsinh Jadeja, Minister of State for Home and Non Resident Gujarati Afairs department, said.



NIA sets up camp near Kanpur derailment site



NEW DELHI: Five years before NEW DELHI: Voicing displeas-



Paraman Radhakrishnan was taken into custody at an airport in the U.S. state of North Dakota. — REPRESENTATIONAL PHOTO: REUTERS



BSF orders probe into liquor sale to civilians



Baat address to the nation this year, Prime Minister Narendra Modi kept his main focus on students. “Once you have a clear ambition with a mission to succeed, you need not worry about the marks in the exams. You will automatically score better,” Prime Minister Modi said while replying to a question posed by a student whether scoring higher marks in exams was mandatory. “No one cares to know with how much marks he got through the exam. People are more interested in the fact that he is a doctor and would certainly serve his patients with his knowledge, skills and expertise,” he added.



dents in improvising in every single aspect and step.” He reiterated on the importance of self-introspection, which would lead to a better individual.



Narendra Modi The Prime Minister further said that restricting oneself to a limited number of courses or knowledge might harm one from achieving success. The Prime Minister also motivated students to compete with oneself instead of competing with others. “Self competition would help stu-



Path to success “Start comparing yourself with the way you used to be and the way you are now,” he said. “In that way, changes in students can be easily found which otherwise would lead the way to betterment,” he added. This motivational speech by the Prime Minister would definitely be a pathway to the students to accomplish the right amount of success and would surely eliminate the fear of scoring better marks in the examination. —ANI



Gen. Rawat blames Pak. for avalanches NEW DELHI: Global warming, ecological changes and heavy shelling by Pakistani troops are triggering avalanches in places like Jammu and Kashmir, which had not reported such instances earlier, Army Chief Gen. Bipin Rawat said on Sunday. “Ceasefire violations and use of heavy weapons by Pakistani troops are leading to loosening of soil, thus creating danger of a landslide. Global warming is also leading to cracks in glaciers,” Gen. Rawat told reporters after paying homage to Major Amit Sagar, who lost his life in an avalanche on January 25, at Sonmarg.



The Army Chief lauded the contribution of Major Sagar, oicer of the Territorial Army, saying he had volunteered for the posting despite the hardships there. As many as 21 persons, including 15 Army men, have been killed since last week due to avalanches and snowfall-related incidents in the Kashmir Valley. He said the State has been witnessing heavy snowfall over the past 72 hours, and is likely to witness similar conditions for the next twothree days. “Due to global warming, glaciers are witnessing cracks. Avalanches have oc-



Ram temple will come up; quota will continue: Shah



curred in Dawar areas, Machil sectors. We have erected some posts for counter-infiltration,” he said. Soil loosens up Some posts are very near to enemy posts. “There has been a lot of ceasefire violations and heavy weapons too are being used. Many times it afects the soil and loosens it up. When there is a heavy snowfall on such a loose soil and if there is a slope, it triggers danger of an avalanche,” Gen. Rawat said. He said the Army withdraws troops from places where there is possibility of an avalanche. —PTI



Riot-accused MP gives provocative speech at rally SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT



SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT NEW DELHI: As Uttar Pradesh



goes to polls in less than two weeks, BJP national president Amit Shah has said a Ram temple will come up at Ayodhya under constitutional provisions. He also said caste-based reservations are here to stay. Speaking to private television channel, Network 18, Mr. Shah said that while there were several issues, the BJP had no problem if the Opposition tried to convert the polls into a referendum on demonetisation. Under the Constitution Asked about a Ram temple at Ayodhya, which the party manifesto has mentioned, Mr. Shah said, “It can only be done under the Constitutional provisions: either through dialogue or through court order. Yes, we are definitely committed to building a Ram temple, but within the Constitutional provisions.” Asked about RSS spokesman Manmohan Vaidya’s controversial remark that re-



Amit Shah servations should not be in perpetuity as they would divide society, Mr. Shah said the RSS leader had been quoted out of context. “Manmohan Vaidya was asked about religious reservations. But someone took out the question and showed the answer. Controversy was created,” the BJP chief said. “He clarified and later the video also went viral showing what the question was.” The BJP has opposed reservations for religious minorities on the ground that there cannot be religious quotas in a secular state and that it would be injustice to Dalits and OBCs, since the Supreme Court has



placed a cap of 50% on reservations, meaning any new quota must be carved within the existing quotas. Asked about triple talaq, Mr. Shah said, “Each woman should get constitutional rights. If the Supreme Court is reviewing it, we believe Muslim women must get their rights. Triple talaq violates the rights of Muslim women.” Mr. Shah exuded confidence that demonetisation had been a correct decision, saying the BJP does not mind if the Opposition wants to make the coming polls a referendum on it. “The fight against black money began after taking oath (in 2014). The first Cabinet decision was to create an SIT on black money. We took many decisions against black money,” he said. He underlined that the law and order situation, exodus of people from western U.P. – BJP leaders had alleged that Hindus were fleeing Kairana — killing of animals and women’s security would continue to be issues in Uttar Pradesh.



MEERUT: BJP candidate for the



upcoming Uttar Pradesh Assembly polls from Thana Bhawan constituency, Suresh Rana, has given a provocative speech during an election public meeting, where he said that his victory would lead to curfews in Muslim-dominated areas like Deoband and Moradabad. Interestingly, the BJP MP from Muzafarnagar, Sanjeev Baliyan, was sharing the dias when Mr. Rana made the provocative speech. Both Mr. Baliyan and Mr. Rana were accused in the 2013 Muzafarnagar riots. Addressing a public gathering in Thana Bhawan, Mr. Rana asked the people to vote and said that if he doesn’t win, his defeat would be celebrated in Deoband and Moradabad. The remarks drew strong reactions from Dr. Sudhir Panwar and Abdul Rao Waris, the Samajwadi Party and Bahujan Samaj Party candidates, respectively contesting from the Thana Bhawan seat. ND-ND
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Making sense of western U.P.’s caste calculus



POLLDIARY Velingkar’s fight cosmetic: Digvijay PANAJI: Congress general secretary Digvijay Singh



Demonetisation and shifting community loyalties are likely to dent safe vote banks MOHAMMAD ALI MEERUT: On a chilly Saturday



evening, about 60 km from the national capital, around 20 people have gathered in a small, newly plastered house at Ronakpura, a Valmiki settlement of Meerut. The agenda of the meeting, Prem Nath Dhingra, a Valmiki leader says, is to defeat Laxmikant Bajpai, the BJP candidate from the Meerut City constituency. Mr. Bajpai, former chief of



INFOCUS the BJP’s Uttar Pradesh unit and three-time MLA of the constituency, faces the wrath of the Dalit community for “ignoring their concerns”. The Valmiki community, which “generally behaves like a BJP vote bank, has decided to create history”, says Mr. Dhingra, and “vote for BSP this time” Standing next to an open sewage drain with the allpervasive stench of an overflowing garbage dump, Ronakpura is inhabited by sanitation workers. Mr. Dhingra says, “Look at our living conditions. This has happened after we supported a party which is ruling the Meerut civic body for the



DISILLUSIONED COMMUNITY: Valmiki leader Prem Nath Dhingra (centre) addressing a gathering in the Ronakpura area of Meerut, Uttar Pradesh. — PHOTO: PARVEZ KHAN past 15 years, and espouses the cause of Swachh Bharat while relegating us to garbage dumps.” Traders mifed But Valmikis are not the only community which seem to have turned against the BJP this time, says Bhupendra Chaudhary, the owner of the “Janta book stall” at the Meerut-Delhi bus stand. According to Mr. Chaudhary, following demonetisation, the community of small



JD(U) leader slams pullout from U.P. AMARNATH TEWARY PATNA: After the Opposition



BJP and even ruling party alliance leaders criticised the JD(U) for backing out of the Uttar Pradesh poll fray, it was the turn of a senior party leader to slam the leadership for the same reason. “If the party did not intend to contest, why did party president Nitish Kumar address eight meetings there? The decision has come as a major roadblock in the party’s campaign to become a national alternative in the 2019 Lok Sabha poll,” JD(U) State vice-president Satish Kumar said here on Sunday. Mr. Kumar had been camping in U.P. for over six months to explore electoral possibilities for the party there and organising rallies for Mr. Nitish Kumar. He said the JD(U) had identified as many as 50 candidates it planned to field, mostly in the Kurmi-Kushwaha-dominated constitu-



and medium traders in Meerut — the financial capital of western Uttar Pradesh, which traditionally used to stand with the BJP — has now decided to switch preferences. Members of Chaudhary’s caste — PunjabiKhatri — have a clear alternative in Pankaj Jolly, a Sikh businessman, of the BSP. Discussions with many shopkeepers and customers in the central market in Shahrti Nagar and Subhash Bazaar and other upmarket



areas such as Abu Lane, reveal a wave of support for Akhilesh Yadav as a “development man”. But many were quick to tell The Hindu that “caste arithmetic” did not support the Samajwadi Party in several seats in western U.P. For his part, Mr. Chaudhary declares that it is “advantage BSP this time in western U.P.” Crucial Jat vote One prominent reason is Jat anger against the BJP. The



community is coalescing around the Rashtriya Lok Dal (RLD). “Jats are not voting for the Congress or the SP. Our support is first for RLD and if not RLD, then for BSP,” asserts Vijendar Singh of Jagriti Vihar in Meerut. Mr. Singh, a farmer, has been a staunch loyalist of Chaudhary Charan Singh, but had switched to the BJP in the 2014 Lok Sabha polls. Satish Prakash, a Dalit intellectual and faculty at the historic Meerut College, said Jat support for the RLD will only strengthen the BSP. “The BSP stands to gain even if Jats do not vote for it because, by supporting the RLD, they are cutting into the BJP’s Jat vote bank,” he says. Thanks to this “Advantage BSP” moment, party candidate in Kithor constituency, Gajraj Singh Nagar — a seasoned Gujjar politician — is expected to give Shahid Manzoor, the Labour Minister in Akhilesh Yadav’s Cabinet, a run for his money. While Mr. Nagar expects the votes of Jatavs and Gujjars, another old-time local politician and the RLD candidate, Matloob Gaur, is expected to



cut into the Muslim votes and weaken Mr. Manzoor’s prospects. In Meerut South, won by the BJP in 2012, the BSP’s Yaqoob Quraishi is taking on the BJP’s Somendar Tomar. Locals say that while the Congress’s Azad Saifi is a weak candidate who will make significant inroads into the Muslim votes, the RLD’s Pappu Gujjar will cut into both Gujjar and Jat votes and weaken the BJP’s prospects. Raman Tyagi from Neer Foundation says: “Meerut has been one of the BJP bastions in western U.P. where it won four out of seven seats in 2012. But now its winning prospect is so shaky only because of the BSP that the State unit had to push for Narendra Modi’s first rally of the State [to be held] in Meerut.” While most of the people The Hindu interviewed were not so optimistic about the BJP’s chances, Rahul Sharma, who teaches Management at Chaudhary Charan Singh University, said the party’s prospects would improve after Mr. Modi’s rally in Meerut on February 4.



Sweet are the uses of elections



Goa activist files ‘paid news’ complaint PANAJI: A political activist filed a complaint with the Election Commission against a local English daily on Sunday, accusing it of running a campaign through its articles to malign the image of Edwin Cardozo, an Independent candidate from Navelim in south Goa. This is the first complaint filed with the Election Commission about suspected paid news. The complaint filed by Valentino Dias with the Media Monitoring Committee said an article, based on a single issue, seemed manufactured and planted to create fear in the minds of voters. — Special Correspondent



Exit poll ban from February 4 CHANDIGARH: The Election Commission on Sunday banned exit polls between February 4 and March 8 in the five States where Assembly elections are due and Amritsar where Lok Sabha bypoll is being held. “Exit polls cannot be conducted and publicised by means of print and electronic media or disseminated in any other manner starting from 7 am on February 4, 2017 till 5.30 pm on March 8, 2017,” said a spokesman of the Election Commission citing provisions of section 126 A of the Representation of the People Act, 1951. — PTI



BJP promises full employment in Goa



encies of Poorvanchal (eastern part) in the State. The JD(U) leader, who was earlier credited with organising the biggest Kurmi rally in Bihar so far, also charged that two of the party’s senior leaders, Rajya Sabha member R.C.P. Singh and principal general secretary K.C. Tyagi, were covertly working for other parties. However, Congress legislator Ashok Ram said: “The JD(U) should have displayed more political maturity and like the RJD, supported the SP-Congress alliance in U.P.” Poor show in 2012 “In 2012, the JD(U) contested in 219 seats and in most of them forfeited its security deposit…where is JD (U)’s base in U.P.,” asked another Congress leader. However, JD(U) spokesperson Neeraj Kumar told The Hindu: “Our party decided not to contest the U.P. poll to stop division of secular votes there.”



on Sunday discounted the criticism of the BJP by the former RSS Goa chief Subhash Velingkar for not keeping its promise of introducing Konkani as the medium of instruction, saying the rank and file of the Sangh listens only to the Sar Sanghchalak. Talking to presspersons at the Congress House here, Mr. Singh said: “If the RSS very seriously wants to defeat Mr. Manohar Parrikar, the latter can never win. But whenever some senior RSS leader goes hostile, the rank and file only listens to the Sar Sanghchalak. Not to the likes of Mr. Velingkar.” “Mr. Velingkar has done a very brave thing and made very strong remarks against the BJP. I saw the video which has gone viral. My take on this is that all this fight is more cosmetic in nature,” Mr. Singh said. He was referring to the video of a rally where Mr. Velingkar had criticised the BJP Goa leadership. — Special Correspondent



PANAJI: The BJP in Goa on Sunday released its manifesto for the Assembly elections promising to make the State “unemployment-free in the next five years” if it came to power again. The manifesto released by Maharashtra Chief Minister Devendra Fadnavis, in the presence of Union AYUSH Minister Shripad Naik, BJP Goa unit president Vinay Tendulkar, and Chief Minister Laxmikant Parsekar said, “For this, we propose to make Goa investor-friendly in industry, IT, tourism and agro-based sectors.” — Special Correspondent



₨96 crore seized in poll-bound States NEW DELHI: Over ₨96 crore in cash, 14.27 lakh litres of



Supporters weigh Punjab Revenue Minister and Shiromani Akali Dal candidate from Majitha, Bikram Singh Majithia, against sweets during his election campaign at Leharka, in Amritsar, on Sunday. — PHOTO: PTI



liquor estimated at ₨25.22 crore and more than 4,700 kg of narcotics valued at ₨19.83 crore have been seized by the surveillance and expenditure monitoring teams in the five States going to the polls. Much of the haul was from Uttar Pradesh and Punjab. As per official data compiled since the announcement of polls till Sunday, ₨87.67 crore in cash was seized in U.P. followed by ₨6.6 crore in Punjab, ₨1.27 crore in Goa, ₨47.06 lakh in Uttarakhand and ₨8.13 lakh in Manipur. — Special Correspondent



POLLSTAT



EC orders FIR against Kejriwal Let AAP fulfil promises for model code violations in Delhi first, says Modi He reportedly asked voters in Goa to take money from others but vote for AAP



VIKAS VASUDEVA



SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT NEW DELHI: The Election Commission (EC) on Sunday directed the Goa Chief Election Oicer to register of a case against Delhi Chief Minister and Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) leader Arvind Kejriwal for alleged repeated violation of the Model Code of Conduct. On January 8, during an election rally, Mr. Kejriwal reportedly asked the voters in Goa to accept money from other parties, but vote for the AAP. In another communique, the EC warned Mr. Kejriwal against committing the same ofence again.



Repeated ‘violations’ In its order to the Goa Chief Election Oicer, the EC said: “Being the Chief Minister of Delhi and a star campaigner of AAP in Goa, he is expected to conduct in an exemplary manner so as to be a role model for others to emulate, but he has on several occasions violated provisions of the Model Code of Conduct by breaking his assurance to the ECI given during the Delhi Assembly elections in 2015,” said the order. Based on the observations, the EC concluded that Mr. Kejriwal had violated Section 123(1) of the Representation of the People Act, 1951 read with Sections 171B and CM YK



Delhi Chief Minister and AAP supremo Arvind Kejriwal at a meeting in Vasco, Goa. — FILE PHOTO: ATISH POMBURFEKAR 171E of the Indian Penal Code (IPC). The IPC provisions attract imprisonment extending to one year. “The Commission directs that necessary legal action be initiated by filing an FIR/ complaint against Mr. Kejriwal for the statements in respect of the above on and after January 8. A compliance report should be sent to the Commission latest by 3 p.m. on January 31,” said the Commission. AAP hits back The EC action triggered a quick reaction from the Chief Minister’s media adviser Nagendar Sharma, who questioned the Commission’s impartiality. His online responses were retweeted by Mr. Kejriwal. “Within 24 hours of PM Modi dictating criticism of EC is not acceptable, EC orders registration of FIR against @ArvindKejriwal coincidence? Is Election



Commission impartial & independent? One of the commissioners was chief secretary of Gujarat before he retired in 2013??... Election Commissioner [Achal Kumar] Jyoti never worked outside Gujarat in his entire career. 1975 batch IAS, he retired as chief secretary in Jan. 2013,” tweeted Mr. Sharma. In response to media reports, the AAP said in a statement that the EC had simply directed Mr. Kejriwal not to make such statements and the communication to him did not convey that any criminal case had been registered against him. Stating that the ofence under Sections 171-B and 171-E of the IPC were non-cognisable and bailable, the party said no FIR can be registered for this particular ofence. It maintained that Mr. Kejriwal’s remarks did not amount to inducement or abetment of bribery.



KOTKAPURA (PUNJAB): Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Sunday lashed out at the Aam Aadmi Party (AAP), saying it will lose in Punjab and Goa as it had failed the people in Delhi by its poor governance. Mr. Modi was addressing an election rally here. “Those [the AAP] who have failed Delhi are coming to Punjab to destroy it. Send them back and tell them to first fulfil their promises in Delhi,” said Mr. Modi, asserting that Punjab does not need a party which has nothing to ofer expect “false promises”. “I urge you to reject the party from Delhi which has come here, with the sole purpose of exploiting all your resources ... It’s only the AkaliBJP combine that will do justice to the people of Punjab,” he said. Mr. Modi said the AAP had already “sensed its defeat” and therefore, to deflect focus from its ‘failure of governance’ in Delhi, it was pointing a finger at the functioning of the Election Commission. “It [AAP] will lose in Punjab and Goa and this will happen due to its nonperformance in Delhi.” Evoking sentiments surrounding national security, he said Punjab was a border State and neighbouring Pakistan was always on the lookout for an opportunity to destabilise the State. “If a government of out-



Prime Minister Narendra Modi with Union Minister Harsimrat Kaur and her husband and Punjab Deputy CM Sukhbir Singh Badal at a rally in Faridkot on Sunday. — PHOTO: AKHILESH KUMAR siders comes in Punjab, it will neither be good for Punjab nor for the nation’s security. We need to ensure that there’s a strong government and hence I request Punjabis to vote sensibly and not fall for false promises,” he said. Mr. Modi said he was pained by the language being used against Chief Minister Parkash Singh Badal during the poll campaign. Without explicitly naming AAP leaders, he said: “Those who cannot stay honest and true with Anna Hazare, how can we expect them to respect CM Parkash Singh Badal.” ‘Cong. defaming youth’ He also attacked the Congress, accusing the party of painting Punjabis as “terrorists” and defaming the youth of the State by labelling them as drug addicts. “The Congress has committed a sin of painting Punj-



abis, and Sikhs in particular, as terrorist. It was the Congress that labelled Punjabi youth as terrorists and now they with others [AAP] have started calling them drug addicts. How can this be accepted,” he asked. Accusing the Congress of a stepmotherly treatment of Punjab during the UPA regime, Mr. Modi said only the BJP-Akali combine could bring prosperity to the State. The Chief Minister said the Congress was responsible for taking Punjab’s water out of the State. “Now the Congress and the AAP both want to take away half of the remaining water.” Mr. Parkash Singh Badal said the SAD-BJP government had taken everyone along with it. Deputy CM Sukhbir Singh Badal alleged that sacrilege of holy books started in Punjab after the entry of AAP into the State.



TONGUE IN CHEEK Surendra



All those parties have plundered the state, give us a chance! ND-ND
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WORLD



23 Chinese tourists survive after boat sinks KUALA LUMPUR: Twenty-three Chinese tourists and two crew members have survived after their boat sank in rough seas of eastern Malaysia but six people are still missing, a Minister said on Sunday. The sinking of the catamaran on Saturday, the first day of the Lunar New Year holiday, sparked a major air and sea search covering some 400 nautical square miles. The boat had left on Saturday morning from the Sabah state capital Kota Kinabalu en route for Pulau Mengalum, an island known for its pristine beaches and dive sites. The boat owner reported it missing on Saturday evening. — AFP



U.S. commando, 30 others killed in Yemen raid A U.S. commando died in a dawn raid in southern Yemen on Sunday that killed around 30 people including al-Qaeda suspects and civilians, the U.S. military and local Yemeni oicials said. It was the first combat casualty of the Trump administration and its first operation in the war-damaged Arabian Peninsula nation against a powerful al-Qaeda branch that has been a frequent target of U.S. drone strikes. The gun-battle in the rural Yakla district of al-Bayda province killed a senior leader in Yemen’s al-Qaeda branch, Abdulraoof alDhahab, along with other militants, al-Qaeda said. Medics at the scene said 30 people were killed, including 10 women and three children. The U.S. military said in a



SANAA/DUBAI:



While talking trade, May cautions Ankara on rights ANKARA: British Prime Minis-



ter Theresa May signed a $125 million fighter jet deal with Turkey on Saturday and briefly cautioned Ankara on human rights following last year’s failed coup, in a visit squarely aimed at boosting trade between the NATO allies. Ms. May, visited both countries for the first time as Prime Minister, promoting trade deals that would strengthen her hand in talks to leave the European Union. Speaking to reporters at the presidential palace in Ankara alongside President Tayyip Erdogan, Ms. May called Turkey one of Britain’s oldest friends and touched on human rights, a sore point for Mr. Erdogan, who accuses the West of not showing enough solidarity followCM YK



ing a July 15 military putsch attempt. ‘Maintain rule of law’ “I’m proud that the U.K. stood with you on the 15 July last year in defence of democracy and now it is important that Turkey sustains that democracy by maintaining the rule of law and upholding its international human rights obligations as the government has undertaken to do,” she said. In her Turkey visit, as in her visit to the United States, it was clear her priority was on securing trade. She said the United Kingdom and Turkey had agreed to form a joint working group for post-Brexit trade and would step up bilateral aviation security programme. — Reuters



statement that 14 al-Qaeda militants died in the raid, which netted “information that will likely provide insight into the planning of future terror plots.” Hard landing Three U.S. commandoes were also wounded in the operation in which a military aircraft experienced a hard landing and was “intentionally destroyed in place”. “The operation began at dawn when a drone bombed the home of Abdulraoof alDhahab and then helicopters flew up and unloaded paratroopers at his house and killed everyone inside,” one resident said, who spoke on condition of anonymity. “Next, the gunmen opened fire at the U.S. soldiers who left the area, and the helicopters bombed the gunmen and a number of homes and



14 al-Qaeda militants among the dead, says U.S. military; first raid authorised by the Trump administration led to a large number of casualties.” A Yemeni security oicer and a local oicial corroborated that account. Fahd, a local resident who asked that only his first name be used, said several bodies remained under debris and that houses and the local mosque were damaged in the attack. Al-Qaeda confirms loss In a message on its oicial Telegram account, al-Qaeda mourned al-Dhahab as a “holy warrior” and other slain militants, without specifying how many of its fighters were killed.



American forces have not conducted any special operations in Yemen since December 2014, months before nearly two years of civil war rendered the country even more dangerous and ofered al-Qaeda leeway to expand into more lawless areas. U.S. special forces had then attempted to rescue an American and a South African hostage held by alQaeda in another part of the country. The captives were killed in the subsequent firefight. The United States conducted dozens of drone strikes in Yemen throughout former President Barack Obama’s presidency to combat alQaeda in the Arabian Peninsula, regarded as one of the most dangerous branches of the global militant group. — Reuters
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Think tanks divided over Trump’s approach towards China ATUL ANEJA BEIJING: The arrival of Presid-



ent Donald Trump at the White House has triggered an intense debate within China’s influential thinktanks, with most concurring that that the change of guard in the United States poses serious challenges to China, but also opens out new opportunities, including likely support for the One Belt One Road (OBOR) initiative. At a more fundamental level, some analysts of are of the view that that if Mr. Trump pursues the mantra of ‘American exceptionalism’, it would obstruct the betterment of Sino-U.S. ties. “The Americans claim they are exceptional, like a city on a hill. But the world



Taliban taps new revenue source: Power bills MUJIB MASHAL NAJIM RAHIM KABUL: The Afghan govern-



ment faces a peculiar problem in at least two major provinces: It provides precious electricity, some of it imported at costly rates from neighbouring countries, but Taliban militants collect most of the bills. If the government cuts of power, it will further anger a disenchanted population. If it does not, the revenue from the power will continue to provide more income to an emboldened Taliban. Drug trade The Taliban have long tapped into Afghanistan’s lucrative drug trade and illegal mining, in addition to the streams of donations they receive from supporters abroad, mainly in the Persian



Fighters from a breakaway faction of the Taliban in Zabul province, south of Kabul. — FILE PHOTO: AP Gulf states. But in the past two years, they have found new ways of diversifying and collecting revenue, according to interviews with oicials, Taliban commanders and local residents. The diversification of the revenue collection system has raised fears that the balance of the war could tilt even further in the year



ahead, and that the insurgency is becoming more entrenched and acting as a shadow government in parts of the countryside. “What it suggests, essentially, is that the group is becoming more eicient in systematically taxing the areas they either control or have a lot of influence on,” said Timor Sharan, senior analyst



for Afghanistan at the International Crisis Group, a research institute. “Eiciency of taxation is quite significant in terms of sustaining the group for a long time.” In addition to collecting electricity bills from thousands of homes in provinces such as Kunduz and Helmand, the insurgents levy taxes on potato harvests, flour mills, teachers’ salaries, marriage ceremonies, and fuel and vegetable trucks crossing their checkpoints. At the same time, the Taliban continue to pursue their original sources of funding. The United Nations, in a recent report, said narcotics, illegal mining and external donations remained major income streams, with the drug economy bringing in up to $400 million in 2016. — New York Times News Service



has changed and new countries have emerged. But U.S. identity has not changed. So the rise of China challenges U.S. identity,” Wang Yiwei, professor at Renmin University told The Hindu. Listing a variety of responses to Mr. Trump’s arrival among the Chinese think-tanks, the Hong Kong based South China Morning Post quoted Ting Gong, a researcher at the China Institute of International Studies (CIIS) — a think tank under the Foreign Ministry — as saying that Mr. Trump was likely to be more supportive of China’s “One Belt, One Road” initiative than his predecessor Barack Obama. Yuan Zheng, a director of the U.S. Diplomacy Research Centre at the China



Academy of Social Sciences (CASS), asserted that Mr. Trump showed a clear tendency towards protectionism. “The new U.S. President was likely to adopt a hardline approach in trade, demand for Beijing to play by international rules and threaten it with sanctions,” SCMP said, quoting his paraphrased remarks. The Chinese establishment has opposed Washington’s possible turn towards protectionism. Liu Zongyi of of the Shanghai Institutes for International Studies explained to The Hindu that “China believes that only by opening up, globalisation and regional economic cooperation can economic growth and social development can be secured.”



Pak. court acquits 115 suspects



LAHORE: An anti-terrorism court in Pakistan has acquitted for lack of evidence 115 suspects accused of torching more than 100 houses of Christians at



Joseph Colony in the city following an alleged blasphemy incident in 2013. Judge Chaudhry Muhammad Azam on Saturday accepted the arguments of defence and ordered acquittal of the suspects, observing that evidence presented by prosecution against the suspects was “insufficient” to convict them. — PTI



French Socialists choose candidate PARIS: A new chapter opened in France’s presidential election campaign on Sunday as Socialists voted to choose their champion and conservatives fought to keep their scandal-hit campaign on track. Polling opened at 0800 GMT in a primary runoff that pit pro-business ex-Prime Minister Manuel Valls against hard-left



lawmaker Benoit Hamon for the Socialist ticket. A result was expected by the end of Sunday. Francois Fillon — chosen as conservative candidate last year but hurt last week by a newspaper claim that his wife was paid for fake work — was meanwhile due to hold a rally on the outskirts of Paris. — Reuters ND-ND
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M.P. inks pact with MakeMyTrip



Lenskart to set up 20 stores a month



Maruti stops sale of S-Cross variants



The Madhya Pradesh State Tourism Development Corporation has inked an MoU with MakeMyTrip to promote its home-stay scheme. — PTI



Eyeware firm Lenskart is eyeing expansion in tier-I and tier-II cities across India and is in the process of setting up 20 stores a month. — PTI



Maruti Suzuki has discontinued the sale of lower variants of premier crossover S-Cross with the 1.6 litre diesel engine, due to low demand. — PTI



Nomura sees ‘Trumponomics’ having minimal impact on India MUMBAI: Japanese financial services major Nomura downplayed the impact of the protectionist trade policies of the U.S. President Donald Trump on India as it sees only a 10-basis-point hit on GDP at 6.8% in 2017. It is also quick to add that ‘Trumpnomics’ will hit the domestic software exporters, as 86% of the H-1B visas in the past have been cornered by Indians. “We expect this hit on growth to be only transitory, as remonetisation, wealth re-distribution and lower lending rates should result in growth returning to above 7% from the second half of 2017,” it said. With the growth momentum hit hard by the withdrawal of notes, Nomura had earlier projected GDP growth to dip to 6.9% in 2017 from 7.1% in 2016, with a sharp slowdown in the first half of the current year. ‘Trumponomics’ refers to economic policies of President Trump and assumes a fiscal stimulus to boost growth from the third quarter, two Fed hikes this year, low-scale U.S. trade protectionism and tighter immigration policies. — PTI



FinMin may aid rail safety fund The corpus will be used to improve tracks and for bridge rehabilitation work SOMESH JHA NEW DELHI: The Finance Min-



istry has agreed to contribute partially to a new dedicated railway safety fund in the upcoming Budget to be presented on February 1. Train derailments have increased to a six-year high of 74 till January 23 this year compared to 65 in 2015-16 and this may prompt the Railways to bring back a cess on railway tickets to fund safety eforts. The dedicated rail safety fund is proposed to be utilised for track improvement, bridge rehabilitation work, rolling stock replacement, human resource development, improved inspection system and safety work at level-crossings, among other things. The Railway Ministry had requested the Finance Ministry to create a ‘non-lapsable’ safety fund named ‘Rashtriya Rail Sanraksha Kosh’ over five years. However, the Finance Ministry is likely to grant a fresh infusion of only ₨5,000 crore in the upcoming financial year out of the initial proposed corpus of ₨20,000 crore.



About ₨10,000 crore will likely be earmarked from the Central Road Fund (CRF) that is collected by levying a cess on diesel and petrol at present for safety-related work. Levy on tickets The Railway Ministry, which was expecting an annual budgetary support of ₨20,000 crore over five years from the Finance Ministry for the proposed ₨1.19 lakh crore safety fund, may now be asked to fund the remaining ₨5,000 crore for the initial corpus from its own resources. Now, it may either have to bring back a cess on rail tickets to finance its share of Rail Safety Fund or look to fund it from non-budgetary resources. “We were not seeking this fund immediately. We were saying, over a period of time, over a five-year period. On average around ₨20,000 crore per year we were looking for as a support or as a grant from the Ministry of Finance to take care of this assets which were stressed so that we are able to improve the safety scenario in Indian Railways,” Railway



Board Chairman A.K. Mittal had told the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways in December 2016. Budgetary support “The proposal to set up the Rashtriya Rail Sanraksha Kosh fund has been agreed to, but we are told that ₨5,000 crore will come as budgetary support from the Finance Ministry and ₨10,000 crore will flow into the fund from the CRF that we already receive every year,” a senior Railway Ministry oicial said on conditions of anonymity. In 2001, when a Special Railway Safety Fund of ₨17,000 crore was created, the Railways raised ₨5,000 crore through safety surcharge on passenger fare and the remaining ₨12,000 crore came from the Finance Ministry. Back then, the Railways levied a fee of ₨1 for secondclass ordinary trains and ₨2 for second-class Mail or Express trains, per person. For other classes, the surcharge on tickets had ranged between ₨10 and ₨100 depending on the class and distance of journey. The Railways had asked for ‘Rashtriya Rail Sanraksha



Kosh’ to be set up based on the recommendations of a high-level safety review committee under former chairman Atomic Energy Commission Dr. Anil Kakodkar. The Committee, which submitted its report in 2012, had projected an investment requirement of ₨1 lakh crore on safety over five years. The Centre has so far fully implemented 22 out of 87 partially or fully accepted recommendations made by the panel. Funds requirement “Bulk of the recommendations involved either the introduction of some technology that was under trial or improvement of the asset quality which required money. That is why we have not been able to fully implement the recommendations,” Mr. Mittal had told the Parliamentary Committee. He also told the committee that since both the Union and Railway Budgets will be merged for the first time, Finance Ministry “will be more amenable” to the Indian Railways’ request to fund a substantial portion of the railway safety fund.



Aadhaar number printed on paper perfectly valid: Centre SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT NEW DELHI: The Unique Identification Authority of India (UIDAI) has cautioned people about sharing their personal information with unauthorised agencies for printing Aadhaar numbers on a plastic card, while stressing that the Aadhaar letter, with its cutaway
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portion or the downloaded version, on an ordinary paper is “perfectly valid.” Several agencies charge anywhere between ₨50 and ₨200, or more, for printing Aadhaar on a plastic card in the name of smart card. “The Aadhaar card or the downloaded Aadhaar card printed on ordinary paper is perfectly valid for all uses. If a person has a



paper Aadhaar printout, there is absolutely no need to get his/her Aadhaar card laminated or obtain a plastic Aadhaar card or so-called smart Aadhaar card by paying money. There is no concept such as smart or plastic Aadhaar card,” Dr. Ajay Bhushan Pandey, CEO of UIDAI, said in a statement. The UIDAI has also



warned unauthorised agencies that “collecting such information or unauthorised printing of Aadhaar card or aiding such persons in any manner amounts to a criminal ofence punishable with imprisonment under the IPC and, also, Chapter VI of The Aadhaar (Targeted Delivery of Financial and



Other Subsidies, Benefits and Services) Act, 2016.” The UIDAI further said that if someone loses the Aadhaar printout, they could download it for free from the website. “The printout of the downloaded Aadhaar card, even in black and white form, is as valid as the original Aadhaar card sent by UIDAI,” it added.



IT Ministry urges tax sops for PC manufacturers too YUTHIKA BHARGAVA NEW DELHI: The Ministry of



Electronics and Information Technology has urged the Finance ministry to retain the diferential excise duty regime and tax exemptions granted for the manufacture of mobile handsets and tablets, under the impending Goods and Services Tax regime, to prop up domestic manufacturing of electronic products. In its key recommendations for the Union Budget 2017-18, the Ministry has suggested that these exemptions be expanded to personal computers and servers, as per the Phased Manufacturing Roadmap it has worked out in consultation with the Centre’s think tank NITI Aayog. “We have recommended that diferential Excise Duty dispensation available to mobile handsets, tablets and specified Customer Premises Equipment be continued under the upcoming GST regime as it would be a key requirement to continue and further accelerate the growth momentum which has been witnessed particularly in the mobile handsets manufacturing sector over the past 12 months,” a senior oicial in the Ministry told The Hindu. The current duty dispensation is 12.5% countervailing duty (CVD) versus 1% excise duty (without input credit of excise duty paid on the goods). Diferential duty makes imports of mobile handsets more expensive compared with making them locally, encouraging smartphone players to set up manufacturing units in India. Employment generation Over the past one and a half years, about 40 new mobile factories have come up in the country, generating



OFFERS FOR MAKERS: Differential duty makes imports of mobile phones more expensive than making them locally. — FILE PHOTO



Recommendations are as per the Phased Manufacturing Roadmap worked out with NITI Aayog direct employment for more than 40,000 people and indirect employment for 1.25 lakh people. The Ministry has also suggested that specified capital goods for the manufacture of electronic goods be exempted from basic customs duty and countervailing duties. “There is hardly any domestic capital goods industry for the manufacture of electronic goods and these are largely imported, being very specialised equipment with limited number of global suppliers.” Capital goods “In order to increase the competitiveness of the Indian electronics Industry by ofsetting disability costs in domestic manufacturing to a certain extent, it is recommended that all capital goods for the electronics industry be exempted from customs and countervailing



duties,” the oicial explained. To promote indigenous manufacturing of LCD and LED panels, it has been recommended that the specified key raw materials and inputs for the manufacture of these panels may be permitted at 0% customs duty. Software R&D The ministry has also pitched for extension of income tax benefit for research and development (R&D) to software products and the chip design industry. The proposal is expected to boost the generation of intellectual property in the country. “One of the requirements under section 35 (2AB) of the Income Tax Act of this is that the unit availing this benefit should have in-house manufacturing capability. “In the Electronics and IT sector, the technology is encapsulated in software and design. Therefore, it is recommended that software products and chip design companies should be allowed the benefit of Section 35(2AB),” according to the senior Ministry oicial.
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NW1 is economically viable, without increasing tarifs LALATENDU MISHRA



Though the Inland Waterways Authority of India (IWAI) was set up way back in 1986 and five National Waterways (NW) have remained designated for several years now, it is only now that there is progress on developing a sustainable water transport system in key rivers and inland waters across the country, in a bid to take the pressure away from the rail and roadways as well as ensuring drastic reduction in emission and logistics costs. In 2014, the Union Government announced the ₨5369 crore NW1 project spanning 1,400 kms from Allahabad to Haldia on the river Ganga that would come up with technical and financial assistance of the World Bank (WB). The primary objective is to enable movement of cargo on vessels up to 1,500 to 2,000 tonnes. The government has also ensured the passage of the National Waterways Act 2016 by which an additional 106 waterways were declared as NWs, taking the total to 111 NWs. In an interview, IWAI Vice Chairman Pravir Pandey expresses optimism and gives an update on NW projects. Edited excerpts:



• What is the overall plan for NW1? It took 18 months to prepare the detailed study. Now, we are constructing three multi-modal terminals with railway and road connectivity at Varanasi (U.P.), Sahebgunj in Jharkhand and at Haldia in Bengal. We are also constructing a new navigation lock at Farakka. Keeping in mind that a rail rake carries 2,200 tonnes of cargo, we will be operating vessels with the capacity of 1,500 to 2,000 tonnes so as to provide commercial and competitive choice to users. Only then would they like to shift. To move a 2,000-tonne barge, we need a minimum three-metre depth/ draft between October to



April. In the first phase, we have decided to create a 1,400-km channel with a width of 45 metres and a minimum draft of 3 metres from Varanasi to Haldia to enable two vessels to pass smoothly. We have engaged DST Germany to design ships for us. Initially they will be designing car carriers which will have capacity to carry 300 cars and these vessels would require about 1.5 metres water depth. The whole objective is to design special vessels that can run on low draft but can carry high capacity. That is our challenge. We don’t want to do a lot of dredging in the river. To address concerns of environmentalists, DST Germany is designing LNG-powered vessels. In August last, we had conducted a trial run from Varanasi to Kolkata wherein only 35 Maruti cars were transported in six days. Maruti had stated that the transportation cost had reduced by ₨3,800 per car. We are also introducing Ro-Ro (Roll-on/Roll-of) vessels which can carry 18 to 20 trucks to enable them to avoid traic jams on congested old bridges and reach their destinations faster. We have identified 10 places including Buxar, Varanasi, Gazipur, Patna, Munger, Bhagalpur, Manihari, Sahebganj and in Haldia. Currently we are providing Ro-Ro services at Sahebganj and Manihari sectors. A consortium is working on the environmental impact assessment while Hamburg Port, our consultant, is advising on market development, traic projection and cargo analysis. Hawaii Engineering and HR Wallingford U.K. are our engineering consultants. They have already submitted the entire engineering report. Following requests from state governments that want us to develop ferry services at several congested cities such as Kolkata, Varanasi and Patna to



get the pressure of roads, we have now identified 18 locations in six cities by the NW1 where we will provide ferry services. We have engaged Massachusetts Institute of Technology in the U.S. and Thompson Design Group in this project. We will introduce both longitudinal as well as across the river ferry service to decongest urban municipal transport.



• What has been achieved so far? We have made quite bit of progress. This is one of the fastest (moving) infrastructure projects in the country right now. It was announced in July 2014. Only the concept was there. Today, the construction of the multi-modal terminal at Varanasi has already began. Afcons is doing it. The Sahebganj multi-modal terminal is also under construction by L&T. The Farakka Navigation Lock is being done by L&T. It is a complicated engineering challenge. SB Belgium has designed it and already work has started on the ground. The Haldia multi-modal terminal has been awarded to ITD Cementation. We have just received the Coastal Zone Regulation clearance for this one. The dredging awards will be given soon and dredging will start by February and March. When we have vessels moving, we will set up the Vessel Tracking and Monitoring System to avoid collision of vessels. For that, we



are developing a River Information System. Just like air traic control at airports, we are developing river traic control which will be sharing information about the rivers and the movement of vessels.



• How viable is this project? Though we are developing many NWs, the NW1 is economically viable. We are spending only 5% of the project cost on land acquisition. In highway projects more than 50% of the project cost goes for only land acquisition and compensation packages. To make the project viable without increasing the tarif, we will lease out land to private parties to set up warehousing, tourism or cold-storage facilities. We are acquiring some land at our terminals and jetties for this purpose. Today the user only pays 2 paisa per tonne per km. We are not going to raise that.



• How much money has been invested? Already projects worth ₨1,700 crore have been awarded and the projects are on the ground. We will be paying as per the bills and money is not an issue.



• When will the project be completed? In 2021. But it does not mean that vessels will not start moving till then. We have already started moving vessels on the trial run. Once we have the car carriers and the LNG powered vessels, we will start moving vessels with whatever facility we will have by 2019.



• What is IWAI’s fund-raising programme? Seeing the progress we have made, the ministry of finance has now allowed us to go to the market to raise ₨1,000 crore through infrastructure bonds. We will start this issue in February 2017. Besides, we have signed MoUs with port trusts to jointly develop NWs that would bring traic to them.



It took 18 months to prepare the detailed study. Now, we are constructing three multi-modal terminals with railway and road connectivity at Varanasi, Sahebgunj and Haldia



Living dangerously in the hacker’s shadow in a ‘less-cash’ economy PRONAB MOHANTY DR. JAI ASUNDI



O



ne of the undisputed benefits of the recent demonetisation exercise has been the concerted push towards digitisation of cash transactions. Concomitant with this development has been the rapid growth in the use of smart devices, primarily mobile phones. Though digital payment systems have been in existence for a while, the last few weeks have witnessed an explosive growth in their use. While many welcome the idea of trackable, transparent and frictionless monetary transactions, there are significant risks associated with moving to these systems. In a population that is largely illiterate or technologically naïve, this creates a challenge for policy-makers and system providers alike. Mobile-based systems There are a number of mobile banking applications that have been developed by major banks for their respective customers to perform transactions that they would normally have conducted over the bank’s webportal. The Bharat Interface for Money (BHIM) application has been developed by the National Payments Corporation of India (NPCI) to allow any customer of a Universal Payment Interface(UPI)-live bank (like SBI, HDFC, ICICI, etc.) to conduct certain basic transactions such as sending or receiving money. While these applications do not (claim to) store any bank-related information on the phone itself, they connect directly to the consumer’s bank accounts, which may be a cause for concern. Mobile wallets on the other hand are applications that act like our physical wallets but in the digital world. We can add money to our wallets from our bank accounts, debit or credit cards and then use these funds for various transactions – be it paying vendors or friends. SBI Buddy, Chillr, Paytm, Oxigen, MobiKwik, etc. are examples of mobile wallets. The limitation with such wallets is that the vendor and the customer should also be using the same wallet. Their advantage over the banking application is that the liability of the consumer is limited to the amount kept in the wallet (just like physical wallets). In any of the applications mentioned above, secure communication (over 2G, 3G or Wifi network) is used to access and conduct transactions. A smart phone is necessary and the encryption CM YK
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level is similar to what we get when using the bank’s web-portal. In the case of BHIM, the dedicated UPI network between banks is used. There are more than 47 banks that have registered with NPCI to conduct immediate payments over the UPI network. Each of these applications varies in terms of the number of access passwords required to conduct a transaction. For ease of use, wallets typically have the least number of access checks. A relatively “low technology” method of conducting transactions is the USSD-based payment system. This NPCI-developed system allows consumers to access their bank accounts using the regular wireless telephony network (non-data) to communicate with their respective banks and perform transactions. The advantage here is that a smart phone is not required to conduct mobile banking transactions (especially for payment). All these transaction methods are multi-lingual, and hence useful in the context of India. Vulnerabilities exist Vulnerabilities associated with payments systems exist and hence signal the need for caution. Examples follow. Compromised applications: The most plausible vulnerability with payment applications is the presence of other applications on a consumer’s mobile phone. If a user has an alternative keyboard application, it could be a risk in terms of logging passwords and pins while performing bank transactions. It is also possible that a user inadvertently downloads an application while browsing the web that could compromise his/ her phone data and transactions. With some payment wallets, anyone having casual access to a user’s mobile phone could be a vulnerability as application PINs are not set up. Denial of service: A vulnerability associated with all forms of payment systems is a denial of service attack on the network as whole. This could be at the level of the telephony network via jam-



ming devices or at the server where billions of illegitimate requests could be sent in a short period of time, making it diicult for legitimate transactions to be completed. Man-in-middle vulnerability: In this scenario, a hacker gets access to either the servers on the telecom network, the payment wallet or the bank’s networks. Listening to the communication (despite being encrypted) could still be considered a risk. This type of vulnerability could be considered to be more esoteric. Hacking of a bank’s or NPCI’s servers could end up exposing personal details of users, while hacking of a mobile (GSM) network (A5/1 encryption has known vulnerabilities) could expose all communication, especially the USSD-based transactions. There are trade-ofs between convenience and security. While it is impossible to eliminate all vulnerabilities and risks, there are some simple steps that users, payment system providers, banks and governments could take to minimise their risks while using payment systems. The greatest vulnerability in mobile payment systems lies at the consumer’s end. Users need to carefully protect their mobile devices from unauthorised access. In the least, one should have a PIN to lock the phone. A biometricsbased locking/unlocking system would most secure as of now. PIN access for applications — especially for banking applications or digital wallets would be another layer of protection. Payment systems should ensure that their systems are continually audited for security vulnerabilities and patched frequently. Systems should be hosted with active measures to mitigate denial of service attacks, while also maintaining flexibility to handle seasonal upsurges in traic. While the government has put its weight behind the concept of a cashless economy, it needs to invest suiciently in securing the network as well as educating the population on how to avoid becoming a victim of fraud. There should be a robust training programme, especially focussing on the old and illiterate who will be afected the most by this transition. Lastly, it must revisit laws and establish a special mechanism to ensure that entities stealing data or preventing legitimate digital transactions are dealt with severely and swiftly in a manner apparent to the public. (Pronab Mohanty is DDG UIDAI, and Dr. Jai Asundi is Research Coordinator – CSTEP. Views are personal.)



• After NW1, have you started incremental work on other NWs? We have already declared 111 waterways. In the first phase, 32 waterways, which are found to be completely viable, will be developed. These include NW2 (the SadiyaDhubri stretch on river Brahmaputra with a length of 891 km), NW16 (Lakhipur-Bhanga stretch of river Barak (121 km), NW6 (Lakhipur to Bhanga of river Barak in Assam with a distance of 121 km), NW4 (the KakinadaPuducherry canals along the Godavari and Krishna rivers in Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu and Puducherry with a total length of 1,078 Km), NW5 (the Brahmani river and Mahanadi delta rivers, integrated with East Coast Canal in Bengal and Odisha, with a total length of 588 km), NW3 (the West Coast Canal between Kottapuram and Kollam (168 km) together with the Udyogmandal canal (23 km) and the Champakkara canal (14 km) in Kerala with a total length of 205 km) We are working on all these projects simultaneously. We have asked for a budget and we are creating funds for all these. On NW2, the construction of a permanent rollon-rollof or the Ro-Ro terminal at Dhubri is in progress. Another terminal will be developed at Hatsingimari on the opposite bank of river Brahmaputra. To facilitate dry docking repair, a project for construction of slipway at Pandu has been sanctioned and work is under way. It will be completed by the month of December in 2018. On NW4, the stretch between Muktyala to Vijayawada is being planned for immediate operation for which dredging work to remove shallow patches is being carried out. As far as NW5 is concerned, an MoU has been signed between IWAI and Paradip Port Trust for the development of this project.



• What is the investment plan for the 32 rivers? The total budget as per our estimate is ₨12,000 crore. The Ganga one is separate.



U.S. economy slows on wider trade gap; business spending rises U.S. economic growth slowed sharply in the fourth quarter as a plunge in shipments of soybeans weighed on exports, but steady consumer spending and rising business investment pointed to sustained strength in domestic demand. Gross domestic product increased at a 1.9% annual rate, the Commerce Department said in its first estimate of fourthquarter GDP. The economy grew at a 3.5% annual rate in the third quarter. The slowdown masked a surge in home building spending and a rebound in business investment on equipment after four straight quarterly declines. The economy expanded 1.6% for all of 2016, the worst performance since 2011, as it struggled with weak oil prices, a strong dollar and efforts by businesses to reduce a large inventory overhang. — Reuters



Boeing wins $2.1 billion Pentagon contract for 15 KC-46 aircraft Boeing Co (BA.N) has been awarded a $2.1 billion U.S. defense contract for 15 KC-46 aerial refueling aircraft, the Pentagon said on Friday. The new agreement is in addition to the initial $4.2 billion contract awarded by the Air Force to develop and test the aircraft, and an earlier $2.8 billion award for 19 planes. Boeing expects to build a substantial business from the tanker, which is based on its twin-aisle 767 commercial jet. Boeing plans to deliver 179 tankers to the U.S. Air Force and expects to sell about 400 in total worldwide. The fixed-cost contract has incurred about $2.4 billion in cost over runs, including a $201 million after-tax charge Boeing announced. Boeing expects to deliver the first tankers to the Air Force in late 2017. — Reuters



American Airlines, Qantas may revive JV plan under Trump American Airlines Group Inc and Australia’s Qantas Airways Ltd. may re-apply to the U.S. Transportation Department for permission to coordinate prices and flight schedules now the Trump administration is in charge, Qantas Chief Executive Alan Joyce said. The pair’s application for a joint venture covering the U.S., Australia and New Zealand markets was rejected in November under the Obama administration amid opposition from rival carriers Hawaiian Airlines Inc and JetBlue Airways Corp. During its earnings call on Friday, American said it intended to refile its application for a joint venture with Qantas. “We do plan to refile the application with Qantas,” said Steve Johnson, American’s executive vice-president of Corporate Affairs. “It probably is a few weeks down the road ... but we are looking forward to doing that and having another opportunity to make our case.” — Reuters



The Railway Budget – a requiem VIVEK SAHAI



T



he Indian Railways (IR) is a behemoth employing 1.3 million workmen, lifting more than 1 billion tonnes of freight annually and carrying 24 million passengers in its 12,000 passenger trains each day. Only a few railway systems in the world match or outdo these indices, but one factor that no other railway had matched was that the Indian Railways had its own budget - to be presented every year on the floor of the Parliament. At least this was the case until last year. 2017 will go down in history as the first year when the Rail Budget was subsumed in the General Budget. A separate rail budget has its genesis in the recommendations of the Acworth Committee of 1920 when its chairman, Sir William Acworth, pointed out the need for unified management of the entire railway system and inter alia, recommended that “the Finance department should cease to control the internal finances of the railway, that the railway should have a separate budget of its own….” ‘Separate convention’ This was considered necessary because the Railways’ revenues far outstripped the general revenue and had the potential of masking small yet important aberrations in the general budget of the Government of India, if presented together. A ‘separation convention’ on September 20, 1924 dissociated the railway finances from the general finances. In 1947, when Independence was achieved, railway revenues were still 6% more than the general revenue (see table). The Railway Convention Committee headed by Sir Gopalaswamy Ayyangar recommended, “separation of Railway finances from General finance should continue”. A resolution to this efect was approved by the Constituent Assembly on December 21,



1949. The revised convention was to be efective for a period of five years starting 1950-51, but continued for 66 years, just as a few other constitutional provisions for language and reservation have enjoyed an extended life. By the 1970s, the size of rail revenues had shrunk and was about 30% the size of general revenues. By 2015-16 it was down to 11.5% (see table). The writing was on the wall; only the Railway Board failed to read it. Many erudite scholars of economics like Swaminathan S.A. Aiyar and Bibek Debroy were now raising the pitch for discontinuance of the rail budget. Suicidal move? Could the Indian Railways have avoided this fate? It erred on two facets of its philosophy for growth. First and foremost was its penchant for subsidising the passenger fares from artificially jacked up freight rates. The non-AC fares have remained static for the past 12 years; this has been nothing short of suicidal. Freight rates now are at such high levels that road hauliers successfully compete with Rail-



A separate budget was needed as the Railways’ revenue far outstripped general revenue in the 1920s ways on grounds of being cheaper. It is not surprising that the rail share in the overall freight kitty is down from 89% in 1950-51 to less than 30% in 2014-15. Secondly, the Railways themselves have been withdrawing from their core areas of operations and concentrating on peripheral items. They have withdrawn themselves from all urban transport activities. In the 1990s, if the IR had devised innovative solutions like forming Special Purpose Vehicles (SPVs) to catalyse construction of metro lines, both the people of India and the Railways would have be-



nefited from it. Instead, in the 1990s, a situation was created, albeit unwittingly, which made transportation of petroleum products cheaper by pipeline. At that time, movement of petroleum products was the most profitable business for the Railways and it had a lion’s share of 75% in this sector. It is now down to 10%! Is a retrieval from this quagmire feasible? Well, a return to the halcyon days of having a separate budget seems implausible. But, a retrieval of the Railways’ financial health is quite within reach, if due focus is laid on the core sectors of freight operation and enhanced productivity of assets. Gone are the days when the second floor of the Rail Bhavan used to reverberate with frenetic activities associated with budget preparations — Board Members closeted with the Minister having parleys on fare revision, introduction of new trains, and above all, balancing the budget. Oicers carrying the budget files in their



own hands, talking in hushed tones and finally sharing halwa and chai with the Minister — all this will be missed in the hallowed corridors of this pentagon-shaped headquarters of the Ministry of Railways. It will be harsh to contend that a separate rail budget has not served the country well. In 1947, the same administration controlled the areas in the present day Pakistan and Bangladesh. Look at the fate of those rail systems today and compare it with Indian Railways. It was a separate budget which kept IR on a graph of growth throughout. On February 1, this year, when the Finance Minister presents his General Budget, he will set the tone for the relevance of IR in the country’s ethos and future health. It will be instructive to see how much time he devotes to the rail sector in his speech. (The author is former Chairman, Railway Board and Distinguished Fellow, Observer Research Foundation) ND-ND
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Telecast schedule



Little Master’s tribute



Fewer tournaments



Golden Bear’s pat



HIL: STAR Sports 2&3 & HD2 & 3, 7.10 p.m. 쑺 La Liga: Sony Six & Six HD, 1.30 a.m. (Tuesday) NBA: Sony Six & Six HD, 7 a.m. (Tuesday)



The whole world salutes your tears of victory today @rogerfederer, your play was divine — Sachin Tendulkar (sachin_rt)



Mentally she [Serena Williams] has to stay fresh and excited when the Grand Slams start, because they are the goal. So we will 쑺 have a lighter schedule. It doesn’t mean that the schedule is not going to change, it’s meant to adapt to situations.



Congratulations @RogerFederer on Grand Slam win No. 18! As a huge fan of tennis and you, don't stop there. — Jack Nicklaus, who has a record 18



— Patrick Mouratoglou justifying Serena’s lighter 2017 schedule



golf majors to his name



쑺



tweeting after the epic win



Sania and Dodig fall at the last hurdle MELBOURNE: Sania Mirza will



have to wait for her seventh Grand Slam trophy as the Indian and her Croatian partner Ivan Dodig lost the Australian Open mixed doubles final 2-6, 4-6 to underdogs Abigail Spears and Juan Sebastian Cabal, here on Sunday. The second-seeded pair paid the price for the freeflowing unforced errors from the racquet of Dodig, who struggled with his serve and groundstrokes. It is the second runner-up finish for Sania and Dodig together after losing the final of the 2016 French Open to Leander Paes and Martina Hingis. Sania had won her first-ever Grand Slam at the Australian Open in the mixed doubles with compatriot Mahesh Bhupathi in 2009 and the last of her three women’s doubles Major trophies also came here last year with Martina Hingis. After losing the first two points, Dodig served a double fault at 30-30 and then sent a forehand long to concede a break in the very first game of the match. Cabal and Spears, though,



CHAMPIONS FOREVER: In a moment captured for posterity, career Grand Slam winners Roger Federer and Rafael Nadal strike a pose with two-time calendar Slam achiever Rod Laver after the presentation ceremony on Sunday. — PHOTO: AFP



Fantastic fifth for Federer Determined Nadal bounces back twice in a summit clash for the ages MELBOURNE: Roger Federer was in tears as he won a thrilling, five-set Australian Open final against his great rival Rafael Nadal to clinch a record-extending 18th Grand Slam title on Sunday. Federer won a classic, fluctuating encounter 6-4, 3-6, 6-1, 3-6, 6-3 in three hours 38 minutes to move four Major titles ahead of Nadal and Pete Sampras on the all-time winners’ list. “Tennis is a tough sport, there’s no draws. But if there was going to be one I would have been very happy to accept a draw tonight and share it with Rafa, really,” Federer said, as he accepted the trophy from Australian legend Rod Laver. “Keep playing please, Rafa. Tennis needs you.” After an astonishing comeback from six months out with injury, the Swiss became the oldest man in the post-1968 Open era to win a Major since Ken Rosewall at the 1972 Australian Open. It was Federer’s fifth Australian title in his sixth final, and ended a long, seven-year wait to win again in Melbourne after his 2010 triumph over Andy Murray. It was the 35th meeting between the two long-time rivals with Nadal now leading 23-12 and 6-3 in Major finals, including his five-set win over Federer in the 2009 Australian final. And it was a final to suit the occasion as momentum shifted from one side to the next before Federer finally seized



trying. Feel like I’m back to a very high level. I’ll keep fighting this season.” Federer, playing aggressively and with a flatter backhand than normal, took the match to Nadal and got the only service break to take the opening set. Nadal fought back with two breaks to level before Federer got the bit between his teeth with a double break in the third set.



The American had an easy hold in the next to make it 4-0. The second seeds finally got on board when Dodig held the fifth game but they had already sufered the damage. Serving to stay in the opening set at 1-5, Sania saved a deciding point to hold. Spears was now serving for the set and lost the first two points to be 0-30 and soon Dodig found a forehand win-



England gears up for tough series against Dravid’s boys MUMBAI: Tragedy struck the In-



control in the deciding set. “It’s amazing how well he’s playing after being away for so long. For sure, you have been working a lot to make that happen. I am very happy for you,” Nadal told the crowd. “It was a good month for me, amazing month for me, really enjoyed it. I worked very hard to be where I am today. Probably Roger deserved it a little bit more than me.” “I’m just going to keep on



were in tremendous touch from the word go. Both were terrific from the back and at the net too. Sania was also broken in the third game. It was Cabal’s brilliant volley pick up which he placed well beyond the two players to earn a break point. Spears smashed a backhand service return winner to take the break as the second seeds trailed 0-3.



CRICKET



NANDAKUMAR MARAR



The Spaniard hit back in the fourth set with a service break in the fourth game to take the final into a fifth set. He again broke the Swiss early in the final set but Federer stirred himself and broke Nadal twice to win an epic encounter as he served out for a brilliant victory, jumping for joy as he did so and crying tears of joy. A final between Federer and Nadal had been wholly unexpected but the veterans seized their chance after top seeds Andy Murray and Novak Djokovic made early exits. Federer becomes the first man in history to win five or more titles at three diferent Grand Slam events. He has won five Australian Opens, seven Wimbledons, five US Opens and one French Open. The results: Finals: Men: 17-Roger Federer (Sui) bt 9-Rafael Nadal (Esp) 6-4, 3-6, 6-1, 3-6, 6-3. Mixed doubles: Abigail Spears (USA) & Juan Sebastian Cabal (Col) bt 2-Sania Mirza (Ind) & Ivan Dodig (Cro) 6-2, 6-4. — AFP



TREMENDOUS TOUCH: Colombia’s Juan Sebastian Cabal and Abigail Spears of the US proved too strong for India's Sania Mirza and Croatia's Ivan Dodig. — PHOTO: AFP



dia Under-19 squad a day ahead of its one-day series against England Under-19 as its trainer Rajesh Sawant was found dead in his hotel room after he was absent for the team activity on Sunday morning. Team coach Rahul Dravid cancelled a pre-match briefing though the players trained at the Wankhede stadium. For the visiting side, coached by Andy Hurry, it was business as usual against local bowlers at the nets. The team skipper Matthew Fischer said that scores in the games would be lower than the runs accumulated by the seniors. “We want to play the style of cricket the way seniors play and are working towards it,” he said, replying to a query about the team’s approach. “Scores will be lower since we are short



We are looking to learn and test our skills in foreign conditions. — Matthew Fischer, England U-19 skipper on strength and power to clear the field.” Hurry was clear about the series being competitive. “This is sport, we love competition,” said the coach, talking in detail about the exposure aspect of the tour to the sub-continent. “This is a fantastic opportunity for these developmental players to experience the challenge of playing in the sub-continent and gain awareness of the cultural diferences between the two countries.” “From a competitive perspective, it (series) is expected to be really challenging. It



provides players of this potential and at a young age, the experience against an international side in these conditions.” “We are just looking to learn, develop and test our skills in conditions we are not accustomed to,” added Fisher, a fast bowling prospect for England. The teams (from): India: Heramb Parab, Het Patel, Himanshu Rana, Ayush Jamwal, Vivekanand Tiwary, Prithvi Shaw, Abhishek Sharma, Shubman Gill, Harvik Desai, Rahul Desraj Chahar, Kamlesh Singh Nagarkoti, Salman Khan, Priyam Garg, Shiva Singh, Yash Thakur, Mayank Rawat, Rohan Kunnumal and Ishan Porel. Coach: Rahul Dravid. England: Matthew Fisher, Max Holden, Harry Brook, George Bartlett, Euan Woods, Will Jacks, Delray Rawlins, Ollie Pope, Tom Banton, Liam Patterson-White, Louie Shaw, Aaron Beard, Jack Blatherwick, Henry Brookes and Jack Bruce. Coach: Andy Hurry.



India u-19 trainer found dead NAGPUR: India Under-19 cricket team trainer Rajesh Sawant was found dead in his hotel room in Mumbai on Sunday morning, a day ahead of India Under-19’s first one-dayer against England. “What I have gathered so far is he did not report for team activities in the morning, so people started looking for him and eventually he was found to have passed away in his room,” BCCI joint secretary Amitabh Choudhary told The Hindu. “I have asked Prof. Shetty (Ratnakar Shetty, General



Manager, game development) to visit the site and keep me updated.” Sawant was considered to be one of the most professional trainers in domestic cricket. Besides working with age-group teams at the National Cricket Academy, Bengaluru, he has also served as Afghanistan team trainer. Earlier this month, he had worked with the India-A team for the two warm-up matches against England and with the Rest of India squad in the Irani Cup. — Special Correspondent



ner to earn a breakpoint but could not convert. Sania hit a backhand wide on the deciding point to concede the first set. Dodig’s serve was again under pressure as he faced a breakpoint and a deciding point in the first game of the second set but managed to save both. Cabal served a double fault at 40-30 to face a deciding point and the second seeds latched on to that to take a 2-0 lead as Spears hit a backhand long. Sania had an easy hold to make it 3-0 as the Indo-Croatian pair was back in the match. However, Sania was broken in the seventh game which allowed the rivals to neutralise the advantage. The Indian committed a double fault to be down by two breakpoints and Spears smashed one overhead volley to convert the first. Spears held without fuss and the two pairs were now locked 4-4. Dodig was never in his element in the match and he served two double faults, the second one coming on a breakpoint, to allow Cabal to serve out the championship. — PTI



Sarita leads Indian debutants’ pro march



Sarita Devi. — FILE PHOTO IMPHAL: L. Sarita Devi comfort-



ably out-punched Zsofia Bedo of Hungary to make a winning start to her professional career in the IBC Fight Night here on Sunday. Sarita won by unanimous verdict. Pinki Jangra beat Claudia Ferenczi of Slovakia 40-36, 4036, 40-36. Som Bahadur Poon knocked out his light heavyweight opponent Manop Siththiem of Thailand in a mere four-and-ahalf minutes. In the super welterweight IBC National Champion title bout, Siddharth Verma defended his crown with a technical knock out of Jaganathan. Debutant Vipin Kumar was knocked out by Mubarak Sseguya of Uganda in the first bout of the night. — PTI



Wizards cast a spell over Lancers Strikers Ramadeep Singh and Akashdeep Singh scored a brace each as Uttar Pradesh Wizards produced a stellar performance to spank Kalinga Lancers 10-0 and register its first win in the fifth Hockey India League, here on Sunday. Argentine Agustin Mazzilli was the other scorer. — PTI



BHUBANESWAR:



Rajesh Sawant.



BADMINTON



SNOOKER



Alok Kumar rises to the occasion Sindhu and Sameer emerge the best G. VISWANATH PUNE: Alok Kumar showed his



class with two century breaks in successive matches to top his group in the snooker competition of the 84th Manisha National billiards & snooker championship here. Pankaj Advani maintained a clean slate in his group with three wins. The knockout line-up: Manan Chandra, Asutosh Rao, Sundeep Gulati, Malkeet Singh, Shoiab Khan (West Bengal), Anurag Giri, Anuj Uppal, Neeraj Kumar, Lucky Vatnani and Asutosh Padhy, Dhvaj Haria, Dhruv Verma, Divya Sharma, Benay Agarwal, Pankaj Advani, Panduranga, Brijesh Damani, Shoiab Khan (Delhi), Himanshu Jain, Sumit Talwar, Alok Kumar, Hasan Badami, Yasin Merchant, Ketan Chawla, Pushpinder Singh, Digvijay Kadian, Rahul Sachdev, Monu Choudhary, Arvind Kumar,Kamal Chawla, Taaha Khan, Sourav Kothari, Anmoldeep Singh. League results: Group A: Manan Chandra (PSPB) bt Ashutosh Rao (TS) 3-0 (68-22, 5650, 68-15). Group B: Bhadresh Panchal (Guj) bt Amaranath Sharma (Meg) 3-1 (26-71, 80-59, 87-46, 6320); Sundeep Gulati (Del) bt Malkeet Singh (Rlys) 3-1 (83-31, 48-63, 65-21, 74 (51) -37). Group C: Anurag Giri (MP) bt AbCM YK



hijoy Gosh (HP) 3-1 (55-78, 58-9, 7017, 78-29); Ishpreet Singh Chadha (Mah) bt Shoaib Khan (WB) 3-1 (3262, 63-53, 66-46, 58-49). Group D: Anuj Uppal (Del) bt Neeraj Kumar (Rlys) 3-2 (7-87, 69-33, 65-32, 26-71, 64-45); Subrat Das (Odi) bt Saksham Gairola (Utk) 3-1 (18-66, 52-19, 69-56, 67-41). Group E: Lucky Vatnani (TS) bt Sahil Nayyer (Pun) 3-0 (70-16, 51-31, 69-41); Asutosh Padhy (Odi) bt Vinayak Agarwal (UP) 3-1 (71-44, 2977, 70-19, 70-19). Group F: Dhruv Verma (Pnb) bt Micheal Rebello (Knt) 3-0 (63-55, 6112, 67-16); Dhvaj Haria (PSPB) bt S. Dilip Kumar (Rlys) 3-1 (37-70, 68-52, 60-38, 66-16). Group G: Divya Sharma (Har) bt Bharat Sisodiya (MP) 3-1 (28-83 (59), 73 (44) -16, 87-36, 60-38). Group H: Panduranga (Rlys) bt Younis Kouchey (J&K) 3-0 (78-31, 6621, 60-18); Younis Kouchey (J&K) bt Peter Lalrintluanga (Miz) 3-0 (70-18, 74-51, 98-1); Pankaj Advani (PSPB) bt Panduranga (Rlys) 3-1 (107(102)-7, 40-55, 87-0, 84(77)-8). Group K: Alok Kumar (PSPB) bt Shiva Sharma (TS) 3-1 (67-31, 122 (122)-0, 43-51, 58-3); bt Hasan Badami (Mah) 3-2 (0-1(penalised for reporting late) 72 (58)-30, 60-7, 51-67, 100(100)-12); Shiva Sharma (TS) bt Piyush Kushwah (MP) 3-2 (58-31, 4559, 53-16, 24-59, 58-33). Group N: Monu Choudhary (Del)



bt Pandari Kishore (AP) 3-2 (58-63, 81-38, 56-48, 46-75 (51), 75-52). Group Q: Sourav Kothari (PSPB) bt Rohan Kothari (Mah) 3-1 (39-73, 80-52,73-19, 51-29). Group R: Faisal Khan (Rlys) bt Abhimanyu Gandhi (Guj) 3-2 (69-60, 66-75, 0-98(98), 62-46, 69-61); Akshay Kumar (UP) bt Rudraksh Khatri (Raj) 3-0 (59-11, 59-17, 49-40). Group S: Avinash (Del) bt Rupesh Shah (PSPB) 3-1 (73-2, 80(50)-10, 24-62, 71-35). Group T: Yogesh Kumar (Kar) bt I.V.Rajiv (AP) 3-2 (9-69, 37-74, 57-28, 52-20, 68-37). Group U: Siddharth Parikh (Rlys) bt Sahil Dora (UK) 3-2 (74-37, 36-57, 34-62, 60-26, 52-35); K.S. Naveen Kumar (Kar) bt I.H. Manudev (Kar) 3-2 (36-63, 91-72, 61-46, 25-105, 64-30). Group V: Laxman Rawat (Rlys) bt Aayush Kumar (Pun) 3-1 (69-67, 78 (74)-7, 52-73, 77-63); Anand Raghuvanshi (Mah) bt Vinod Kerkar (Goa) 3-0 (64-53, 57-37, 65-45). Group W: Rafath Habib (Rlys) bt Rishabh Thakkar (Mah) 3-0 (83-32, 51-46, 63-24); S. Shrikrishna (TN) bt Sonam Gurang (Meg) 3-0 (69-12, 75 (56)-16, 73-28). Group X: Shahbaaz Adil Khan (PSPB) bt Johnson Narsidani (Guj) 3-2 (7-64, 65-51, 42-61, 88(50)-08, 97-43); Manav Panchal (Mah) bt Tashi Namgyal (HP) 3-1 (65-28, 4674, 63-3, 64-57).



RAKESH RAO LUCKNOW: All five finals ending



in straight games meant excitement was at a premium. As it turned out, favourite P.V. Sindhu, National champion Sameer Verma and the secondseed duo of Pranav Chopra and N. Sikki Reddy made the most of a depleted field and walked away victorious in the $120,000 Syed Modi International badminton championship here on Sunday. Sindhu’s triumph this week was never in doubt after Saina Nehwal’s withdrawal on the eve of this Grand Prix Gold event. Much like Saina in Kuala Lumpur, Sindhu stayed on cruise mode all week and ended her campaign past unseeded Indonesian teenager Greogria Mariska in 30 minutes. After dropping the first point of the final, Sindhu never trailed as she gave the crowd what it had come to watch. In any case, a clash involving World No. 9 Sindhu and her 120th-ranked rival was expected to be a mismatch. Mercifully, this no-contest proved the shortest final of the day. “First the Premier Badminton League and now a Grand



WINNING FEELING: P.V. Sindhu and Sameer Verma are delighted after coming up trumps in the singles events of the Syed Modi International badminton championships in Lucknow on Sunday. — PHOTO: RAJEEV BHATT Prix Gold title, I’m glad to start the year with victories,” said Sindhu, richer by $9000, before rushing to the airport. Sameer and B. Sai Praneeth are sparring partners at the Gopi Chand Academy in Hy-



derabad. Having lost a close National final to Praneeth in February 2015, Sameer settled the scores in style for the $9000 winner’s share. Sameer, trailing 5-14 in the first game and 5-11 in the



second, shifted gears to slow down the pace. He kept the shuttle in play, mixed up his attacking forehand with some very consistent retrieving from the backhand court. Sai, like in the opener, seems to lose belief in his ability to close out the game. After gaining handy leads, Sai waited for things to happen instead of making them happen. When Sameer did not give any negative points, Sai grew frustrated. He not only netted a few returns but his judgement of the shuttle falling on the backline also backfired a few times. Late in the second game, Sai didn’t even reach the shuttle on his forehand, giving an indication of a troubled shoulder. Sensing his chance, Sameer broke away from 14-14 to make it 20-14. Sai saved two championship-points before Sameer’s forehand smash settled the title. In the mixed doubles final, Sikki found herself in a rarelyfelt ‘comfort zone’. She had partner Pranav on her side, and across the net, stood her would-be life-partner B. Sumeeth Reddy and her women’s doubles partner Ashwini.



After some thrilling moments in the first game, the final turned out to be damp squib once the Pranav-Sikki duo rallied from 11-17 to snatch the game and led 16-6 in the second. Earlier, Denmark expectedly won the women’s doubles and men’s doubles titles in keeping with their rankings. The World No. 2 Kamilla Rytter Juhl and Christinna Pedersen needed 38 minutes to pack of AshwiniSikki pair 21-16, 21-18. Then, World No. 3 Mathias Boe and Carsten Mogensen dismissed Chinese Taipei’s Lu Ching Yao and Lu Ching Yao 21-14, 21-15. The results (all finals): Men: 8-Sameer Verma bt 9-B. Sai Praneeth 21-19, 21-16. Women: 1-P.V. Sindhu bt Gregoria Mariska (Ina) 21-13, 21-13. Men’s doubles: 1-Mathias Boe and Carsten Mogensen (Den) bt 8-Lu Ching Yao and Yang Po Han (Tpe) 2114, 21-15. Women’s doubles: 1-Kamila Rytter Juhl and Christinna Pedersen (Den) bt Ashwini Ponnappa and N. Sikki Reddy 21-16, 21-18. Mixed doubles: 2-Pranav Chopra and N. Sikki Reddy bt 7-B. Sumeeth Reddy and Ashwini Ponnappa 22-20, 21-10. ND-ND
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SPORT



Unmukt stars in Delhi’s thumping win



Desert Storm rally flagged of NEW DELHI: The 15th Maruti Su-



zuki Desert Storm rally was flagged of from GIP Mall, Noida here on Sunday. The motley group of more than 200 enthusiasts will traverse from here to Jodhpur that will see them cover a distance of 2,000km in six days. Multiple winner Suresh Rana was the first one to be flagged of, so was C.S. Santosh, who is defending his title in the Moto category. — M.R. Praveen Chandran



CRICKET / Services, Haryana score victories DHARAMSHALA: It wasn’t exactly



a fireworks show but Unmukt Chand made sure the 100-odd spectators at the HPCA Stadium were entertained during his unbeaten 49 run knock that saw Delhi cruising past Jammu & Kashmir for an eight-wicket win in just 16.2 overs in its opening game of the North Zone T20 league here on Sunday. Having restricted J&K to a measly 103 after deciding to field, Delhi was never in trouble despite losing Gautam Gambhir early. Gambhir was dismissed for one, caught behind trying to cut Umar Nazir in the second over, but Shikhar Dhawan and Unmukt farmed the strike and struck boundaries at will, toying with the J&K attack.



Hossain wins Kolkata Marathon SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT KOLKATA: Abdul Hossain of Si-



liguri crossed the finish line in two hours, 34 minutes and two seconds to win the inaugural IDBI Federal Life Insurance Kolkata Marathon on Sunday. Biswnath Pal, who was five minutes slower than Hossain, took the second place, while Paritosh Roy (2:52:48) ended up in third place. In the half-marathon, Subhankar Ghosh (1:09:07) and Mangali Tamang (1:31:13) emerged the winners among men and women respectively. In a close finish, Pramod Kumar (32.38) beat Shynsharlang Wahlang by 0.01 second to claim the 10,000m men’s crown. Puja Mandal (38:59) recorded a comfortable victory for the women’s title. Sachin Tendulkar, who was the face of the event, was a major attraction at the marathon in which more than 8,000 runners took part in diferent races. The results: Marathon, men: 1. Abul Hossain 2:34:02s; 2. Biswanath Pal 2:39:16; 3. Paritosh Roy 2:52:48. Half-Marathon, men: 1. Subhankar Ghosh 1:09:07; 2. Jomsing Star Ramsiej 1:11:03; 3. Uttam Bhujel 1:13:23; Women: 1. Mangali Tamang 1:31:13; 2. Kyntimon Marwein 1:33:04; 3. Dateibankynman Marwein 1:35:48. 10,000m, men: 1. Pramod Kumar 32.38; 2. Shynsharlang Wahlang 32:39; 3. Manas Das 34:23; Women: 1. Puja Mandal 38:59; 2. Phyrnai Kyndait 44:42; 3. Dakahi Kyndait 44:44.



Tentative Dhawan Dhawan, struggling with his form and looking to reclaim his spot in the National side, was more tentative starting of but appeared to get comfortable as the innings progressed. Unmukt, on the other hand, was on the attack, opening up his arms with the innings’ first six over midwicket region in the eighth over to welcome spinner Waseem Raza. With the target hardly challenging, the two took their time mixing singles and doubles with fours and sixes to keep the run-rate ticking along nicely. Once Dhawan was gone, his leg stump uprooted by a ball that slipped through bat and pad, for 30, Unmukt sped up the scoring rate a notch in the company of Nitish Rana, clobbering fours and sixes all around the ground before ending it with a nonchalant four over midwicket for the winning runs. Earlier, a combination of some tight bowling and discip-



lined fielding by Delhi meant J&K had to struggle and earn every run. The day’s other match here, between host Himachal and Services, saw the latter win by four wickets with one ball to spare, riding on a dominant, unbeaten 47 by Amit Pachhara. At Amtar, Haryana’s top-order ensured a 47-run victory against Punjab in a game that saw the last five batsmen of both teams failing to reach double digits. Brief scores: J&K 103 for six in 20 overs (Shubham Khajuria 26, Pranav Gupta 24; Manan Sharma two for 13) lost to Delhi 106 for two in 16.2 overs (Un-



mukt Chand 49 not out, Shikhar Dhawan 30) by eight wickets. Points: Delhi 4, J&K 0 . Himachal 128 for five in 15 overs (Rishi Dhawan not out 37, Amit Kumar 34, Ankush Bains 24; Diwesh Pathania two for 10, Sumit Singh two for 25) lost to Services 131 for six in 14.5 overs (Amit Pachhara 47; Pankaj Jaswal three for 33) by four wickets. Services 4, Himachal 0 . Haryana 153 for seven in 20 overs (Rajat Paliwal 44, Shivam Chauhan 41, Shubham Rohilla 37; Sandeep Sharma two for 35, Manpreet Grewal two for 29) beat Punjab 106 all out (Jaskaran Sohi 27, Manan Vohra 24; Sanjay Pahal three for eight, Joginder Sharma two for 20, Rahul Tewatia two for 13) by 47 runs. Haryana 4, Punjab 0 .



Amit Verma shines for Assam



TN girls lose



KOLKATA: Amit Verma’s fine allround showing helped Assam beat Jharkhand by four wickets in an East Zone T20 league match at the Eden Gardens here on Sunday. In another match, Deepak Behera top-scored (24) for Odisha and then claimed two



CHENNAI: Tamil Nadu girls lost to Gujarat 24-26, 20-25, 22-25 in the semifinals of the sub-junior National volleyball championship at Puducherry on Sunday. The results (semifinals): Boys: Gujarat bt Kerala 25-22, 2519, 25-14; Andhra Pradesh bt Rajasthan 25-18, 25-22, 25-17. Girls: West Bengal bt Kerala 2514, 25-09, 25-05; Gujarat bt Tamil Nadu 26-24, 25-20, 25-22. — Sports Bureau



HYDERABAD: Aragonda Princess and Ashwa Raftar may fight out the finish of the Don Micheletto Plate (1,400m), the main event of the races to be held here on Monday. There will be no false rails.



2 CAPACHINO PLATE (Div. I), (1,200m), maiden 3-y-o only (Cat. II), (Terms), 1-45: 1. Desert Moon (5) K. Mukesh Kumar 55, 2. Kohinoor Legend (2) G. Naresh 55, 3. Phenomenal Cruise (8) Deepak Singh 55, 4. Thundering (3) Suraj Narredu 55, 5. Celtic Queen (7) Sai Kumar 53.5, 6. Jasmine Garden (1) P. Trevor 53.5, 7. Takisha (4) Neeraj 53.5 and 8. Withrosemakeup (6) I. Chisty 53.5. 1. Desert Moon, 2. Jasmine Garden, 3. Celtic Queen



Unmukt Chand...good knock.— FILE PHOTO



wickets to enable his team record a 10-run win over Tripura. The scores: Jharkhand 133 for nine in 20 overs (Virat Singh 26, Amit Verma three for 17, Abu Nechim three for 24) lost to Assam 137 for six in 18.3 overs (Amit Verma 55 not out, Sibsankar Roy 34, Rahul Shukla two



for 30, Varun Aaron two for 39). Odisha 131 for six in 20 overs (Deepak Behera 24, A.K. Sarkar three for 22, Sanjay Majumder two for 18) bt Tripura 121 for eight in 20 overs (Gurinder Singh 28 not out, Dhiraj Singh three for 18, Deepak Behera two for 24). — Special Correspondent



THE HINDU MONDAY, JANUARY 30, 2017



It’s Aragonda Princess vs. Ashwa Raftar 1 CAPACHINO PLATE (Div. II), (1,200m), maiden 3-y-o only (Cat. II), (Terms), 1-15 p.m.: 1. Destined Dynamite (3) Neeraj 55, 2. Moondancer (6) Srinath 55, 3. Starlight (7) Kunal Bunde 55, 4. Arc Of History (4) Akshay Kumar 53.5, 5. Dione (5) Deep Shanker 53.5, 6. Kohinoor Lucy (2) G. Naresh 53.5, 7. New State (8) I. Chisty 53.5 and 8. Royal Green (1) Ajit Singh 53.5. 1. Moondancer, 2. Dione, 3. Arc Of History



UTHRA GANESAN



NOIDA/DELHI



3 RAJA SITHARAM BHUPAL OF DOMAKONDA SAMSTHAN MEMORIAL CUP (Div. II), (1,200m), 5-y-o & over, rated 46 to 70 (Cat. II), 2-15: 1. Kohinoor Thunder (2) G. Naresh 60, 2. Rebellion (5) N. Rawal 58.5, 3. Par Excellence (3) A. A. Vikrant 57.5, 4. Fair And Squre (10) Koushik 57, 5. Sketch Of Beauty (8) K. Mukesh Kumar 56, 6. Brilliant Twist (4) Khurshad Alam 54, 7. Symbol Of Glory (9) Ajeeth Kumar 54, 8. Catherine (1) B. R. Kumar 53.5, 9. Aston Doulton (7) Md. Sameeruddin 51.5, 10. Perfection (11) Akshay Kumar 51.5 and 11. Sacrifice (6) S. S. Tanwar 51. 1. Symbol Of Glory, 2. Fair And Squre, 3. Perfection 4 ILLUSTRIOUS REIGN PLATE (1,400m), (Cat. II), maiden 3-y-o only (Terms), 2-45: 1. Boca



Schumacher, Newey take races three and four



Grande (8) A. A. Vikrant 55, 2. City Of Sails (9) Kiran Naidu 55, 3. Creator (2) Suraj Narredu 55, 4. Friendly Gesture (10) G. Naresh 55, 5. Proud N Arrogant (6) Sai Kumar 55, 6. Recumbentibus (5) Srinath 55, 7. Rutilant (12) Akshay Kumar 55, 8. Somerset (4) P. Trevor 55, 9. Supremo (3) Kuldeep Singh 55, 10. You Can I Can (11) S. Sreekant 55, 11. Exclusive Symbol (7) K. Mukesh Kumar 53.5 and 12. Roma Rio (1) N. Rawal 53.5. 1. Exclusive Symbol, 2. Creator, 3. Rutilant



70 (Cat. II), 4-20: 1. Camborne (10) A. A. Vikrant 60, 2. Legend (6) Sai Kumar 58.5, 3. Aakash Vani (5) B. R. Kumar 58, 4. Roi's Cruise (3) Deepak Singh 58, 5. Eternal Gift (1) Ajit Singh 56, 6. Kohinoor Grace (4) G. Naresh 55.5, 7. Dublin (11) N. Rawal 54, 8. Island Bird (9) Kiran Naidu 54, 9. Rock Heights (2) Akshay Kumar 53.5, 10. Egyptian Wind (8) Kuldeep Singh 51.5, 11. Dolce (7) Ajeeth Kumar 51 and 12. Picture Perfect (12) I. Chisty 50.5. 1. Aakash Vani, 2. Legend, 3. Island Bird



5 TWIN CITIES CUP (1,400m), 4-y-o & over, rated 26 to 50 (Cat. III), 3-20: 1. Magnum (5) G. Naresh 60, 2. Sher Afgan (8) K. Mukesh Kumar 58.5, 3. Wine N Dine (9) C. P. Bopanna 57, 4. Telangana Queen (10) Deepak Singh 56.5, 5. Darakhshan Setarah (3) Akshay Kumar 56, 6. Own Battle (1) N. S. Rathore 56, 7. Samba (6) Neeraj 55.5, 8. Wild Heart (2) I. Chisty 54, 9. Raja Hindustani (4) P. Trevor 53.5 and 10. Rohini (7) A. S. Pawar 51.5. 1. Darakhshan Setarah, 2. Own Battle, 3. Samba



8 DON MICHELETTO PLATE (1,400m), 4-y-o & over, rated 66 to 90 (Cat. II), 4-55: 1. Ashwa Raftar (1) Suraj Narredu 60, 2. Rahuls Pet (3) I. Chisty 56.5, 3. Tiger (-) (-) 54.5, 4. Blue Eyed Babe (6) Khurshad Alam 54, 5. Preciosa (5) Beuzelin 54, 6. Movie Moghual (8) P. Gaddam 53.5, 7. Always Together (2) N. S. Rathore 52.5, 8. Aragonda Princess (4) Neeraj 52 and 9. Red Express (7) Kiran Naidu 52. 1. Aragonda Princess, 2. Ashwa Raftar, 3. Perciosa



6 HUSSAIN SAGAR CUP (1,200m), 5-y-o & over, rated 26 to 50 (Cat. III), 3-50: 1. Military Cross (1) I. Chisty 60, 2. Rapidest (3) P. Gaddam 60, 3. Act In Time (4) B. R. Kumar 58, 4. Garib Parwar (6) K. Mukesh Kumar 58, 5. Vijays Triumph (10) A. Joshi 58, 6. Western Express (12) P. Trevor 58, 7. Malakeye Ziba (14) Akshay Kumar 57.5, 8. Pamella (8) Md. Sameeruddin 57, 9. Rock Baby Rock (9) Kiran Naidu 57, 10. Blaze Of Glory (11) Ajeeth Kumar 55, 11. Bouncer (13) Kunal Bunde 55, 12. Yet Another (5) A. A. Vikrant 55, 13. Proud Image (2) G. Naresh 54.5 and 14. Vijays Splendour (7) S. S. Tanwar 50.5. 1. Garib Parwar, 2. Rapidest, 3. Act In Time



9 CHILLI GIRL PLATE (1,100m), 4-y-o & over, rated upto 30 (Cat. III), 5-30: 1. Penthesilea (3) Beuzelin 62, 2. Supurinto (9) Akshay Kumar 62, 3. Dawning Hope (12) S. Sreekant 61.5, 4. Proud Princess (6) Md. Sameeruddin 61, 5. Yes Baby (4) Deepak Singh 60, 6. Divine Heights (13) N. Rawal 58.5, 7. Invasion (14) Kuldeep Singh 58, 8. Oh Pharaoh (2) P. Gaddam 56, 9. War Lady (8) G. Naresh 56, 10. Princess (7) A M Tograllu 55.5, 11. Exclusive Star (ex: Kinnera) (5) B. R. Kumar 53.5, 12. Play It Cool (1) Aneel 53, 13. Kohinoor Love (11) A. S. Pawar 50 and 14. War Dancer (10) Khurshad Alam 50. 1. Princess, 2. Supurinto, 3. Yes Baby Day's best: Moondancer Double: Aakash Vani - Aragonda Princess Jkt: 5, 6, 7, 8 & 9; Tr (i): 1, 2 & 3; (ii): 4, 5 & 6; (iii): 7, 8 & 9; Tla: all races.



7 RAJA SITHARAM BHUPAL OF DOMAKONDA SAMSTHAN MEMORIAL CUP (Div. I), (1,200m), 5-y-o & over, rated 46 to



NEW DELHI: Mick Schumacher and Harrison Newey won the third and fourth races in round three of the MRF Challenge 2016 at the BIC on Saturday and Sunday here. Schumacher crashed out of the fourth race in which Ralf Aron and Joey Mawson took to the podium after Newey. Nayan Chatterjee held of Anindith Reddy to win his first race of the series — the second race of round one in the MRF 1600 championship. The results: MRF Challenge 2016 (round three, race three): Mick Schumacher (22:22.305s); Joey Mawson (22:26.311); Harrison Newey (22:27.580); Race four: Harrison Newey (30:30.191); Ralf Aron (30:31.155); Joey Mawson (30:31.549). MRF 1600 championship (round one, race two): Nayan Chatterjee (17:21.448s); Anindith Reddy 17:24.780; Ananth Shanmugam 17:27.097. — Sports Bureau



Dominant win OAKLAND: Stephen Curry scored



43 points as Golden State Warriors recorded its most dominant victory in another recordsetting season with a 144-98 rout of Los Angeles Clippers in the NBA on Saturday. The results: Golden State Warriors 144 bt Los Angeles Clippers 98; Heat 116 bt Pistons 103; Kings 109 bt Hornets 106; Celtics 112 bt Bucks 108 (OT); Timberwolves 129 bt Nets 109; Grizzlies 102 bt Jazz 95; Nuggets 123 bt Suns 112. — Agencies



Germanicus wins Golconda Derby HYDERABAD: Mr & Mrs Vijay B. Shirke, Mr K.N.Dhunjibhoy rep. Five Stars Shipping Co. Pvt Ltd & Mr Farooq K.Rattonsey rep Hyperion Bloodstock Pvt Ltd’s Germanicus (A.Sandesh up) won the Golconda Derby Stakes (2,400m), the stellar attraction of the races held here on Sunday (Jan. 29). V.Gaikwad trains the winner. 1. YOUNGSTERS MILLION (1,200m), 3-y-o only (Terms): Star Gazer (P.S.Chouhan) 1, Palace On Wheels (Suraj Narredu) 2, Top Starchy (K. Mukesh Kumar) 3, Juneau (Akshay Kumar) 4. 3/4, 1-3/4, 1-3/4. 1m 12.41s. Rs 21 (w), 7 & 6 (p), SHP: Rs 28, FP: Rs 47, Q: Rs 8, Tanala: Rs 91. Favourite: Palace On Wheels. Owner: M.A.M.Ramaswamy Chettiar Charitable Trust rep by Dr A.C.Muthiah. Trainer: Satheesh. 2. PEDDAPALLI PLATE (1,800m), 4-y-o & over, rated 46 to 70 (Cat. II): Doroteo (I. Chisty) 1, Euro Zone (N. S. Rathore) 2, Ashwa Ashoka (Akshay Kumar) 3, Elysian (Srinath) 4. Ns, 3/4, 2. 1m 52.14s. Rs 17 (w), 7, 14 & 11 (p), SHP: Rs 62, FP: Rs 270, Q: Rs 161, Tanala: Rs 1081. Favourite: Mahathi. Owners: M/s Rakesh R.Jhunjhunwala & Ashok Kumar Gupta. Trainer: M.Srinivas Reddy. 3. DECCAN PRINCE CUP (1,200m), 4-y-o & over, rated 26 to



50 (Cat. III): Batur (Akshay Kumar) 1, Magna Carta (G. Naresh) 2, Sweet March (Beuzelin) 3, Awesome Approach (Suraj Narredu) 4. Not run: Prospero. Hd, 3-1/4, 3/4. 1m 29.96s. Rs 106 (w), 18, 19 & 7 (p), SHP: Rs 65, FP: Rs 977, Q: Rs 594, Tanala: Rs 2351. Favourite: Awesome Approach. Owners: M/s Rajesh Sanghani, Prakash Babu & Vishnuvardhan Reddy Seri. Trainer: D.Netto. 4. ARISTOCRAT CUP (1,200m), 4-y-o & over, rated 26 to 50 (Cat. III): Ambitious Approach (Sai Kumar) 1, Royal Dynamite (Ajit Singh) 2, Palisades Park (P. Trevor) 3, Amazing Venus (K. Mukesh Kumar) 4. 2-1/2, 3, 1. 1m 11.70s. Rs 14 (w), 9, 22 & 9 (p), SHP: Rs 70, FP: Rs 427, Q: Rs 369, Tanala: Rs 2278. Favourite: Ambitious Approach. Owners: M/s P.S.Ranganathan & A.V.Jayaprakash. Trainer: Sequeira. 5. ARTISTIC TRIBUTE PLATE (1,400m), 5-y-o & over, rated 26 to 50 (Cat. III): Cloud Dancer (Akshay Kumar) 1, Forever Bullish (Aneel) 2, Golden Xanthus (Sai Kumar) 3, Back To Business (P. Gaddam) 4. Not run: Dhool Ka Phool. Nk, 1, shd. 1m 26.55s. Rs 14 (w), 7, 7 & 10 (p), SHP: Rs 26, FP: Rs 69, Q: Rs 32, Tanala: Rs 191. Favourite: Cloud Dancer. Owners: M/s Mirza Ayub Baig & L.Arun Kumar.



Trainer: M.Srinivas Reddy. 6. SQUANDERER CUP (1,200m), 5-y-o & over, rated 66 to 90 (Cat. II): Double Charter (Beuzelin) 1, Kimono (N. S. Rathore) 2, City Of Wonders (K. Mukesh Kumar) 3, Military Belle (B. R. Kumar) 4. Not run: Princess Hina. 3/4, 3-1/4, 1/4. 1m 10.93s. Rs 24 (w), 8, 33 & 19 (p), SHP: Rs 155, FP: Rs 953, Q: Rs 567, Tanala: Rs 27483. Favourite: Mangalyaan. Owner: Dr Suresh Chintamaneni. Trainer: D.Netto. 7. SIKANDER -E- AAZAM CUP (2,000m), 4-y-o & over, rated 26 to 50 (Cat. III): Nautanki (A M Tograllu) 1, Pentagon (Kiran Naidu) 2, Al Sadar (K Mukesh) 3, Bullish Approach (P Trevor) 4. Ns, 4, 4-1/2. 2m 07.36s. Rs 36 (w), 9, 13 & 8 (p), SHP: Rs 39, FP: Rs 287, Q: Rs 186, Tanala: Rs 1297. Favourite Al Sadar. Owners: M/s. Zoheb Shaikh & Lakshmana Chowdary Yalamanchili. Trainer: Zoheb Shaikh. 8. SECRETARIAT CUP (1,400m), 4-y-o & over, rated 86 & above (Cat. I): Vijay Viraaj (P. Gaddam) 1, Exclusive Wind (Suraj Narredu) 2, Alameda (G Naresh) 3, Happy Guy (N S Rathore) 4. Hd, 1, shd. 1m 24.66s. Rs 18 (w), 8, 7 & 47 (p), SHP: Rs 27, FP: Rs 67, Q: Rs 27, Tanala: Rs 1539. Favourite: Exclusive Wind. Owners: M/s.Vijay Racing & Farms Pvt Ltd rep.by M/s.Vijay Kumar Gupta & Susheel



Kumar Gupta and Mr.Ahmed Alam Khan. Trainer: Deshmukh. 9. GOLCONDA DERBY STAKES (2,400m), 4-y-o only Germanicus (A. (Terms): Sandesh) 1, Veronese (Neeraj) 2, London (Suraj Narredu) 3, Adulation (I.Chisty) 4. Not run: Breezeofthesouth. 3-1/4, 1-1/2, 2-3/4. 2m 29.15s. Rs 29 (w), 9, 12 & 7 (p), SHP: Rs 39, FP: Rs 223, Q: Rs 113, Tanala: Rs 327. Favourite: London. Owners: Mr & Mrs Vijay B. Shirke, Mr K.N.Dhunjibhoy rep. Five Stars Shipping Co. Pvt Ltd & Mr Farooq K.Rattonsey rep Hyperion Bloodstock Pvt Ltd. Trainer: V.Gaikwad. 10. STORM TROOPER PLATE (1,400m), 4-y-o & over, rated upto 30 (Cat. III): Ayur Joythi (K. Mukesh Kumar) 1, Kohinoor Flare (G. Naresh) 2, Prep One (Deepak Singh) 3, Cannon Hope (Kunal Bunde) 4. Not run: Arabian Fountain. 3-1/4, 1-1/2, nk. 1m 27.30s. Rs 29 (w), 10, 19 & 15 (p), SHP: Rs 49, FP: Rs 435, Q: Rs 244, Tanala: Rs 4278. Favourite: Shandaar. Owners: M/s Premanand Sugandhi, G.Narasa Reddy & P.Suryanarayana Raju. Trainer: A.Sharma. Treble: (i): Rs 10431 (6 tkts), (ii): Rs 617 (123 tkts), (iii): Rs 537 (337 tkts). Jackpot: (i): 30% Rs 13274 (10 tkts), 70 %: Rs 154870 (2 tkts), (ii): 30 %: Rs 1513 (422 tkts), 70 %: Rs 20143 (74 tkts).



BADMINTON



Gayatri Gopi Chand handles pressure with aplomb, wins a double SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT



Big Bash smashes records



COIMBATORE: It’s a tough exer-



cise to be a stalwart’s daughter as the pressure is on you to perform and capture the title. And, Gayatri Gopi Chand (Telangana State) did exactly that. She handled the pressure cooker situation with aplomb to clinch a sweet double in the under-15 girls’ section of the all-India sub-junior ranking badminton tournament at the Bharathiar University Indoor Stadium courts on Sunday. Gayatri, daughter of former all England champion P. Gopi Chand, enjoyed a two-point



SYDNEY: Records have tumbled for the Twenty20 Big Bash League, with Cricket Australia saying on Sunday the enormous crowds and viewership for the fast-paced format this season has surpassed expectations. The high-octane format has proved popular, with more than one million people attending this season’s games at an average of 30,114 per match, CA said. — AFP



edge (20-18) in the opening set against her doubles mate and fifth seed Samiya Imad (Telangana). She has never lost a match to Samiya in recent times but, this time around, the latter stretched Gayatri a bit towards the end to clinch the set 22-20. In the second set, Samiya continued to call the shots and was heading home nicely at 1613 for the title. It was here that Gayatri proved her class. The 13-year-old class eight student of Glendale Academy attacked her opponent like never before. She gave no width to flash and came up with some delic-



ate drops to take the match into the decider at 21-17. In the third, it was Gayatri all the way. She pinned her opponent to the backcourt to seal the set and match 21-11. Later, Gayatri paired with Samiya to topple the topseeded duo of Treesa Jolly a0nd Mehreen Riza from Kerala 21-13, 21-16 for the doubles title The results (finals): Singles: Boys: U-13: Akash Singh (Uttar Pradesh) bt Jomi Singam (Manipur) 21-9, 18-21, 21-9. U-15: Bidyasagar Salam ((Manipur) bt Jayant Rana (Haryana) 21-14, 21-15. Girls: U-13 : Tasnim Mir (Gujarat) bt Tara Shah (Maharashtra) 18-21,



21-7, 21-7. U-15: Gayatri Gopi Chand (Telangana State) bt Samiya Imad Farooqui (Telangana State) 20-22, 21-17, 21-11 . Doubles: Boys: U-13 Ankit Mondal (West Bengal) & Lakshay Sharma (Punjab) bt Chirag Khatri (Delhi) & Raghav (Haryana) 21-18, 17-21, 21-15. U-15: Jayant Rana (Haryana) & Arshad Shaik (Andhra Pradesh) bt Bidyasagar Salam & Punshiba Yengkhom (Manipur) 21-17, 21-17. Girls: U-13: Anya Chauhan (Uttarakhand) & Hiral Chouhan (Chhattisgarh) bt Rikshita Chaliha & Ankita Gogoi (Assam) 21-14, 21-17. U-15: Samiya Imad Farooqui & Gayatri Gopi Chand (Telangana State) bt Treesa Jolly & Mehreen Riza (Kerala) 21-13, 21-16.



PROUD MOMENT: The singles winners of the all India sub-junior ranking badminton tournament in Coimbatore on Sunday. (From left): Akash Singh (Uttar Pradesh), Bidyasagar Salam (Manipur), Tasnim Mir (Gujarat) and Gayatri Gopi Chand (Telangana).



VARIETY
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SU | DO | KU ACROSS



23



24



25



26



G



27



1 Keen to have morning breakfast (6) 2 Drink claret — at heart agonise (6) 3 Works fine, one could start with conservatives (9) 4 Shoots fedayeen — could be sooner or later (3,2,5,4) 6 To irritate girl boys strip (5) CM YK



7 For class, answer is perfunctory (3,5) 8 Endless work? Finally the worker's in the army (8) 9 Some Europeans talking about rejecting bill to cover the Greens (6,8) 15 Barren headland, provides a stark reality (9) 16 Coordinate basic construction



home without me (5) 13 Comedian's hugging bishop, does it tickle you? (5,4) 14 He's indispensable? Correct, deal with him (5-4,3) 18 Roberts takes in a sporting event (12) 21 They fight, work in opposite directions (9)



DOWN



on board first (8) 17 On opening round, missing wine (8) 19 Left among a group of people, move to safety (6) 20 Give an account and soldiers will follow (6) 22 Summer resident in the African savannah, perhaps (5)



23 Cover for many a crime (5) 24 Correctly undo knot, Stallone will check it (7) 25 Originated in godforsaken catatonia (7) 26 Stick to what he read out (6) 27 Two legs spread out — keep quiet, it's delicate (8)



Highest attainment Dhyana or meditation is a spiritual upasana that demands continuous efort of the mind. The mind has to be in onepointed concentration, as it is when one threads a needle or a hunter’s aim is fixed on the target. The famous verse in the Gita, “When there is no breeze, the lamp is steady and does not sway in any direction,” illustrates the yogi’s mind in meditation, said Sri R. Rajagopala Sarma in a discourse. But the human mind is always restless and it is diicult to bring it under control. It is suggested that one selects a convenient sitting posture and begins to observe how one’s breathing takes place uninterruptedly and with precision and how this keeps one alive. This helps to withdraw the mind from straying elsewhere. The body and mind are thus kept in one position for a temporary period of time. The aim of dyana yoga is not any tangible reward, but transforming one’s nature. ‘Let a man lift himself by himself,’ explains Krishna. Dyana yoga helps to shift the focus of one’s mind that is normally attached to worldly matters towards perceiving the atma within. This is the ‘yogananda’ or ‘atmananda,’ where by yogabhyasa, only the atma is perceived by the mind. This experience is much unlike worldly happiness since the same mind that is attracted by the senses tries to insulate itself from them and unite with the atma without any swaying. It cannot be explained or taught by anyone. It has to be felt by each individual, though realised souls claim that it is a rich experience of a rare kind of happiness or bliss with no trace of sorrow. There is nothing further to be attained by one than this state of supreme bliss. He has achieved the purpose of his life.



C A N A N O N Y



1 Grasshopper keeps quiet as children play a game (8) 5 Eat hamburger, return to college ground (6) 10 Distance allowed for vehicle to reverse — it's unbelievable (7) 11 Smuggled spirit, no time for resentment (7) 12 Chip able to return



9



U S E U R G N E A A N T



8



L E A A R M I R E A N A C T K



7



R P E T I A I L L



6



M P R C O F B O R DM A E C R A S R T L H E



5



A N A O K E D N N E S G S



4



F R E N C H D R E S S I N G



3



P F R O G A N A C L E T O H O F U R T R I G H T E E A S T S T E MA N D O D A N D L Y E S E R E E



2



TODAY'S SOLUTIONS V R E R OM O O U T D H



1



FAITH



(set by Arden)



A B S C I S S A



THE HINDU CROSSWORD 11917



Sudoku is a mind game and a puzzle that you solve with reasoning and logic. Fill in the grid with digits in such a manner that every row, every column and every 3x3 box accommodates the digits 1 to 9, without repeating any. ND-ND
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East Bengal pummels Minerva



| 19



SPORT



NOIDA/DELHI



India holds its nerve in a thriller



Luis Suarez spares Barcelona’s blushes



CRICKET / Bumrah’s brilliant final over does the trick after Rahul’s breezy knock



LUDHIANA: East Bengal rode on a



superb performance by its attackers to pummel Minerva FC Punjab 5-0 and grab the pole position in the I-League here on Sunday. Wedson Anselme (eighth, 65th-penalty, 66th), Willis Plaza (40th), and Robin Singh (65th minute) scored for the winner. Anselme, who scored a hat-trick, won the Hero-ofthe-Match award. It was Minerva’s fourth defeat of the season. The result: Minerva Punjab FC 0 lost to East Bengal 5 (Anselme 8, 65-pen, 66, Plaza 40, Robin Singh 65). — PTI



Luis Suarez. — PHOTO: AFP MADRID: Lionel Messi set up



So wins title, Carlsen second WIJK AAN ZEE: In keeping with his



splendid run, B. Adhiban signed of his dream debut in the Tata Steel Masters chess tournament in style by scoring over Hungary’s Richard Rapport in the 13th and final round here on Sunday. After Wesley So (9 points) won his game against Russia’s Ian Nepomniachtchi in just 28 moves to make sure of the title, Adhiban also won with black in 41 moves to top a three-way tie for the third spot with 7.5 points. However, P. Hari Krishna lost to last-placed Loek van Wely. Hari tied for the ninth spot with six points. With Levon Aronian and Wei Yi losing and staying at 7.5 points, Magnus Carlsen’s draw against Sergey Karjakin was enough to give him the runnerup spot with eight points. The results: 13th round: Richard Rapport (Hun, 4.5) lost to B. Adhiban (7.5); Loek van Wely (Ned, 3.5) bt P. Hari Krishna (6); Ian Nepomniachtchi (Rus, 5) lost to Wesley So (USA, 9); Magnus Carlsen (Nor, 8) drew with Sergey Karjakin (Rus, 7); Dmitry Andreikin (Rus, 6) bt Levon Aronian (Arm, 7.5); Wei Yi (Chn, 7.5) lost to Radoslaw Wojtaszek (Pol, 6); Anish Giri (Ned, 6.5) drew with Pavel Eljanov (Ukr, 7). Final standings: 1. So, 2. Carlsen, 3-5. Adhiban, Aronian, Wei, 6-7. Karjakin, Eljanov, 8. Giri, 9-11. Hari, Andreikin, Wojtaszek, 12. Nepomniachtchi, 13. Rapport, 14. van Wely. — Sports Bureau



GATES OPENED: Jos Buttler’s attempted pull off Jasprit Bumrah goes wrong at a tense stage. — PHOTO: K.R. DEEPAK AMOL KARHADKAR NAGPUR: Most of the 40,000-



plus Nagpurkars who thronged the Vidarbha Cricket Association Stadium on the outskirts of Maharashtra’s second capital had missed out on the individual brilliance of two of the greatest sportspersons ever in the Rod Laver Arena. But their crawl to the match venue and the wait for witnessing their favourite cricket stars was made worthwhile with a rare instance of all-round show by both the teams, thus producing a cracker of a T20I. That the Indians held their nerve and registered a narrow, five-run win to keep the series alive, turned out to be the perfect end to a Super Sunday. Result aside, what stood out was the all-round



abilities, especially with the ball in hand, displayed by the rival outfits. The evening started with England pace duo of Tymal Mills and Chris Jordan continuing to exhibit their bowling skills in the shortest format. Mixing and matching Both mixed and matched their pace so well that it left all the Indian batsmen, barring Rahul, struggling after Eoin Morgan won the toss and had no hesitation to bat first. No wonder then that, despite captain Virat Kohli’s streaky start, India could manage just 46 runs in the PowerPlay overs. Then on, for the next eight overs, the spin department — strengthened by left-arm spinner Liam Dawson’s inclu-



Bumrah conceded only five runs in his last two overs and picked up two wickets sion over pacer Liam Plunkett — took charge. Even though Rahul continued to bat at his fluent best — driving with panache and clearing the boundary at will — the spin trio of Moeen Ali, Adil Rashil and Dawson conceded only 47 runs in this period, dismissing the lefthanded duo of Suresh Raina and Yuvraj Singh, in return. At the end of the 15th over, India was placed at 108 for three and required Rahul and Manish Pandey to switch gears. However, Rahul couldn’t time a slower ball by Jordan



Crucial Supreme Court hearing today G. VISWANATH MUMBAI: Following a submis-



sion by BCCI lawyer Arvind P. Datar in the Supreme Court on January 24, that an ICC Executive Committee was to meet in the first week of February in Dubai, the Supreme Court asked Datar to submit three names in a sealed cover by Friday, January 27. But the apex court added a rider that it may be done so “following due process and, needless to say, the names that will be given should not be disqualified under the principal judgment or any of the orders of this Court.” Sources said the names would be submitted when the Supreme Court opens on Monday. The matter is listed for hearing at 3 p.m. But in the short time between the day the order was passed to give three names and Sunday (Jan. 29), the disqualified members of the BCCI and State association members and eligible representatives of the BCCI and State associ-



ations have been proactive over two conference calls and email communications. Sources tracking the developments have been astounded that the names of former BCCI presidents N. Srinivasan (he is 72 and has completed nine years at the BCCI and TNCA), Anurag Thakur and Ajay Shirke (both removed as president and secretary, BCCI) have cropped up. It is believed that former BCCI vice-president and Union Finance Minister Arun Jaitley was also consulted on this. In the meanwhile, 15 Full Members responded to a mail from the BCCI asking it to suggest three names, from which the Supreme Court would nominate one for the ICC meeting. Reliable sources revealed that majority among the 15 had proposed the names of the BCCI joint secretary Amitabh Chaudhary and BCCI treasurer Anirudh Chaudhry. There are two important meetings, that are part of the quarterly ICC meetings; the



ICC Board meeting and the ICC chief executives meeting. Amitabh Chaudhary (performing the duties of BCCI secretary), has the right to attend the ICC CEM meeting in Dubai. The BCCI’s Rules and Regulations explain that the secretary shall “Exercise, as Chief Executive of the Board.” Undertaking required It has also been pointed out that the BCCI oice-bearers have to give an undertaking as per the Supreme Court order of January 2, 2017 which said: “Those of the oice bearers of BCCI who are not disqualified may continue, subject to their filing an unconditional undertaking before this Court within four weeks of the date of this order to abide by and implement the directions contained in the judgment dated 18 July 2016.” It would be interesting to see the names the BCCI submits to the Supreme Court and if the BCCI would stick its neck out arguing for its ‘disqualified’ oice-bearers.



It would also be interesting to know if the AGI Mukul Rohatgi and senior counsel Kapil Sibal (representing a number of BCCI Full Members) actually present names for the Committee of Administrators (COA) whose mandate would be to enforce the Justice Lodha Panel recommendations. The Supreme Court orderalso says: “It is hereby made absolutely clear that the names that will be suggested should be in consonance with the principal judgment and the subsequent orders passed thereafter. “If any one sufers from any kind of disqualification, that shall not be suggested to and considered by this Court. “After the names are submitted in a sealed cover, this Court, keeping in view, the names given by Mr. Anil B. Divan and Mr. Gopal Subramaniam, learned Amicus Curiae, and the names to be given by Mr. Mukul Rohatgi and Mr. Kapil Sibal, shall constitute Committee of appropriate number of members to do the needful.”



GENERAL



‘Remember the nation’s sporting icons’ KOLKATA: Cricket legends Sachin Tendulkar and Sourav Ganguly on Sunday joined India’s Olympic and Paralympics heroes Abhinav Bindra, Devendra Jhajharia and Deepa Malik and asked the countrymen to remember the inspiring feats of the nation’s sporting heroes. “It’s extremely important to know our Indian sporting heroes. We have had so many world class sportsmen who are no more alive but they have brought laurels to our nation, they have earned the country gold, silver and bronze medals,” Tendulkar said after the opening of ‘Fannatic Sports Museum’ — The Boria Mazumdar collection at Ecospace Business Park here. “We cannot forget them, they are not alive, not in front of us but they should be in our minds and this would help to keep them get inspired and motivated. “This is where it all starts where youngsters get inspired by great sportspersons. I congratulate Boria and his team



CM YK



LEGENDS ALL: Deepa Malik with cricketers Sourav Ganguly and Sachin Tendulkar, Paralympian Devendra Jhajharia and shooter Abhinav Bindra at the opening of the ‘Fanatic Sports Museum.’ — PTI for this amazing museum. It’s not just for Kolkata, it’s for India,” the batting maestro added. Tendulkar, who is here on a two-day visit that saw him flagging of the IDBI Federal Life Insurance Kolkata Full Marathon this morning, also urged the youngsters to lead a healthier lifestyle. Admitting that Indians are



not active enough, he said: “We prefer to be on sofa and pass statements like aisa khelne chahiye tha, aisa hona chahiye tha...(should played this way or have done this). “I’m not saying everyone needs to become a professional sportsperson but to lead an active lifestyle you need to engage yourself in some activities. Burn those calories



everyday. On dining table we always don’t mind having an extra paratha. Reverse that and spend those extra five, 10 minutes in the gym. It will help,” he said. The museum on a 6700 square feet area welcomes everyone with the Atletico de Kolkata’s glittering Indian Super League silverware on the left as many historic artifacts have found a place. The collection also includes, Tendulkar’s 100th century gloves, bat and jersey, PV Sindhu’s silver medal winning jersey and Bindra’s epic 2008 Olympics gold medal winning gloves. It’s not only confined to Indian sportspersons as it has some autographed memorabilia from tennis aces Roger Federer, and Rafael Nadal and sprint king Usain Bolt. “Here we are talking about all sports. That’s why I would like as many youngsters to go there and understand the history of sport, mainly Indian sport,” Tendulkar said. — PTI



in the 17th over, holing out to Ben Stokes at deep midwicket. The death overs completely belong to the England pacers, with India managing just a boundary and a six in the last five. The India bowling unit then seemed to have taken a cue from its England counterpart. Ashish Nehra made early inroads — inducing mistakes from openers Sam Billings and dangerous Jason Roy of successive deliveries. Missing out Amit Mishra, the seasoned leggie who came in for Parveez Rasool, then almost repeated the act, only to miss out on a wicket despite bamboozling Stokes with a googly. To the batsman’s fortune, Mishra had overstepped. Then came the best pas-



sage of play for England in the second essay, with Joe Root and Stokes tilting the balance in their team’s favour. Calculated risks While Root preferred to rotate the strike, Stokes took calculated risks to put England in the driver’s seat, going into the climactic stages. With 32 required from 24 balls, India had its back to the walls. However, Nehra then trapped Stokes and Bumrah followed it up with a threerun over. Jos Buttler pulled it back for England with 12 runs of the last three balls of the penultimate over, thus leaving Bumrah to defend eight runs of the last. The pacer was first aided by umpire Shamshuddin who adjudged Root lbw with the



batsman having edged the ball on to his pads. With Buttler missing an incoming delivery of the fourth ball, India’s win was nearly sealed. It was incredible that Bumrah conceded just five runs in his last two overs and ensured that Rahul’s blaze didn’t go waste. Black armbands The Indian contingent took the field wearing black armbands, in a show of solidarity with pacer Mohammed Shami and the family of strength and conditioning expert Rajesh Sawant. While Sawant, the India under-19 trainer, died in his sleep in Mumbai a day before the start of its series against England u-19, Shami’s father, Tousif Ali, passed away in Amroha on Friday.



Luis Suarez’s 90th-minute equaliser to help Barcelona salvage a 1-1 draw at Real Betis on Sunday, but the result could leave the Catalan club even further adrift of the Spanish league lead. “It took us too long to get going,” said Suarez, who scored his league-leading 16th goal. “We have to admit that we didn’t play a very good match.” The results: La Liga: Real Betis 1 (Alegria 74) drew with Barcelona 1 (Luis Suarez 90); Espanyol 3 (Reyes 3-pen, Navarro 45+2, Moreno 71) bt Sevilla 1 (Jovetic 19). On Saturday: Eibar 3 (Adrian Gonzalez 4, Enrich 15, Lejeune 72) bt Deportivo la Coruna 1 (Colak 19); Leganes 0 lost to Celta Vigo 2 (Lemos Collazo 32, Guidetti 66-pen). Serie A: On Sunday: Torino 1 (Falqus 16) drew with Atalanta 1 (Petagna 66); Sampdoria 3 (Praet 20, Schick 71, Muriel 73) bt Roma 2 (Peres 5, Dzeko 66); Fiorentina 3 (Ilicic 17, Chiesa 50, Kalinic 62) drew with Genoa 3 (Simeone 57, 86-pen, Hiljemark 59); Crotone 4 (Stoian 24, Falcinelli 56, 90+1-pen, 90+2) bt Empoli 1 (Mchedlidze 39); Cagliari 1 (Borriello 90+2) drew with Bologna 1 (Destro 64); Sassuolo 0 lost to Juventus 2 (Higuain 9, Khedira 25); Udinese 2 (Thereau 31, De Paul 73) bt AC Milan 1 (Bonaventura 8). On Saturday: Lazio 0 lost to Chievo 1 (Inglese 90); Inter Milan 3 (D’Ambrosio 23, Mario 43, Eder 73) bt Pescara 0. Bundesliga: On Sunday: Freiburg 2 (Haberer 39, Petersen 87) bt Hertha Berlin 1 (Schieber 88). On Saturday: Bayer Leverkusen 2 (Tah 31, Hernandez 34) lost to Borussia Moenchengladbach 3 (Stindl 52, 58, Raffael 71). FA Cup: Fourth round: Manchester United 4 (Fellaini 44, Smalling 57, Mkhitaryan 74, Schweinsteiger 81) bt Wigan 0. On Saturday: Southampton 0 lost to Arsenal 5 (Welbeck 15, 22, Walcott 35, 69, 84). — Agencies



SHOOTING



New-look Indian team for World Cup at home KAMESH SRINIVASAN NEW DELHI: It will be a new look Indian team for the first World Cup of the season in shooting, to be staged at the Dr. Karni Singh Range, Tughlakabad, here from February 24 to March 3. Of course, nine of the 12 shooters who competed in the Rio Olympics will be seen in action, albeit two of them, Apurvi Chandela and Prakash Nanjappa, will be in the MQS section. With the former World and Olympic champion Abhinav Bindra having quit the sport after placing fourth in the Rio Games, only former World champion Manavjit Sandhu



and Ayonika Paul will miss out among the latest Olympians. It may not matter much at this stage, as the race for making the national team will hot up only next year when big competitions like the World Championship, Commonwealth Games and the Asian Games are scheduled to be held. Kynan Chenai, Mairaj Ahmad Khan, Gagan Narang, Jitu Rai, Heena Sidhu, Chain Singh and Gurpreet Singh have been able to retain their place in the national squad that was selected on the basis of the performance of the shooters in the last National championship in Pune and two selection trials.Provision



has also been made in the schedule for mixed team competitions as per the new suggestions that are still being decided for the next Olympics in Tokyo. The Indian team: Men: Air rifle: Ravi Kumar, Satyendra Singh. MQS: Hriday Hazarika. Rifle 3P: Sanjeev Rajput, Chain Singh, Satyendra Singh. Rifle prone: Sushil Ghalay, Gagan Narang, Chain Singh. Air pistol: Jitu Rai, Amanpreet Singh, Omkar Singh. MQS: Prakash Nanjappa. Rapid fire pistol: Neeraj Kumar, Gurpreet Singh, Harpreet Singh. Free pistol: Jitu Rai, Amanpreet Singh, Gurpal Singh. MQS: Prakash Nanjappa. Trap: Kynan Chenai, Zoravar



Singh Sandhu, Birendeep Sodhi. Double trap: Shapath Bharadwaj, Sangram Dahiya, Ankur Mittal. Skeet: Angad Vir Sing Bajwa, Amrinder Cheema, Mairaj Ahmad Khan. MQS: Arjun Singh Mann. Women: Air rifle: Vinita Bhardwaj, Pooja Ghatkar, Meghana Sajjanar. MQS: Apurvi Chadela. Rifle 3P: Elizabeth Susan Koshy, Anjum Moudgil, Tejaswini Sawant. Air pistol: Heena Sidhu, Harveen Srao, Priyanka Susvirkar. Sports pistol: Shreya Gawande, Muskan, Surabhi Pathak. MQS: Annu Raj Singh. Trap: Manisha Keer, Rajeshwari Kumari, Seema Tomar. MQS: Shagun Chowdhary, Shreyasi Singh. Skeet: Arti Singh, Rashmee Rathore, Saniya Sheikh. MQS: Jasmeen Kaur.



Fighting spirit propels Serena to greatness MELBOURNE: Serena Williams



want to keep it going.”



says her rise to become perhaps the greatest player of all time is all down to mental strength and never giving up, a trait learned from Stei Graf and Martina Navratilova. The dominant American now holds more Grand Slam titles in the Open era than anyone else, after surpassing Graf's 22 by winning the Australian Open final against her sister, Venus, on Saturday. Navratilova has 18, along with Chris Evert, while Margaret Court has 24, but only 11 of those were won after the more competitive Open era began in 1968. Williams said they all had one thing in common — fighting spirit. “One thing about a champion, they keep fighting, they keep going,” said the 35-yearold, whose 6-4, 6-4 win at Melbourne Park also returned her to world No. 1. “I just feel like those four really are incredible fighters. They're mentally tough as well. They always kept going. “It's something that I learned from them a lot, is how to hopefully do the same, which hopefully I've been able to do.” Williams had been reluctant to talk about records in Melbourne to keep the pressure of, but she is now ready to ac-



Enjoy the moment Being at the top for so long means Williams now carefully selects her tournaments, and she is set to take a break now until Indian Wells in early March. She said she wanted to enjoy winning in Australia, and give it time to sink in. “One thing I learned in the past is you have to enjoy it. That's the beauty of winning Australia, you have a few months to relax,” she said. “If you win the French, it's like back-to-back-to-back-toback. Australia, you have time to enjoy the moment before the next Grand Slam.” Williams also has wedding plans to make after her recent engagement to Reddit cofounder Alexis Ohanian, who was courtside for her historic victory. She revealed that elder sister Venus would be a bridesmaid, but not when the marriage would take place nor where. But she said it was special having Ohanian by her side in Melbourne. “He's been so supportive in the stands. Although I never really heard him, even though I heard he was very boisterous,” she said. “I'm so focused, I don't hear a lot. I have really selective hearing. It's nice to have that support. It is a wonderful feeling.” — AFP



WONDERFUL FEELING: Serena Williams of the United States poses with the Daphne Akhurst Memorial Cup after winning the Australian Open women’s singles title. — PHOTO: SCOTT BARBOUR/GETTY IMAGES



knowledge her standing as one of the greatest women players of all time, if not the greatest. “I definitely think so. I mean, between Martina, myself, Stei Graf, hands down we are leading that conversation,” she said. Her achievement took 19 long years from her Grand Slam debut as a 17-year-old in Melbourne in 1998, and she is not ready to stop just yet. But she insists there are no



new goals, despite Court's 24 titles being within reach. “I never had a number. That's the beauty of it,” she said. “When I started this journey, I just wanted to win a Grand Slam. Then I just wanted to win. Every time I step on the court, I want to win.” And in an ominous sign that there is still more to come, she added: “I don't want it to stop. I
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Tiger kills man at China wildlife park



China shortlists eight names for Mars mission



Engineers say data from Twitter and other social media platforms can help route scheduling, regulate crowd and improve subway operations.



A tiger at a wildlife park in the city of Ningbo in eastern China killed a man on Sunday after he apparently entered its enclosure.



China has released a shortlist of eight names for its ambitious Mars mission, scheduled to launch by 2020. Out of the eight names, one will be selected in April.



Producers name La La Land best film



D



reamy musical La La Land took home the Best Film prize at the Producers Guild Awards on Saturday, putting it in the box seat for the much-anticipated Oscars. The movie beat industry favourites and leading Academy Awards contenders including coming-of-age tale Moonlight, stylish alien thriller Arrival and visceral family drama Manchester by the Sea. Damien Chazelle’s tribute to Hollywood’s Golden Age of musicals has 14 nominations going into February’s Academy Awards, including for Best Picture, Best Director and for its two stars, Ryan Gosling and Emma Stone. Earlier in January it won seven awards at the Golden Globes, also considered a dry-run for the Oscars, the climax of Hollywood’s awards season. Zootopia won Best Animated Picture, while ESPN’s O.J. Simpson: Made in America won Best Documentary. In the TV section, Nicole Kidman gave the first trophy of the night to widely acclaimed The People v. O.J. Simpson: American Crime Story for Best Long-Form Show. FX’s series, a fictionalised account of the O.J. Simpson 1994 murder case, builds on the nine Emmys it picked up in September. Netflix sensation Stranger Things won best episodic drama. Making a Murderer, the 10-part story of a man serving a life sentence for murdering a 25-year-old woman, was named best non-fiction show. It had earned Netflix six Emmy nominations. — AFP



Why Ricky Gervais halted an interview nimal lover Ricky Gervais gave up his promotional segment on a U.S. morning show to help presenters find a home for a 15-year-old dog. The hosts of ‘Good Morning America’ were chatting to Gervais about his new film, David Brent: Life on the Road, when he stopped them short and said he’d rather focus his attention on getting ‘Bear’ adopted, reported Contactmusic. “I was here to talk about that but I’ve just discovered there’s a dog needs adopting, so I’d rather use my segment to get him adopted. I’m not leaving until we get a phone call this guy’s adopted. He was chained up for 15 years. Give him a life...He’s so loving. He’s had no life,” Gervais said. The British comedian added: “Look at him; he was abused for 15 years and he’s forgiven us.” Gervais also posted a selfie with Bear, a Chow-black Labrador mix, on social media. — PTI
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Oscar buzz dead, China clips activist’s wings Hooligan Sparrow, a documentary that follows the activism of Ye Haiyan, has earned the Communist Party’s wrath BEIJING: Ye Haiyan, one of Chi-



na’s most prominent women’s rights activists, huddled in her unheated apartment on the outskirts of Beijing, waiting to learn if the documentary that propelled her to international fame would receive an Oscar nod. Last month, Hooligan Sparrow, a documentary following her activism on behalf of sexually abused children, made a shortlist for the Academy Awards. Last week, local authorities killed her gas, water, electricity and Internet. When she learned the film was not included among the final five nominees announced on Tuesday, she



breathed a sigh of relief. “If many people started paying attention to me because of the film, I suspect I wouldn’t be able to stay in China much longer,” she said. Since 2012, Ms. Ye has gained a huge online following for shock-tactic human rights activism: working for free in a brothel to advocate for sex worker rights and making a tongue-in-cheek ofer to sleep with a school principal who raped and pimped out his students in the southern island province of Hainan. Her work drew the attention of internationally renowned Chinese artist Ai Weiwei, who posed nude



with her in a controversial photograph. But the spotlight also attracted the attention of the country’s police, who ruthlessly persecuted the single mother for her role in organising protests over the school rape case. The director of Hooligan Sparrow, New York-based Nanfu Wang, captured the drama of intimidation and detention Ms. Ye sufered in the summer of 2013, weaving the tense footage into a thrilleresque narrative. Ms. Wang was disappointed the film was not included among the final five nominees. “A nomination would have been big news in China — the kind of news that state



censorship would struggle to manage.” Greater exposure might mean greater protection for Ms. Ye from authorities bent on muzzling civil society, but it could also end in increased harassment, she said. Ms. Wang has not returned to China since the film debuted. Since President Xi Jinping took power in late 2012, authorities have carried out a brutal crackdown on civil society. Ms. Ye, however, refuses to break. She has turned her predicament into performance art, hanging a red lantern on her staircase for every day she goes without power. — AFP



WOMAN OF STEEL: Ye Haiyan, a prominent Chinese human rights activist, in her apartment on the outskirts of Beijing. — PHOTO: AFP



‘Vampire’ star caught in the act NEW DELHI: India’s first dedic-



ated space observatory, ASTROSAT, has captured the rare phenomenon of a small six-billion-year-old “vampire” star “preying” on a bigger celestial body. Scientists say the smaller star, also called a “blue straggler,” feeds of its companion star by sucking out its mass and energy, causing its eventual death. “The most popular explanation is that these are binary systems in which the smaller star sucks material out of the bigger companion star to become a blue straggler, and hence is called a vampire star. “The small star becomes bigger, hotter and bluer, which gives it the appearance of being young, while the ageing companion burns out and collapses to a stellar remnant,” said Prof. Annapurni Subramaniam of the Indian Institute of Astrophysics. — PTI
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